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Introduction 
Dear Student, 

In my textbook you will learn about the technical literature of the famous Hungarian oenology, its 

emergence, development and effects, as well as about the lives and works of the authors and the 

impact they made. All this should be regarded as important because the technical literature of an age 

reflects the quality and development of cultivation techniques and technologies in different branches 

of agriculture and systems of cultivation, as well as the standards and development of the society at the 

time. Obviously, in the history of the "Gutenberg Galaxy",  viticultural and oenological literature  

forms a separate genre within agricultural literature. It is so, because this branch of agriculture 

produced great values and it required professional knowledge and skills.  These skills, however,  are 

not static but dynamic, so they could vary in  different historical times and places, showing different 

levels of development. The influences from other countries and the expanding knowledge within the 

country well reflect the development of technical literature, which, at the same time,  was the first to 

provide regional information about viticulture and oenology when describing the different wine 

regions. Naturally, these works and their authors are valuable sources not only  in technical questions 

but also in obtaining general information about ethnography and in developing self-awareness.   

 

Studying all these, you will learn not merely about the culture of wine, but, in a wider sense, about 

the history of Hungarian and European culture as well as about the history of science.  

 

Contents (lessons and modules) 
 

I. The development of technical literature of viticulture and oenology. (The first technical books, 

their importance and the expansion of technical knowledge in Hungary from the 17th to the early 20th 

century.) 

II. Models in Western European technical literature of oenology 

 Technical books on achievements and observations in French viticulture and oenology 

 The influence of German technical literature 

 Technical literature in Austria and Styria 

III. Hungarian authors of technical literature and their work 

 Sámuel Tessedik (1742-1820), a tireless and consistent reformer  

Ferenc Schams’s work for Hungarian viticulture and oenology and for the development of 

technical literature 

IV. Technical knowledge of winery in the 18th-19th century, according to technical literature  

Knowledge about the relation between the speed of juice fermenting, temperature and  

fermentation   

Knowledge about fermenting microorganisms and yeasts   

The difficult start of fermentation and its activation 

V. The first medical dissertation on wine, discussing the wines of Sopron. Its importance in the 

Habsburg Empire (1715) 

VI. The formation and development of Hungarian technical language and terminology of 

viticulture and oenology 

VII. Peter Jordan, the éminence grise of Austro-Hungarian agricultural education and agriculture at 

the turn of the 18th and 19th century 

The role of economic schools and societies in technical literature in Europe 

Jordan’s students and the centre of agricultural education and literature in Göttingen 

VIII. János Nagyváthy, the author of the first Hungarian technical book on agriculture, his 

knowledge of viticulture and oenology and its resources 

The management of vine growing on the estate of Keszthely 

IX. Western European ampelographies as models in technical literature 

The first Hungarian descriptions of varieties as special technical literature  

The first Hungarian observations, descriptions and production assessments of Western European 

varieties 
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X. Wine-producing protestant priests and teachers of Hungary who were readers and authors of  

technical books (Their work in technical literature and the impact of their model farms at the turn of 

the 18th and 19th century) 

XI. Móric Preysz (1829-1877) who was ahead of Pasteur, the French scientist  

 

Aim: to learn and interpret the development and influence of the Hungarian technical literature of 

oenology, and the influence of European technical literature on it, to learn about the lives and works of 

Hungarian authors of technical literature and to recognise their importance.  Accordingly, students are 

required to know the major tendencies, the authors and their works, the most important and the most 

characteristic achievements of technical literature, their importance in technical history, and the 

influence they had on the history of Hungarian oenology and on Hungarian technical literature. The 

exam, which is to assess the students’ knowledge and to mark their performance, can be taken either as 

an oral exam or as a written test. The tasks include giving definitions, recognizing key terms, self-

checking questions, essay questions, open questions, matching exercises and  multiple choice tests.   

 

Appendices: compulsory readings and further readings.    
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1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL LITERATURE OF VITICULTURE AND 

OENOLOGY 

(The first technical books, their importance and the expansion of technical knowledge in Hungary 

from the 17th to the early 20th century.) 

 

Viticultural and oenological literature is well definable and distinguishable within the Hungarian 

agricultural literature. It is partially owing to the fact that this branch of agriculture is distinct from 

other branches of agricultural production, has special characteristics and thus requires specialized 

knowledge. The importance of these technical books is clearly evident in the 18th and 19th century 

Hungary. At that time the country was considered to be a viticultural power in Europe, providing fine 

vintages with its vast, ecologically excellent vineyards near the northern border of viticulture.  

 

At the end of the 17th century and in the 18th century North-western Transdanubia and 

Transylvania, owing to their comparatively favourable history, were regarded as centres of printing 

and publishing of Hungarian books and mainly calendars (so called csízió) with printing houses in 

Győr, Nagyszombat, Sopron, Pozsony, Kolozsvár (Transylvania), and later in Csepreg in Western 

Hungary. At that time calendars were widely-spread and popular publications in which people could 

find observations and pieces of advice concerning agriculture, weather and meteorology, as well as 

health recommendations. In spite of this, Hungarian agricultural literature of the late 17th century was 

still lagging behind the European development. In the first part of the 18th century new editions of 

formerly published books came out. Thus, Calendarium by Lippay János had 4 new editions until 

1753 and in that year his The Garden of Poson (Posoni kert), a practical book on gardening consisting 

of three parts, was republished. Its first two parts (The flower garden and The vegetable garden) had 

first been published in 1664 and the third part (The fruit garden) in 1667 in Vienna. Sadly, he couldn’t 

keep his promise to write a book on viticulture and oenology. Still, from the 17th century his work, 

being the first technical book on gardening written in Hungarian, remained a textbook of considerable 

importance in Hungarian horticulture for two centuries. He wrote Calendarium oeconomicum 

perpetuum during the time when Hungary was torn into three parts and its people were fighting almost 

continuously. With this book he aimed to serve his severely suffering country, as he said „…to lead 

the way of  the Hungarian Nation”. The importance of his work is proved by the fact that it had six 

editions, three of which were  published in the 18th century. Its impact could be felt even in later 

periods. He knew the economic characteristics of Hungary well and was aware of the importance of 

the relation between plants and their environment. However, the pieces of advice he provided in his 

book could primarily be applied in Western and North-western Hungary, and it was a fact of which he 

did not fail to remind his readers.  

 

He wrote Calendarium in the style of calendars from Roman times, listing the agricultural tasks in 

the order of the months. The Renaissance brought this genre back and Calendarium by Lippay is an 

excellent late example of this in Hungary. In his 62-page work, which contained 278 points, the 

agricultural tasks for each period were listed month by month in chronological order. He gave detailed 

information about the order of  tasks to be done in connection with growing plants, fruit, vegetables 

and grapes  and  he also included the current wine treatment operations. Oeconomia philosophica, a 

calendar  by Márton Szent-Iványi, was also published four times. In these calendars some mysterious 

superstitions and beliefs from the Middle Ages could still be found.  

 

The first Hungarian technical books specialized in viticulture and oenology were greatly influenced 

by doctors and scientists who had been to Western Europe and studied at universities there. The first 

Hungarian book on oenology, Dissertatio physico-medica inauguralis De vino Hungarico 

Soproniensi... by JánosPéter Komáromy, was published in 1715 in Basel. It was his medical 

disseration on the wines of  Sopron. In this work he wrote about the grape varieties in Sopron  and also 

about  grape berries in the development of noble rot. After this the findings of physical and medical 

studies of Hungarian wines were published in quick succession. For example, in 1720 several reports 
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by Johann Reimann were published about wines of Northern Hungary, especially of  Tokaj-Hegyalja 

and about the gold grown in vineyards. This latter matter continued to emerge from time to time, 

stirring a lot of excitement in a society hungry for gold, and also providing good publicity for Tokaj 

and its wines in both Hungary and abroad. The legend of the golden grapes can be traced back to the 

Middle Ages and its roots even  to ancient times. In Tokaj-Hegyalja it was mentioned as "the golden 

grape cane" and "the golden grape berry". In 1721 the dissertation of Johann Melchior Welsch was 

published in Halle about the naturally-healing effects of Hungarian wines, followed by the publication 

of one of the first articles about the grape production of Northern Hungary, written by István 

Bácsmegyei. These are the first news about Hungarian wines and wine production.  

 

However, these writings were rather accounts of experience than assessing reports yet. From 1722 

the viticultural and oenological descriptions in the books of Mátyás Bél, the great geographical author, 

enriched not only the agricultural knowledge of the time but today they provide valuable information 

for the history of wine regions, the agricultural local history  and ethnography.   Even in his De rei 

rustica, which he wrote with his students and whose viticultural and oenological parts were written by 

János Matolay, Mátyás Bél did not go beyond the traditional agricultural systematization but he used 

the so-far accumulated knowledge from the ancient classic authors to Hohberg, which summarised the 

so-called Hausväter literature of agriculture. According to his plans of his historical book Notitia 

Hungaricae novae, Bél was to have written about the Hungarian grapes and wines. He was planning to 

divide the description of each wine region into three parts. The historical-topographical part was 

planned to be about the location, characteristics and history of vineyards, the economic part about the 

cultivation techniques, and the physical-medical part about the main qualities of the wines and the 

medical observations about them.  In order not to raise doubts about his great plans, in his former-

published Prodromus he composed some of the chapters this way, including the one about the grapes 

and wines of Sopron.  

 

The most productive viticultural author and reporter of the time, ie. the first third of the 18th 

century, was Johann Reimann, who told the readers of Sammlung vonNatur-und 

Medicin...Geschichten about the vintages, harvesting results and the healing power of  wines of 

Northern Hungary in several articles. His reports of various lengths and his detailed accounts were 

light, entertaining pieces in the newspaper but, beside their popularity, there probably were certain 

business-related reasons behind their frequent publication. In 1726 a 40-page study of Hungarian wines, 

written by Péter Jaenichius, was published, then Pál Keller (Paul Keller) wrote the first summary about 

the most important vineyards and wine regions. Famous medical authors wrote studies about the effects 

and qualities of Hungarian wines, going into details concerning their experiences and remarks in their 

works published abroad. As the opinion of these highly-respected medical doctors had great impact in 

Europe for several decades, they contributed to making Hungarian wines famous. For instance, an 

appendix about the wines of Tokaj was included in Hoffman Fridrich’s books, published in 1722 and 

republished in 1735 and 1750. 

 

Among the students of Mátyás Bél in the Lutheran intellectual circle of Pozsony (Bratislava) we 

can find János Matolay, who was praised as "the founder of Hungarian scientific viticulture" by the 

academician Raymund Rapaics, historian of botany and culture. In Prodromus, Bél’s great venture to 

give a description of Hungary, Matolay was to summarise the grape production of Sopron and later, in 

Notitia Hungariae novae,  he described the wines of Kőszeg. When planning Notitia Hungariae 

novae, Bél intended to cover the grapes and wines of every important wine region but only the regions 

of Tokaj, Sopron, Kőszeg, Buda, Szentgyörgy and Miskolc were described in the book. In Eperjes, 

one of the centres of the local wine trade, Andreas Fucker, whose family controlled the wine trade of 

northern and north-eastern Hungary, published a book about the vineyards of Tokaj, Tarcal, Tállya and 

Mád in 1749. Sámuel Dombi published his physical, chemical and medical dissertation about the 

wines of Tokaj and their qualities in 1758.  

 

In the middle of the 18th century, when wine production in quantity was booming, in the wake of 

such examples of technical literature, a successful booklet describing Hungarian wines was published 

in 1761 and got republished several times until the early 19th century. In the preface the author, 
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forming a contrast with the rest of the book, remarked that there had been many cases when 

merchants, wanting to buy original Hungarian wines, were sold spoiled, bad liquid. The book was 

titled  Abhandlung von der vortrefflichen Natur, Eigenschaft und Würckund des ungarischen Weins 

(Contributions to the nature, qualities and effects of Hungarian wines) and the fact that after its first 

publication in 1761 it was republished 5 times (1789, 1793, 1802, 1802, 1812) proved the great need 

for it. It was not by chance that the book came out in Poland as, from the second half of the 16th  

century, Polish wine merchants learnt about the wines of Hegyalja from the citizens of cipszer wine 

trading towns and started importing wines from Hungary, especially from Tokaj. The wines exported 

towards east-northeast and the wines of the Russian Czar’s winepurchasing committee also left the 

country here, providing for two big wine warehouses in Northeastern Hungary. The above mentioned 

booklet became very important by the second half of the 18th century. The influence of the Austrian 

customs policy could be felt as it allowed to sell Hungarian wines on condition that poor-quality 

Austrian wines were sold with them.  The royal court in Vienna did everything to hinder the sales and 

export of Hungarian wines. It is therefore not surprising that the booklet was first published in 

Dresden and Warsaw. It described the wines of Lower Hungary, produced around Lake Fertő, in 

Szentgyörgy, Bratislava and the wines of Upper Hungary, produced in Tokaj, Miskolc,  Nagyvárad. 

Consequently, it became a useful and essential publication for wine merchants.  

 

In the last third of the 18th century  more and more articles were written about the  gold grown in 

vineyards, picking up the legend that was stubbornly kept alive since the Middle Ages.  The great 

achievement of the 1770s was the publication of the first genuinely scientific works of viticulture and 

oenology.  Besides the books by a university professor in Pest, Lajos Mitterpacher, Pál Tóth-Prónai 

Prónay also wrote a book, giving detailed description of planting grapes, training systems and wine 

treatment in Northern Hungary. To satisfy the enormous demands of wine merchants, a book by Luca 

Ignatz came out in 1789 and another one about Tokaj by Fridrich Jakob Fucker in 1790.  In 1790 the 

journal Mindenes Gyűjtemény (General Collection) also published an issue, in Hungarian language 

already, entitled MagyarOrszágnak nevezetesebb Borai (The remarkable wines of Hungary). It was the 

first thorough review of Hungarian wines and wine regions, providing rich data.  The issue highlighted 

the vineyards producing high quality wines, mentioning, for instance, that the favourable ecological 

characteristics of Hungary enabled the production of aszu wines in a number of places at that time.  

 

From the time when the first state incentives appeared in the 18th century (1760), the most 

important aims of viticultural and oenological literature, owing to the influence it had on cultivation 

techniques,  became to supply the army and ensure taxes. However, peasants, for whom these books of 

general education were written, rarely read technical literature to get information.  Sámuel Szilágyi Jr., 

who translated the works of Johann Wiegand from Lower Austria, wrote the following words in vain 

"The Hungarian farmer misses nothing but a book written in his own language on how to run his farm 

cleverly and efficiently, so that he could follow its advice, saying farewell to his old, useless peasant 

philosophy of ’I do it as I saw it from my father and great-grand father, too’ ".  Even Sámuel 

Tessedik, the reformer Lutheran priest  from Szarvas, mentioned that only one out of a thousand 

peasants will read this translation at best.  Very few people knew professor Lajos Mitterpacher, who 

taught agriculture at the university in Pest.  In 1821 Nagyváthy complained that knowledge of 

agriculture was still given from father to son, causing bad mistakes.  In the second half of the 19th 

century, when writing about the urgent reforms of Hungarian oenology in 1879, Antal Gyürky 

questioned the efficiency and educational power of technical literature of the time, seeing that a 

father’s knowledge was still entirely based on what he learnt from his grandfather.  
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2. MODELS IN WESTERN EUROPEAN TECHNICAL LITERATURE OF OENOLOGY 

 

Technical books on achievements and observations in French viticulture and oenology 

 

Technical books on achievements and observations in French viticulture and oenology had great 

influence in Hungary from the second half of the 18th century. Especially at the turn of the century 

and later from the mid-19th century this influence could be felt in European wine regions. In Hungary 

at the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th century these books had impact on technical 

literature and through them, obviously,  on cultivation techniques, while in Europe in the second half 

of the 19th century they helped to fight against phylloxera, which destroyed French wine regions and 

to reform cultivation techniques. At the same time, using scientific methods to research and make 

observations encouraged the progress towards specialization and division within the literature of 

viticulture and oenology.   

 

In the second half of the 18th century experts of viticulture and oenology, Chaptal and his 

colleagues, based their opinion on scientific research. Knowing the principles of natural processes, 

especially in wine production, they had findings in the field of fermentation and biochemistry of wines 

that helped wine producers make wines of almost even quality.  Hungarian authors referred to their 

French colleagues in various fields of oenology   in their articles and publcations of various lengths. 

But the greatest and most evident success and appreciation was earned by the chemistry-based work of 

Chaptal, whose book, first published in 1801, was translated into German in 1802. Lajos Mitterpacher, 

the professor of the University of Buda, made an abstract of the book in Latin and this was published 

in Hungarian translation in 1815 and 1818, and in German translation in 1814. The greatest 

contribution to making the most remarkable pieces of French literature of oenology and viticulture 

well-known in Hungary was made by József Fábián, a minister of the Reformed Church in 

Vörösberény and later in Tótvázsony, with his translations into Hungarian. In the spirit of the 

movements of the second half of the 18th century, he enthusiastically spread the ideas of science and 

the latest agricultural reforms.     

 

Fábián was born on 19th February in 1726 in Alsóörs, Veszprém County, into a noble family. He 

was a student at the famous College of the Reformed Church in Debrecen. He went on with his studies 

and graduated at the faculty of theology on 23rd April in 1779. After his ordination he stayed in the 

cívis town, working as a teacher of a junior grammar school in the beginning and then, on 19th 

September in 1789, he became a senior teacher at the college. He went to Switzerland at his own 

expense, spending two years at the University of Geneva and then at the University of Bern. He came 

home in 1793 and soon became the minister of the Reformed Church’s congregation in Vörösberény.  

 

His studies in Debrecen in his younger years, especially the lectures of István Hatvani, had 

definitely played their part in Fábián’s carreer as an author of educating books and also of technical 

literature of viticulture and oenology while working as a minister in Vörösberény and Tótvázsony. 

Ferenc Pethe and Ferenc Karacs were both among Fábián’s schoolmates. Karacs was younger then 

Pethe and Fábián and later he made copper engravings to illustrate Fábián’s works. The years spent at 

the Swiss universities improved his foreign language skills and expanded his knowledge of science. 

Coming back to his home country, Fábián found himself in the company of Gedeon Somogyi as his 

close relative, János Ángyán, János Naszályi and István Vámos as his close colleagues (ministers of 

Veszprém, Felsőörs and Vámos, respectively) and the linguist Sámuel Pápay and the doctor János 

Zsoldos as remarkable members of the county’s intelligence.   

 

Fábián translated Jean Antoine Chaptal’s booklet, which had been published three times in a single 

year in France, and published it in 1805 with the writings about the Somló wine region by his fellow 

minister, János Gombás.  
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Having learnt about the cutting-edge scientific achievements of Europe, Fábián realized how much  

Hungarian viticulture and oenology are in need of spreading scientifically-proved knowledge and 

putting it into practice. He was particularly interested in viticulture and oenology as they were highly 

important in his homeland, in Balaton Uplands. The scientists of France, the greatest wine producing 

country, were leading the way in these fields in the 18th century. Jean Antoine Chaptal (1756-1832) , 

the great chemist, who was also a minister in Napoleon’s government, compiled an epoch-making 

encyclopaedia of oenology. Fábián comprehended at once that the Hungarian practice of wine 

treatment and preservation was based on misconceptions from the point of view of chemistry, so in 

1805 he published, at his own expense, Chaptal’s new book, A study of  producing, making and 

preserving wines in Hungarian translation. An article about the vineyards and wines of Nagysomlyó 

by the minister János Gombás was bound in the same volume as a supplement. As the Hungarian 

version of Chaptal’s work was a great success, Fábián soon began the translation of a two-volume, 

encyclopaedia-like book, which was, at the same time, full of up-to-date information and which soon 

became a frequently-cited and collated technical handbook in Hungary.  

 

He translated and published the encyclopaedical work entitled A researching and educating study 

of grape production, which Chaptal wrote with the excellent viticultural scientist Rozier and the 

winemakers Parmentier and Dussieux. The two-volume work proved to be "one of the Bibles of 

European grape and wine production" and was translated into several languages. Its Hungarian 

translation got published with the help of voluntary donations  from the citizens and leaders of 

Veszprém country, with high bailiff János Eszterházy at the head,  and deposits from 215 subscribers 

to cover the costs. Just like in his former publications, his noble intent to advance the progress of 

language reforms can be seen here, as well: he attempted to create the Hungarian equivalents for a 

number of foreign technical terms.  One of the greatiest merits of the book is that it contained 21 

copper engravings, some of which were made by Ferenc Karacs, illustrating the famous French grape 

varieties for the first time in the Hungarian literature of ampelography. Fábián did a lot especially for 

the Hungarian introduction of the French Chasselas grape varieties. At that time in Hungary there was 

no well-transferable and well-preservable table grape, from which good wine could have been 

fermented.  The influence of his work is proved by the great number of references to his books by 

István Széchenyi, Ferenc Schams and Ferenc Mayerffy. Demeter Görög, as a way of expressing his 

respect towards Fábián, suggested that the Chasselas grape varieties should be named Fábián grape 

varieties (Fábián fehér, Aranyszínű Fábián, Fábián Muskotály, etc). This name is still widespread in 

technical literature.  

 

While translating the above mentioned work by Chaptal, Rozier, Parmentier and Dussieux, Fábián 

considered publishing a shorter, summarizing book on Hungarian viticulture and oenology, but later 

he, unfortunately,  dropped the idea. Having translated the two volumes of the French work, he wrote 

that he found a lot of things in it useful  for Hungary. He was planning to write and publish a book of 

his own about the history of Hungarian viticulture and oenology, and about the grape varieties, with 

engravings that would be useful for viticulture and ampelography.  In the book by the French authors, 

which was translated into German, Latin and (by him) into Hungarian, he wrote the following lines to 

explain the importance of translating it: "even those, who have knowledge, unless they had lectures on 

economics in the best schools, cannot understand the words of classic and modern authors properly as 

they are not used to reading them and I also intend to improve and enrich Hungarian literature…"  

 

He finished translating the two-volume book in 1809. His work was not just a simple translating 

task, but much more. It took a lot of courage for a countryside minister in Transdanubia to translate 

French technical literature at the time of the French army’s sudden advance and Napoleon’s leaflets 

proclaiming Hungarian independence.  The fact that this book could still be published showed 

Vienna’s intention to draw attention to the deficiencies in technical literature rather than to the 

disadvantagous nature of its customs policy regarding Hungarian commodities, especially wines, 

which was one of the main reasons behind the deteriorating wine production at the turn of the 18th and 

19th century.  However, there was great public demand for the book, which was shown in the long list 

of subscribers and supporters.  
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László Légrádi, an owner of vineyards from Pest, was one of them. In 1844 he published a 

catalogue of grape varieties, possibly urged to do so by Fábián’s plans outlined in his preface to the 

book. We can also find among the subscribers Demeter Görög, the map publisher polyhistor, who 

founded a collection of varieties in Grinzing, which became famous all over Europe, soon after 

Légrádi’s catalogue. Chaptal’s work was booked in advance in every Transdanubian wine region by 

owners of large vineyards who intended to meet the latest standards of farming.  

 

Fábián made supplements to the translation, including his own notes, a glossary, and a chapter on 

making grape sugar, grape-seed oil and krispán. Although the translation was completed in 1809, the 

printing was done only in 1813 and 1814  in the Szammer printing house of Veszprém. By that time, 

though, others also recognized the values of the work. József Fábián learnt from the press that, with 

the support of count József Erdődy, the Latin abstract of the work was made by Lajos Mitterpacher. 

Fábián turned to Erdődy, too and, referring to the interests "of our Hungarian literature starting to 

brighten" and to the fact that those not speaking Latin outnumber those wo can, pointed out the need 

for a Hungarian translation. However, the count would give him neither financial nor ethical support, 

so on 2nd August in 1812 in Tótvázsony he wrote a letter to the deputy bailiff of Veszprém county,  

asking him to announce the publication of the book to the public. To his application he attached the 

contents of the work and told that it would contain two volumes, 80 sheets and would be supplemented 

by 24 copper engravings, which were made by Ferenc Karacs and were the first illustrations of grape 

varieties published in a book  in Hungary. The deputy bailiff informed the public about the work in 31 

wine producing counties and invited the public to book it.  Booking intentions were sent from 

Baranya, Csanád, Csongrád, Gömör, Hont, Szatmár, Torna, Veszprém and Zala counties and Fábián 

could finally get it printed.  

 

The work was entitled A researching and educating study of grape production. Including the art of 

making wine, brandy, and also ordinary and seasoned wine vinegars. Its publication, owing to its 

circumstanses, became part of the struggle for the use of Hungarian language, as it was made possible 

mainly through the payments of subscribers, including civil servants of Veszprém county and Balaton 

Uplands, village priests, teachers and estate personnel, and the personal contributions of József Fábián.  

There were no bookings from Fejér county, because the Latin translation of Mitterpacher had been 

booked by a lot of people there. The translation, which was appreciated by the governor,  also 

contributed to the forming of the Hungarian scientific language, as it was criticised by János 

Schuszter, a professor of chemistry at the university of Pest, who made his comments in the spirit of 

Mihály Kováts, the author of the first Hungarian book on chemistry. The book could be reviewed by a 

chemist because Chaptal, making a revolutionary move, used chemical research to show that processes 

in wine production could ce controlled.  One of the main elements of Schuszter’s criticism was 

Fábián’s inaccurate interpretation of oxidation (making something sour) and deoxidation. Schuszter 

also pointed out that some materials and chemical elements were translated incorrectly or were not 

translated at all. Fábián was not entirely wrong when he paraphrased something instead of trying to 

create a strained Hungarian equivalent, but he should not have done it in all cases.     

 

The achievements of French oenology definitely determined the development of Hungarian wine 

production in the long run, but it is rather difficult to estimate the actual influence of Fábián’s 

translation.  Although the publication of the whole work was Fábián’s achievement, the translations 

published in seven languages between 1813 and 1823 in Buda were based on its Latin abstract made 

by Mitterpacher. In 1817 the following recommendation could be read in the agricultural periodical, 

Nemzeti Gazda (National Farmer), edited by Ferenc Pethe: "There is a work in our editorial office, 

which a sensible vine grower cannot miss, a book about grape production by the famous Chaptal, 

Rozier, Parmentier and Dussieu, translated into Hungarian by József Fábián. It is unique in its kind in 

Hungary".  

 

The translation was highly appreciated in a book review of the journal Tudományos Gyűjtemény 

(Science Review) in 1820. "This work does not only enrich the science of our country, but also 

develops our agriculture, a fact acknowledged by the Royal  Governing Council of Hungary, which 

recommended the work in its letter to the farmers." The achievements of French viticulture and 
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oenology were made common knowledge owing to the abstract by professor Lajos Mitterpacher and 

the detailed Hungarian translations by József Fábián. Though French technical literature introduced in 

Hungary was outnumbered  by German and Austrian technical books in German language, it had a 

profound impact all over Europe, owing to the fact that it was translated into other languages and 

made use of the up-to-date scientific knowledge of the time.   

 

 

2.1 THE INFLUENCE OF GERMAN TECHNICAL LITERATURE 

 

The influence of German technical literature was also remarkable. Peculiarly, the achievements of 

the English „new agriculture” had no direct effects on viticultural and oenological literature, as grape 

production in England, due to its geography and the little European ice age, was far less significant 

compared to the Middle Ages, and at the end of the 17th and in the 18th century grape production 

ceased to exist. On account of various geographical, ecological, geopolitical and historical factors, 

German technical literature was the most widely-known at that time, and the considerable 

development of German wine production from the middle of the 18th century, due to the French 

production of quality grape and wine, vastly contributed to it.    

 

In 1802 the technical journal Notes on Farming Fields(Mezei Gazdaságot Tárgyazó Jegyzések) 

issued a German report, which recommended, referring to Darwin’s work, that cloudy and ropy wine 

should be filtered through fine sand  or, what is even better,  through diatomaceous earth.  It proves 

well that the up-to-date knowledge of viticulture and oenology of the 18th and 19th century reached 

Hungary indirectly, through German-speaking countries. After the publication of the first German 

book of viticulture and oenology in 1582, and Hohberg’s highly influential Georgica Curiosa (1701), 

which gave an encyclopaedical account of the viticultural knowledge of the 18th century, grape 

production was mainly influenced by the works of M. Balthasar Sprenger, who was well-known in 

Hungary, too.  His practical, nicely illustrated books were recommended  to the readers of the journal 

Hungarian  Herald  (Magyar Hírmondó) in 1780 with the following words:  "This German book is one 

of the latest and best works". Its influence can be seen in the references to it made by the vineyard 

owners of the Transdanubian wine regions in the first half of the 19th century regarding pure variety 

planting, introduction of grapes from Western European variety groups, and the modernization of 

other vineyard operations.   

Leaning on Sprenger’s work and books, considering it as an example to be followed,  in the 1830s 

Johann Philipps Bronner, who was also well-known in Hungary, wrote a book on the viticulture and 

oenology of Southern Germany, Rheinhessen, the Nahe Valley, the Mosel Valley and the Rhineland 

(Rheingau). German medical books are not in the field of our interest, even though, in their popular 

and influential translations that were published several times, they gave prescriptions of how to use 

wine. A good example of these medical books is Hufeland’s famous and circulated Macrobiotics. 

German technical literature of viticulture and oenology had great influence on our technical literature 

and also on our cultivation techniques even after the time discussed here.  

 

 

2.2 TECHNICAL LITERATURE IN AUSTRIA AND STYRIA 

 

Understandably, the most widely-known authors in Hungary were from Lower-Austria and Styria, 

who, besides doing their own research and making observations, were influenced by the viticultural 

literature of Southern Germany. They were trying to reach vine producers  by spreading the principles 

of improved agriculture, and translating, reviewing and recommending foreign works. The most 

important Austrian author of the 18th century was Johann Wiegand, who wrote several books, which 

published many times in a number of languages. In 1766, he published the second edition of his work 

Der wohlerfahrene Landwirth... (The experienced farmer), supplementing its first edition (1764) with 

issues of grape production. He criticised the plantings in flat lands, spoke up for grafting, disapproved 
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of using bell jars to protect plants from frost and ice, but approved of smoking against frost. His 1769 

calendar, as a technical book in the style typical of the age, listed the pieces of work to be done month 

by month, just like any other popular book on economy at that time.       

 

Two of his books, a handbook of producing flax and tobacco and his  Handbuch für die österrei-

chische Landjugend(Handbook for the youngsters in the Austrian countryside),  were translated into 

Hungarian. The latter work, due to the economic policy and propaganda of the Royal Court in Vienna, 

was published five times in several languages and a shorter Hungarian version, to be used in 

education, came out in 1780 and 1792. Its Hungarian translator, Sámuel Szilágyi Jr. in his preface 

further emphasized the importance of changes. The hungarianization of the content was possibly 

among the translator’s tasks, as the technical terms were explained in Hungarian.  The translation was 

proofread from professional point of view by István Weszprémi, an acknowledged scientist of the 

time, and the names of plants were translated by Antal Tzeizinger, a pharmacist. Sámuel Szilágyi, who 

was from Debrecen, called the attention of young Hungarian peasants to the fact that "the new 

economic ideas of our time are not modern and harmful inventions for peasants" but extensions of 

former knowledge with improved, up-to-date information.  "Consequently, one should not be deterred 

from such works and have false views about them, as if they were to deceive the world. On the 

contrary, every peasant should be convinced that works of this kind are principally written and 

published to his use." Wiegand’ book criticised the standard of grape and wine production of most 

wine regions.   

 

In 1780 Hungarian Herald (Magyar Hírmondó) recommended to his readers a book by Helbling, 

observing and describing the grape varieties of Lower Austria and their production assessment. Partly 

as a criticism, he mentioned that besides the 24 varieties known in the Vienna area, there were more 

than 40 varietes known and produced in the region of Sopron. Fridrich R. Heintl’s four-volume work 

on the agriculture of the Austrian empire can be considered as an outstanding achievement in the 

technical literature of agriculture of the Austrian empire.  Its fourth volume, published in 1821 

discussed the issues of viticulture and oenology. Almost a decade and a half later, in 1835, as the fifth 

volume of Heintl’s work,  another book on viticulture and oenology was published, which is not 

known to the Hungarian Agricultural Bibliography. The author, Fridrich R. Heintl, in his preface 

clearly stated that it was the second part of the formerly published fourth volume on viticulture and 

oenology, which made his work consist of five volumes. The fourth volume described vineyard 

operations, while the fifth volume was about oenology, describing fermentation, the chemistry of 

wine, wine treatment and harvest without  mentioning wine regions. So, even though he was a 

contemporary of Ferenc (Franz) Schams, he can not be regarded as a forerunner of Schams, who used 

a different method when writing about the wine regions, viticulture and oenology of the Austro-

Hungarian empire.    

 

From Austrian authors of viticulture and oenology those of Lower Austria and Styria were well-

known to Hungarian vine producers. They mentioned these authors’ works and even referred to them. 

For instance, Elek Fényes made references to Johann Burger and Márton Boros referred to Babo, 

Heintl and a number of other French authors. Lőrinc Purman, a vine producer from Baán, Baranya 

county, who had been growing vine since 1819, referred to Fridrich Ludwig Babo’s work, published in 

1844 in Frankfurt am Main, after having reviewed it. But he also knew " …Hechler and Trummer, the 

excellent writers from abroad…" . The vineyard owners who used more up-to-date techniques  in their 

farming were well-informed about the viticultural literature of their time, especially in the field of 

grape varieties and wine treatment. In 1852 in the national journal Economic Papers (Gazdasági 

Lapok) a farmer from Somló raised the idea that the Babel-like confusion and mess around the names 

of grape varieties should be solved with the help of the books of Styrian authors Johann Metzger, 

Fridrich Ludwig Babo, Rubens, Fridrich Xaver Trummer and of the German Ferenc (Franz) Schams 

from Hungary and the variety sortiment of Stallner, a merchant from Szombathely, could also be 

useful.  
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All this proves the fact that in the first half of the 19th century, besides the technical knowledge of 

authors of technical literature of the time,  a small circle of vine growers also were aware of the 

technical literature of the neighbouring Austria.   
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3. HUNGARIAN AUTHORS OF TECHNICAL LITERATURE AND THEIR WORK 

 

The authors of technical literature at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century did 

not use the descriptive approach, typical of their time, when writing about viticulture and oenology, 

but, in accordance with the economic policy of the royal court in Vienna, an educating, suggesting, 

comparative approach. Mátyás Piller lightly referred to issues of viticulture in his textbook on natural 

history for grammar schools and secondary schools, which was published in Buda in 1778.   

 

Máté Pankl, a teacher of the academy in Bratislava (Pozsony) did the calculations of a vineyard of 

300 Hungarian acres (hold) regarding its budget and profitability, providing the economics of the 

estate (1790, 1793). In acknowledgement of his work as an author and teacher, he gained admission to 

the societies of science in Göttingen and Prague. He died on 22nd March in 1789, at the age of 58, in 

Bratislava.  Pankl’s work  was conducted at a time when agriculture  got more and more attention, 

owing to the spreading of physiocratic views and the reform policy of the enlightened Habsburg 

monarchs. Lajos Mitterpacher started to teach agriculture at that time at the university of Pest, which 

moved to Buda later, and there was an increasing number of educational articles and books about 

farming. In higher education teaching knowledge about nature and agriculture started to gain ground 

and, consequently, teaching priests and ministers published not only their own sermons, but also 

textbooks of new subjects, on agriculture and modern farming.  

 

Although the work of Sámuel Tessedik, a Lutheran priest  from Szarvas, can just slightly be 

connected to viticulture and oenology, he must be mentioned not only as the man who worked out the 

underlying principles of Georgikon, but also on the grounds of his exemplary work in horticulture and, 

partly, in viticulture. Dénes Penyigey gave an account  of his work in 1980, pointing out that his 

activity in this field remained unknown and his biographers mentioned it just briefly. Tessedik in his 

youth was influenced by the Lutheran, rationalist, enlightened circle of intellectuals in Bratislava. He 

learned a lot from the ideas of Mátyás Bél’s intellectual circle. Though Tessedik was not born in 

Bratislava,  his family ties, his mother from Bratislava and his Lutheran priest father, provided a 

rational, sensible and pragmatic upbringing, according to which hard work was considered as an 

important value.  The aim of his viticultural work was to introduce grape varieties of Bratislava in 

Szarvas, but he had success only in the fields far from the vineyards, due to the huge damage caused 

by birds. He disapproved of mixed culture, and the use of fruit trees as intercrops in vineyards, as he 

considered that the quality of grapes and wine was higher without trees. Besides the direct, exemplary, 

practical influence of Tessedik, it is difficult to estimate the influence of his book and writings even if 

we know that the next generation knew and used them.  People would not buy the first edition of his 

book  because it was written in German language, "… we don’t want it, because it’s German…". In 

1786 the Hungarian translation of his highly influential book was published in Pécs with the 

arrangements and sponsorship of Ferenc Széchenyi.    

 

 

3.1 SÁMUEL TESSEDIK (1742-1820), A TIRELESS AND CONSISTENT REFORMER 

 

In the 18th century the wind of enlightenment and rationalism was blowing through Europe and 

reached lands far away, due to the influence of Mátyás Bél’s Lutheran, rationalist circle  in the region 

of Pozsony.  The works of country description and local history, the writing of which he was 

managing, gave account of the agricultural knowledge of the time, too. Moreover, the data recorded 

and collected in them has become by now valuable source for agricultural local history and 

ethnography.  Although in these writings Mátyás Bél did not go beyond the agricultural 

systematization of the 18th century, his work is worth recording as it provided scientifically organized 

knowledge on agriculture and country life of his time. Mátyás Bél still used the so-far accumulated 

knowledge from the ancient classic authors to Hohberg, which summarised the so-called 
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Hausväterliterature of agriculture at the end of the 17th century when it was still a modern model to 

follow. In his historical book Notitia Hungaricae novae (The new description of Hungary), Bél was 

planning to divide the description of each wine region into three parts, as it was mentioned above. The 

historical-topographical part was planned to be about the location, characteristics and history of 

vineyards, the economic part about the cultivation techniques, and the physical-medical part about the 

main qualities of the wines and the medical observations about them. Sámuel Tessedik’s mother was 

from Bratislava, so he knew and appreciated Mátyás Bél’s work. However, Bél’s descriptions did not 

provide a realistic picture of the everyday life and struggles of Hungarian serfs. The huge social group 

of agricultural workers was not influenced by enlightenment, neither in Western Europe nor in 

Hungary. The only exceptions were certain small-scale ventures of priests or teaching priests in 

Germany, Bohemia, Moravia and Austria, who were interested in science and farming and considered 

the education of young peasants as their mission. Tessedik knew about these ventures, partly from his 

Bohemian-Moravian father, and partly seeing them with his own eyes in his youth in Gerlangen and 

Göttingen  and in the Lutheran intellectual circles in Bratislava. That is how he commenced his ever-

spreading activity as an educator of the people and a reformer, setting his aims higher and higher. He 

trained the people how to do agricultural work, and taught children at the age of elementary and 

secondary school students, changing the life of the people in his region.  His agricultural experiements 

as a farmer and his conviction that the financial base for a life of good quality should be provided by 

agricultural production show him as a Lutheran priest seeing the rise of the whole countryside in its 

complexity.  

 

From the time when the first state incentives appeared in the 18th century (1760), the most 

important aims of viticultural and oenological literature became to supply the army and ensure taxes. 

However, peasants, for whom these books of general education were written, rarely read technical 

literature to get information.  As a consequence, the clergymen of the countryside played an 

outstandingly important part and set an example. It was not by chance that Thaer, the reformer of 

European farming and soil cultivation, Lajos Mitterpacher, the noted professor, well-known all over 

Europe and at the same time teacher of the writer of the first Hungarian book on agriculture (János 

Nagyváthy), and Sámuel Tessedik, their contemporary expert of agriculture and tireless reformer of 

country life and farming,  were all clergymen of their churches. As a result, their agricultural activity, 

in accordance with the expectations of the royal court in Vienna and the ideas of enlightenment, from 

a wider perspective, helped the people of their churches, tax-payers and those earning their living as 

workers on the land at the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th century.  

 

The educational activity of the 18th and 19th century was based on personally set examples and 

education, and, although it was effective, it could reach just a small territory and a small number of 

people. In Hungary Sámuel Tessedik is the first outstanding figure to spread the scientific knowledge 

of Europe in the field of agriculture and provincial development  by setting a personal example and 

educating the people. His pragmatical and theoretical-educating activity, as well as his scientific work 

all fitted into one exemplary and pioneering frame. Still, in spite of his praiseworthy ideas, he was not 

able to carry out such lasting changes as could be expected today with so much work and energy.  It 

must be stated objectively that even in Szarvas his influence was limited. However, his ideas were 

undisputedly far beyond the scope of his own time.   

 

His work had three main directions: first, theoretical and pragmatical work in technical literature, 

second, economic education and third, theoretical and pragmatical development of agricultural 

production, which includes both an attempt to reform society and a program to improve the villages in 

the countryside.    

 

Besides writing textbooks and curriculums, training people and setting an example, he was also a 

serious author of science books. This latter activity of his emerged quite late in his life but he put the 

experience of his whole life into these writings. He was 42 when his first book, which became his 

most important work,  was published. In spite of this he was a rather fruitful writer, the bibliography 

of his published works and manuscripts consists of 400 items. His main work Der Landmann in 

Ungarn.. was first published in 1784 and then later, in 1786 in Pécs in János Kónyi’s Hungarian 
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translation, donated by Ferenc Széchenyi, with the title What a peasant could become in Hungary.  In 

his work, after describing the miserable circumstances of Hungarian peasants, he attempted to find the 

reasons why it was so. Among the reasons he mentioned the education that was in need of 

improvement, the lack of modern knowledge, the bad conditions of soil cultivation and livestock 

farming, the settlement system of tiny villages, the harmful habits, superstitions and the lack of 

neccessary markets for products and produce. More than half of his book was about the rules an ideal 

village, resembling in some cases the modern villages of today, should have had and described this 

ideal village, writing down what a settlement with its streets and houses should be like and how its 

peasants should farm. Tessedik went through the reasons why peasants could not make their way in 

life. Firstly, the royal decrees and laws were incomprehensible for peasants or were miscomprehended 

by them. Serfs, being at the bottom of feudal hierarchy, had rather poor knowledge. All this could 

have been solved by proper education, dissemination of knowledge and, mainly, by putting an end to 

the great shortage of schools. These would have led to  an increase in the general welfare of the 

population. Thirdly, there was no profitable farming. Fourthly, there were local shortcomings and no 

means to help avoid them. Fifthly, the miserable conditions and deprivation of peasants had less 

evident reasons. The efforts experts made in their writings to ease economic and social tensions were 

totally unknown or hardly known. Especially serfs were unaware of these efforts as they were illiterate 

or could hardly read or did not have time to read with all the  obligatory socage labour they were to do.   

Sixthly, he mentioned that the huge lands of market towns and villages in the Great Hungarian Plain 

made soil cultivation difficult and hindered development, while in other regions, on the contrary, the 

limited number of arable land stood in the way of economic and,  later, social improvement. Tenurial 

duties, the obligatory work done for the landowner hindered the cultivation of serf-owned lands. 

Eightly, peasants tended to have a bad attitude, letting a number of harmful habits hamper sensible 

farming and progress. Peasants looked with mistrust at innovations and external help from people 

living in different circumstances than they themselves did, which both hindered the progress towards a 

higher quality of farming and living. Owing to feudal property, socage labour  and taxation law it was 

not in the interest of tax payers to work hard and well.  In lack of municipality, the boundaries of 

community life in villages were not well-defined and insufficient, bad village regulations were not of 

any help, either. The ideal base for all these changes, in Tessedik’s view, would have been well-

organized, clearly arranged, managable and newly settled villages, where all the above mentioned 

deficiencies and reasons would not stand in the way of progress and realization anymore. Therefore, 

based on these ideas, he wrote down his thoughts about a good village, kept in order.He outlined the 

plan of the village to such depth and details that even a ground-plan, with the exact positions of main  

buildings, outbuildings, community places and economic establishments, was attached with 

explanations regarding their situation. To his readers today all this tells about his knowledge 

concerning community education, the hierarchy of the social groups of the people, the mental hygiene 

of serfs and his ideas on disseminating scientific knowledge.  It can be interesting today because it 

proves that Tessedik had a much wider intellectual horizon than what the commonplace views of the 

1950s attempted to show, mentioning only his work as an agricultural reformer and his aim to train the 

people for work.    

 

The work of Sámul Tessedik and his intention to grab science in its completeness can not be 

understood without his studies and education in his youth. Most of his life, his education, his growing 

up and his work  took place in the 18th century, at the time of enlightenment in Europe and in 

Hungary.  

 

However, enlightenment did not reach most of the social group of serfs and workers in agriculture.  

For this reason, Tessedik’s perception and his fulfilling, exemplary work was important and 

outstanding. 

 

His activity of disseminating knowledge of agriculture can be described as complex and aware of 

economic relations. While doing this work, he faced a number of difficulties but showed exemplary 

enthusiasm and stamina. Still, it can not be denied that there were temporary failures and hardships 

that he could not solve, could not overcome on account of the social and economic indifference of his 

environment. 
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Sámuel Tessedik took new approaches in his agricultural activity and work as he was familiar with 

European achievements of the field and had European connections. As a regular reader of technical 

literature, he was acquainted with the agricultural expertise of Krünitz ’s influential encyclopaedia of 

late 18th century.  He also knew the economic work of Lajos Mitterpacher, Mátyás Bél, Gábor Prónay 

from Pest, and count Miklós Skerlecz. The work of Austrian authors Johann Freiherr Mayer and 

Johann Wiegand were well-known to him as well. He referred to these writings but without the 

personal example they would not have been enough. Still, for his activity they provided a proper 

professional background and foreign experience in the field. The experience he gained during his field 

trips abroad could well be used in his agricultural work. He was particularly familiar with the 

knowledge of the German producing areas and their adopting and producing experiments. He was the 

first adherent of teaching practical gardening, grape growing and vine producing skills as well as 

agricultural subjects in schools. This work of his had a connection with European ventures of the same 

kind at the time. He made the first plan of the pragmatical economic school of Szarvas in 1761. His 

plan was accepted by authorities and got the permission from the emperor. In 1780, when the 

introduction of advanced teaching methods in village schools was announced, Tessedik asked for and 

got 6 cadastral acres of land from his landowner to make a garden of farming and a year later he gave 

presentations there. He got the soil ploughed and manured, got a variety of fruit species planted and 

made into hedgerows. He planted trees in the sodic soil of the Great Plain and made it fertile, 

popularized acacia trees, planted forest belts to protect the land, applied proper field cultivation and 

hay drying, built hay barns.  He succeeded in growing fodder crops, mainly clover and alfalfa, which 

helped him to introduce a more advanced indoor livestock farming and feeding and it resulted in an 

increase in milk and dairy production in the region of Szarvas. More manured root crops gave higher 

yields.  Tessedik was the first to use an iron harrow and roller. He had innovations in bee-keeping and 

canal irrigation. He established three tree nurseries in Szarvas in 1790 and 1791. He got fruit vinegar 

made and brandy (pálinka) distilled and fed the livestock with the crushed fruit. He successfully used 

and recommended the method of girdling with unproductive and old trees, as well as new methods in 

grafting. In vegetable growing in 1773 he adapted an overwintering variety of lettuce in Szarvas, 

which the neighbouring settlements had been familiar with. He handed out seeds of cabbage and carrot 

to peasants of Szarvas. He experimented seven times with sowing of wheat and winter barely into 

fields of watermelon, carrot and potato without reploughing them. He found that water exigent celery 

and asparagus can not be grown successfully in the Great Plain. Regarding spices and herbs  he 

promoted the growing of saffron. Hungarian producers were motivated to do this as the price of 

Egyptian saffron became two-three times higher in 1799. Tessedik suggested that the import of 

Egyptian saffron should be banned to protect Hungarian producers. He carried out experiments with a 

number of herbs, making them grow, mainly, under the guidence of his wife for medicinal purposes. 

By 1803 they established a collection of more than 100 herbs in their garden.  

 

Besides the direct, exemplary, practical influence of Tessedik, it is difficult to estimate the 

influence of his book and writings even if we know that the next generation knew and used them.  

People would not buy the first edition of his book  because it was written in German language, "… we 

don’t want it, because it’s German…". In 1786 the Hungarian translation of his highly influential book 

was published in Pécs with the arrangements and sponsorship of Ferenc Széchenyi.    

 

His innovations and experiments met the refusal of the community of Szarvas. For example, in 

1783 after his tree nursery was destroyed by seven local bulls he asked for help and demanded legal 

actions but he was replied, cynically, that had he not planted fruit trees, bulls would not have 

destroyed them in his gardens. Another victim of the expelling obtuseness was a man who was 

mocked as "Tessedik’s gardener" because he planted 2000 mulberry trees and other trees around his 

farm.  Having been continuously assaulted and  pestered, and having sold his lands four times, he 

finally moved from Szarvas and settled in Nagylak. 

 

Despite these things, as a sign of the success of his commitment, he founded the first society of 

systematic women gardeners from twelve elderly women gardening in Szarvas in 1788. But within a 

year, without the chance of promoting the practices and successes of the exemplary gardening, the 
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society dissolved thanks to, as Tessedik said, fanatism. The Lutheran priest, gardener and farmer, 

several times handed out propagating material, seeds, stems and saplings. What is more, in 1794 when 

the number of Hungarian and foreign fruit varieties were increased to 300 and the institute of Tessedik 

was closed, they were distributed in the region. In 1802, after setting up a new garden with renewed 

effort, he looked at his 2262 young fruit trees and realized that people were just starting to see for 

themselves the possibility and use of cultivating this thin and sodic soil.   

 

According to Tessedik’s census in 1805 Szarvas had a population of 9649 and he counted 1336 of 

them to be cottars and gardeners. The Hungarian gardeners working without irrigation were made 

from cottars, the stratum of poor agricultural workers in the Great Plain  at the end of the 18th and at 

the beginning of the 19th century. It was not by chance that Tessedik considered horticulture to be so 

important,  as he, correctly, thought that family farming could be a means to help poor agricultural 

workers improve their economic and social situation. With this thought he  was ahead of the followers 

of the Garden of Hungary movement, who later also saw that the key to the economic and social rising 

of  poor agricultural workers would be he family farming and gardening and the setting of personal 

examples. It was also an achievement of Tessedik’s dissemination of agricultural knowledge that a 

great number of young people were studying thoroughly the more sensible ways of farming in the 

school, the model garden and the courtyard of the priest in Szarvas. In 1791 the school had more than 

991 students, including  those enrolled earlier. (Georgikon started to work in Keszthely only in 1797, 

and the Academy was opened in Magyaróvár in 1818, although the latter one was treated with mistrust 

owing to the fact that despite being an institute teaching Hungarian agricultural knowledge the 

language of education was German in it. ) 

 

Tessedik contentedly found that due to the efforts and achievements of sensible farming, illnesses 

less frequently occured: "…the lifestyle of the people is more or less the same as before but they tend 

to eat greater quantities of legumes, vegetables, cabbage, lettuce and fruit…" 

 

He published several articles on vine growing at the beginning of the 19th century.  Above all, he 

urged the correction of defective and wrong procedures, paying more attention to muscatel variety and 

the intensive studying of the technical literature of the time.  He outlined and frequently enlarged his 

summary, consisting of 12 points, about the deficiencies of Hungarian viticulture and oenology in the 

journal Oekonomische Neuigkeitenund Verhandlungen.  He considered grape varieties to be among the 

most important factors in quality wine production.  

 

According to the new curriculum, Ratio Educationis, which was issued in 1777, students of arts 

were required to study agriculture. This way, all the five levels of Hungarian schools, and the faculty 

of Philosophy at the university, moving from Nagyszombat to Buda and then to Pest, started to teach 

agricultural subjects. Lajos Mitterpacher was commissioned to be the teacher of this subject at the 

university. Tessedik’s conviction that village priests and teachers can contribute a lot to the 

introduction of horticulture through their educational activities and their exemplary attitude was 

adopted and supported by Mitterpacher, who also emphasized the important role of village priests.   

Moreover, in 1784, giving an expert opinion to the Royal Governing Council, he clearly stood up for 

the view that it had been a mistake to abolish the teaching of agricultural and horticultural subjects in 

theological education on the grounds that priests were not capable of disseminating viticultural and 

oenological knowledge and could not meet the relevant requirements. He firmly stated that agriculture 

must be taught as a compulsory subject in the five-year theological training because the economic 

development of the country could only be achieved by improving the quality of agricultural 

production.   

 

General and specialised knowledge of economics, could only be gained through experience, but not 

in an organised form until the middle of the 18th century. Sámuel Tessedik accomplished it for the 

first time in Hungary, and he did not merely press for education but also spread several elements of 

modern farming, which involved attempts to push back the boundaries of traditional society. His ideal 

was the self-sufficient, trading grower managing his own family farm. And all this was at the time 
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when Kaunitz, the chancellor of Maria Theresa, in a special memorandum of 1776 drew attention to 

the educational role of village schools in disseminating agricultural and technical knowledge.  

 

Demeter Görög was one of the characteristic figures of the beginning of the 19th century, who was 

committed to cultivate not only the intellect but also the physical world. He put a lot of effort into 

modernising out-of-date Hungarian agricultural knowledge and, in general, into making Hungarian 

economy prosper. As a newspaper editor he frequently gave advice and popularized modern methods. 

He particularly appreciated Sámuel Tessedik, and several times wrote about his activity, the 

"Oekonomica Oskola" (school of economy) that he founded, his ideas on education and educational 

policy as well as his work as an author of technical literature.  

 

In spite of the appreciations, even if they came from the highest position, ie. from the governor, 

Tessedik was known to be a difficult, obstinate, uncompromising person, who did not spare himself, 

could not accept the low standards of the village communities of his time and fought his fights alone. 

He strained himself and his environment almost obsessively to make improvements, longing for 

something better. Therefore, conflicts and disagreements were recurrent incidents in his life. While he 

usually proved to be right, his environment had a rather ambivalent view of this country-wide noted 

expert, an individual authority in himself.    

 

From the 17th century estates were in need of specialists, trained in horticulture and managing 

vineyards. Specialised knowledge of these fields, or of economics, could only be gained through 

experience, but not in an organized form until the middle of the 18th century. The only chance for 

those interested in these areas was to pick up knowledge from teachers absorbed in horticulture and 

sciences. The idea to teach farming to children at public schools at a more advanced level than their 

fathers could teach them first emerged in Bohemia.  In the so-called Industrie-Schule, ie. public 

vocational schools of economy, horticulture and fruit tree treatment were taught from 1771. The 

enlightened absolutism supported this concept as it hoped to get bigger taxes from tax-payers as a 

result. In Hungary Sámuel Tessedik accomplished it first, as can be seen in the examples above. In 

1771 Johann Wiegand, an expert from Lower-Austria also emphasized the importance of teaching 

agriculture in village schools. Moreover, the Hungarian translation of his work was published in 1780 

as a textbook promoting agriculture for "national schools". Kaunitz, the chancellor of Maria Theresa, 

in a special memorandum of 1776 drew attention to the educational role of village schools in 

disseminating agricultural knowledge. In this year Collegium Oeconomicum of Szempc, which was 

established in 1763 and where economics was taught but with decreasing significance, was taken to 

Tata. A year later, in 1777 Ratio Educationis was issued, according to which students of arts were 

required to acquire skills in agriculture and, as part of it, viticulture. This way, all the five levels of 

Hungarian schools, and the faculty of Philosophy at the university, moving from Nagyszombat to 

Buda and then to Pest, started to teach agricultural and horticultural subjects. Lajos Mitterpacher was 

commissioned to be the teacher of this subject at the university. Tessedik’s conviction that village 

priests and teachers could contribute a lot to the introduction of more intensive cultures was adopted 

and supported by Mitterpacher, who also emphasized the important role of village priests. When 

writing his university textbook, Elementa, Mitterpacher extensively took into consideration the 

educational reforms of the royal court, the curriculum of which ordered that horticultural and 

viticultural subjects should be covered.  
 

In accordance with Ratio Educationis, Lajos Mitterpacher, a professor at the university of Pest, 

taught agricultural subjects, including vitculture and oenology at the faculty of Philosophy. He gave 

lectures on economics at Theresanium in Vienna, the summary of which he published in Entwurf in 

1773. In this work he had not covered issues of viticulture yet. Later, though, in 1775 and 1776 he 

wrote about viticulture and oenology and his Elementa, published in three volumes between 1777 and 

1794, was a university textbook of European quality.    

During his carreer of more than three and a half decades as a unversity lecturer, he was also the 

Rector of the university in 1801. In acknowledgement of his scientific work he was admitted to the 

Academy of Bonn, and was awarded senior rank by the faculty of arts at the university of Pest. He 
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contributed to the dissemination of agricultural knowledge not only with his thorough and captivating 

lectures but also with writing textbooks to students at the university as well as to secondary school 

students.  
 

During the reign of Joseph II, however, the department of oeconomica ruralis was closed. 

According to the statement of the Royal Governing Council the syllabus of the closed department 

were to be covered in the future as part of general natural history and technology.  The subject left 

without a department of its own and also the subjects of natural history and technology were evidently 

taught by Lajos Mitterpacher. Agriculture became a compulsory subject for the senior students of the 

central seminary and the Institution of Engineering and an optional subject for students at the faculty 

of arts. (In the latter case the reason for the optional nature of the subject was that arts studies were 

studium generale, to be pursued by all the students before their specialization.) The only change 

brought by the laws that the parliament of 1790 and 1791 passed was that they reinforced Ratio 

Educationis, but the department was reopened only after the Second Ratio Educationis was issued in 

1806.  

He elaborated the complete system of agriculture in his great, three-volume work Elementa rei 

rusticae. It was actually the elaboration of his university lectures. Originally he was to write this 

textbook-like monograph only in two volumes, which were published right after his getting to the 

university of Pest, in 1777 and 1779. However, the issues of produce processing and certain 

specialised branches demanded the publication of a new volume, so he wrote the third part of 

Elementa by the beginning of the 1790s and it was published in 1794 with the title Technologica 

Oeconomica.   

 

As horticulture, viticulture and oenology were rather rudimentary in the 18th century Hungary, 

Mitterpacher dedicated a separate chapter to horticulture.  He divided horticulture into three parts: 

first, growing kitchen garden plants or vegetables, second,  growing flowers, obviously including 

ornamental plants and third,  growing fruit, which he discussed quite thoroughly, listing all the useful 

and important information. He described the features of fruit tree varieties and the up-to-date grafting 

methods.  

 

In the second volume, in the field of flora he covers first the issues of vine production and forestry. 

He writes extremely lot about certain questions of viticulture.  Regarding the origins of grape he 

considers the forest grape (Vitis silvestris) to be the ancestor of all vineyard grapes. As with plough-

land crops, he also gave account of grape varieties, described and organized them.  

 

The third volume, as shown in its title, was about procession of agricultural produce, growing 

industrial plants and agricultural industries, which were typical at that time. He described in details the 

processes of production and use and the necessary technological information concerning baking bread, 

growing and drying tobbaco, producing wine (juice making, wine storage, racking) and making brandy 

(pálinka). 

 

Besides his main work he covered in a number of studies and publications certain branches of 

agriculture, some plant cultures (for example grape culture, wine, brandy and vinegar making,  

growing flax and hemp, breeding silkworm, etc) and certain fields of technology.  

 

As it was proved in his references, Mitterpacher knew well the European technical literature of the 

time. Still, he kept his independence to the last. In his book he adopted the system outlined in 

Grundsätze der deutschen Landwirtschaft (The foundations of German agriculture), a work by the 

most influential expert of his time, Johann Beckmann, a professor of the university of Göttingen, but 

he supplemented it with botany and viticulture.   

 

In covering issues of viticulture and horticulture he made references to Arthur Young from 

England, to Christian Reichart, the idol of German horticultural literature, to Otto von Münchausen 

and Krünitz, the apostles of Hausvater literature, to Oliver de Serres from Spain, to Balthasar Sprenger 
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from Germany and also to a number of accurately listed works by other authors from England, 

Germany, France, Italy and the ancient times.  He used not only agricultural works but also various 

books on chemistry and travel books. The scientific success of Mitterpacher’s book is proved by the 

fact that its Italian translation was published twice, in 1784 and 1794. In the second and third volume 

of Elementa he described thoroughly the horticultural and viticultural operations, using generously the 

scarce number of antecedents in Hungarian viticultural literature, for instance Mátyás Piller’s work 

mentioned above. The success of Elementa can also be seen in its instant influence as it was used as a 

source in Antal Adamovics’s brief work containing issues of vine production in 1778, just like in J. 

Domin’s book in 1783.  Mitterpacher was also the teacher of János Nagyváthy, who was the first to 

put modern agricultural knowledge into practice in everyday life. It was not by chance that the 

agricultural literature of the 18th century was inspired by school education. With such antecedents and 

atmosphere (not to mention the Academy of Mining in Selmecbánya), György Festetics established 

Georgikon, the first European institute to teach agriculture at higher level, which regionally belonged 

to the estate of Keszthely. György Festetics, a disgraced army officer, retreated to Keszthely and 

attempted to decrease his enormous inherited debts with the income from his farm.  That is how he 

spotted János Nagyváthy, who was pursuing sensible, economical farming and had great theoretical 

knowledge and practical experience. In 1791 Nagyváthy published his two-volume book on 

agriculture, the first work of his in this field in Hungarian language, which was awarded a golden 

medal by the emperor.  Festetics invited him to Keszthely to be the fully authorised manager of the 

estate. With the help of Nagyváthy’s expertise, the count was soon able to decrease his debts. The new 

land steward  needed educated experts to help him realize his economic ideas, so partly to his 

suggestion, Festetics decided to establish an educational institution to train specialists to satisfy the 

demands for estate staff. Although Nagyváthy did not take part in the in-depth preparations of 

establishing Georgikon in Keszthely,  he succeeded in ensuring the operational conditions of Europe’s 

first agricultural institution of higher education with improving the quality of production of the estate. 

The instructions he gave until 1797, while he was in the count’s service, ensured the effective 

operation of the Festetics estates for years to come.    

 

Successful farming was secured by Nagyváthy’s wide range of knowledge, his thorough expertise 

and excellent organising skills as well as by the introduction of  the controlling system (double-entry 

bookkeeping).  He knew the latest European and Hungarian technical literature, to which he made 

references in the chapters on horticulture and viticulture of his two-volume work entitled 

TheHardworking Farmer of the Field. He also used and was influenced by the works of his professor, 

Lajos Mitterpacher and the multivolumed work of Lüder, I. H. Pratie, B. M. Sprenger, Rozier and 

Germershausen, written at the end of the 18th century. However, he did not simply give a translated 

summary of these works but used and quoted them to support or disprove his own experience and 

knowledge. He made several references to the regional differences in Hungary in the same piece of 

work or process, most of which he saw with his own eyes or even took part in them. Due to these 

methods he was able to make the right consequences and a number of the solutions he provided were 

perfect considering the possibilities of his time and, what is more, they are still remarkable today.   

 

He worked hard on his scientific work until 1791 when the two vast volumes of TheHardworking 

Farmer of the Field were published with the help of count Ferenc Széchenyi. A year later he got his 

invitation from György Festetics to be his estate manager. Accepting his offer Nagyváthy moved to 

Keszthely.  

 

He became the leader of the so-called Oeconomica Directio of the estate in the middle of 1792. In 

the same year he persuaded his master, who was a Catholic aristocrat, to establish a Reformed 

grammar school in Csurgó, one of the subcentres of his estates in Somogy county. The matters of the 

vast land of 160 Hungarian acres (hold) were soon sorted out by Nagyváthy and he realised that one of 

the greatest obstacles in the way of economic improvement was the lack of expertise in farming. That 

is why he also suggested that the count should establish an agricultural institution in Keszthely to train 

specialists to satisfy the demands for estate staff. 
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His two-volume book, the first of his agricultural works in Hungarian language, intended to 

advance considerably the improvement of agriculture. Among its sources he listed a number of 

German works, but his greatest influence was Lajos Mitterpacher’s Elementa rei rusticae. The 

division of his work was more or less the same as that of his professor’s but, as several parts of the 

book was based on genuine observations, it must be considered as a scientific achievement.  

 

Regarding the issue of farming he aimed to shake the nobility out of their unconcern with his 

practical examples and his in-depth descriptions of cultivation techniques and wine technology. He did 

not deny the goal of agricultural authors to raise the quality of Hungarian production to the level of 

English, Belgian and German agriculture. In his opininon the right way to achieve this was mainly 

through studying Hungarian experiments and achievements because, as he wrote with disapproval:  "a 

nation that is slavishly copying another nation, will lose its own character". Following his great, two-

volume work in 1791, he published a similar book in one volume in 1821, entitled The Hungarian 

Practical Farmer. While the former book described a better situation and what should be done to 

achieve it, the latter one contained, as Nagyváthy wrote, "good practices of Hungarian farmers, which 

I was following in my former position and am following now".    

 

At the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th century Ferenc Pethe, Nagyváthy’s 

successor at Georgikon, was an influential author of agricultural literature and he wrote a lot about the 

controversial matters of vine production. The journalThe Observing Farmer(Vis’gálódó Magyar 

Gazda), where he published several articles on viticulture and oenology, can be regarded as the first 

important piece of Pethe’s work. He himself wrote articles into his journal, as well. His professional 

fairness can be proved by his willingness to admit his mistakes, for example in 1797 in issue 35 he 

urged destemming but then in the next issue he apologized to vine growers in Tokaj and Mád where 

this method to enhance quality had been well-known. This event shows that the journal had a real 

contact with its readers as probably a reader’s comment made him reconsider his opinion. He wrote 

technical articles into Magyar Újság (Hungarian Newspaper), many of which were about Hungarian 

wine regions. In his practical recommendations he primarily emphasized the importance of clean 

storage and put special emphasis on right wine storage.  

 

In the coloumns of the journal The Observing Farmerarticles listing and describing the most widely 

spread Hungarian grape varieties of the time  were issued but Nagyváthy was rather careful and rightly 

so, as there was a great confusion concerning varieties. In the question of varieties he did not dare to 

take the responsibility of making suggestions even though he knew Sprenger’s varieties described 

thoroughly in 98 pages and the relevant works by such experts on viticulture as Ortlieb, Ruland, 

Duhamel, Gabridel, Walther and Bidet. Regarding Balthasar Sprenger’s Vollständige Abhandlung ...he 

was of the view that to read the whole book and consider its hypotheses can be useful… He also was 

familiar with the modern French literature of oenology and thought that Chaptal’s French work is also 

worth reading. From the second volume of Pethe’s great work of agricultural literature The Refined 

Farmer of the Fields (Pallérozott Mezei Gazda) more copies were printed as it could be considered as 

a complete book in itself. So after all the copies of the first and third volume had been sold in 1817, 

the second one, covering the issues of horticulture and viticulture,  was still available. The agricultural 

journal The National Farmer (Nemzeti Gazda) was edited by Pethe and it also issued a number of 

reports and articles on viticulture. In 1827 the former teacher of Georgikon, who was leading an 

eventful life,  published in a separate book his experience about his grape planting in Buda and about 

the modern trellis support system applied on a large growing space.   

 

Károly György Rumy, who later also became a teacher at Georgikon, was interested in the fate of 

Hungarian viticulture and oenology as well, so in 1811 he listed in 12 points, just like Sámul Tessedik 

did, what he thought to be the deficiencies were and it was published in instalments in the following 

year. 

 

Károly György Rumy got an offer from Festetsics in 1813 to teach farming, farm management, 

chemistry and natural history and also to take part in managing the estate’s farming. Rumy’s work is 

difficult to be assessed accurately because, besides his 20 books, he wrote articles and studies for 107 
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German, 31 Hungarian and 12 other journals in Latin, German, Hungarian, Slovakian, Croatian and 

other languages that he spoke. He left behind 280 manuscripts of various lengths written in these 

languages. Some of these manuscripts consisted of several volumes, but most of them were destroyed.  

 

The remarkably productive and hard-working Rumy wrote about the situation of vine growing in a 

series of articles in 1811 and then again in 1812 and 1814. In 1814 and 1815 in The National Farmer  

he gave reports of the monthly work done in Georgikon and he did the same in German in the journal 

Vaterländische Blätter, where he published a short article in 1816 as well. In 1814 he received a group 

on a farming field trip and gave a report of yields of Georgikon. He frequently discussed the question 

of Hungarian grape varieties. In 1818, when he was not in Gerorgikon anymore, it was announced in  

The Scientific Review(Tudományos Gyűjtemény) that in acknowledgement of his professional work, 

including "his achievements in training young farmers at Georgikon in Keszthely", he was admitted to 

be the corresponding member of the "Bavarian Royal Society of Agriculture".  

 

From 1817 a new aim was to supply the estates outside the castle of Keszthely with young 

educated gardeners. Viticulture was the most important subject at Georgikon, but students were also 

taught other fields of horticulture. According to a direction of 3 March  1817 it was required to train 

so-called interns, who were to become  grape and fruit specialists. The prefects János Asbóth and 

Sövegjártó were commissioned to elaborate the curriculum and the list of subjects.  The  course lasted 

for two years, one of which the students spent working with a gardener to learn the practical skills. 

Students of gardening was to have three exams a year, just like other students of Georgikon.  In the 

curriculum of Georgikon horticulture, viticulture and oenology got more and more significant from the 

1820s as a result of the successful work of József Lehrmann, the chief gardener, who later became a 

professor.   

 

In 1819 Pál Lajos Konrád wrote about the grape culture in Ruszt and his description was quoted 

and used widely at the beginning of the 19th century.  In the same year J. K. Lübeck’s popular booklet 

was published and became widely-used among vine growers and wine merchants.  

 

In the Austrian Empire it was in 1821 that technical literature first drew attention to grape variety 

sortiments, when Freiherr Ritter von Heintl dedicated a separate chapter to assess Demeter Görög’s 

work of collecting and identifying grape varieties.  This activity of Görög was not unique in Central 

Europe, as Georgikon in Keszthely also had a grape variety sortiment. In Brünn the Agricultural 

Natural Society of the Silesian-Moravian Association of Pomology also possessed a grapevine nursery 

and a grape variety sortiment. On 18 June in 1817 Heintl called the attention of the experts and vine 

growers of the Austrian Empire to the importance of establishing variety identifying sortiments. 

Setting a good example, he created the grapevine nursery and grape variety sortiment of Nering and 

Würniss near his castle.  His appeal encouraged Demeter Görög and Ferenc Schams to make their own 

sortiments. Heintl’s work was actually a continuation of the French work of establishing  grape variety 

sortiments.  

 

Demeter Görög, the founder of Hungarian ampelography,  was born in Hajdúdorog in 1760 and 

studied in Vienna. He supported a number of Hungarian cultural ventures. From 1803 he became the 

court tutor of archduke Joseph, following his successes in 1796 in educating and tutoring Paul 

Eszterházy, the son of duke Miklós Eszterházy, in Kismarton (Eisenstadt in today’s Austria). From 

this time he had little time to work for Hungarian Herald (Magyar Hírmondó) and mostly he dealt 

with maps. In Kismarton Görög broadened his horizons in fine arts, music and, especially, science. 

The castle’s library contained the most remarkabe works of botany, horticulture and science. The 

parks and greenhouses of Kismarton, besides being beautiful, were actually botanical gardens 

frequently extended by the duke. Görög’s interest in science, to which  he later dedicated his life, was 

probably established here. The family appreciated his work as a tutor and his merits were 

acknowledged in aristocratic circles. Emperor Franz I made him outline the plan of  the heir’s 

education, which gained the emperor’s approval and Görög  was appointed to be a court tutor in 1803. 

From this time he did not have time to edit his journal, which was a good chance for the court to stop 

the publication of Hungarian Herald in 1803. In the beginning Görög was a tutor of royal duke Joseph 
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and after his death he was commissioned to archduke Franz Karl. Görög was his leading tutor until 

1824. In that year he retired with a yearly income of 8000 forints, which was supplemented by a 

considerable pension from the Kolonics and the Eszterházy family. To express his appreciation, the 

emperor awarded Görög with the title of counsellor, rank of chamberlain and the title of Knight 

Commander of the Order of Saint Stephen.  

 

Demeter Görög was committed to cultivate not only the intellect but also the physical world. He 

put a lot of effort into modernising out-of-date Hungarian agriculture and, in general, into making 

Hungarian economy prosper. As an editor he frequently gave advice and popularized modern methods. 

He particularly appreciated Sámuel Tessedik, and several times wrote about his activity, the 

Oekonomica Oskola (school of economy) that he founded, his ideas on education and educational 

policy as well as his work as an author of technical literature. He enthusiastically promoted 

Nagyváthy’s TheHardworking Farmer of the Field and happily reported that " ’The Hardworking 

Farmer of the Field’  is sold like hot cakes in Kassa, where the citizens praise God that He let them 

read in their own language such useful works, which they could not even dream about during the era 

of Latin". 

 

The good examples of assessing varieties and planting grapes near the Habsburg capital advanced 

the approval of Görög’s great plan. For example Lobkovitz planted varieties from Burgundy near 

Melk (a little town in Lower Austria on the right bank of Danube) and Fries planted red Fries varieties 

outside Vöslau.   

 

Demeter Görög’s favourite field was vine. As a court tutor he made efforts to make his student, 

archduke Franz  acquainted with the economy of the Habsburg empire. He put a great stress on 

teaching about produces that played important role in commerce as well. These included grape and 

wine production. Görög realized that in order to increase wine exports, to counterbalance imports, the 

country needed to produce wines of better quality. As examples there were the cases from Melk and 

Vöslau, mentioned above. In both places Burgundy varieties were planted and the wines made from 

them became the famous and popular red wines of Melk and Vöslau. He urged that grape producing 

countries of the empire should introduce table grape and wine grape varieties, especially French ones, 

which were better than what could be found in the country.  He handed in a proposal about this to the 

emperor, who approved it and, what is more, supported its realization. Through ways of diplomacy, at 

Görög’s request, noble varieties from foreign countries were collected and sent by ambassadors and 

consuls of the diplomatic service.    

 

The most important thing to be done was to plant and propagate the collected varieties, which was 

completed under the guidance of Görög on the ramparts of Vienna (the Garden of Paradise, 

Schönbrunn). Then the ramparts were renovated and the Garden of Paradise was closed. The emperor 

gave the sortiment to Görög, who replanted it in 1819 on a land of 11 cadastrial acres on the slopes of 

Kahlenberg mountain, lying between Klosterneuburg and Grinzing, the latter of which was a little 

grape growing village to the northwest of Vienna, today a green-belt district of entertainment with 

wine taverns.  After identifiying and classifying the varieties he planted varieties of the same conculta 

in one place. He did not stop collecting new varieties and cultivated, tended and studied them. He 

filtered and studied the wines of each variety separately.  

 

He published his observations and findings in 1829 in a supplement of Hungarian Courir, without 

giving his name as author. In his sortiment there were varieties form Europe, Africa and Asia Minor,  

but Hungarian varieties gave the bulk of it. With the transporting facilities of the time it took a lot of 

difficulty to deliver the varieties from distant countries. It is impossible to estimate the size of his 

sortiment today.  In 1829 in issue number 2 of Hungarian Courir he mentioned that by that time he 

had collected 2400 clone types, ie. propagating materials from asexual propagation, but in his 

Lajstrom (Catalogue) he only published 489 varieties, as his illness and later his death prevented him 

from continuing his work. This great number (498) of varieties contained 331 table grapes and 167 

wine grapes, including 59  table grapes and 159 wine grapes that were also produced in Hungary. His 

world-famous sortiment proudly comprised varieties from vineyards of Austria, Germany, France, 
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Italy, Spain, Greece and Asia Minor.  Demeter Görög suggested that the Chasselas grape varieties should 

be named Fábián grape varieties as a way of expressing his respect towards József Fábián, a minister of 

the Reformed Church who translated the fundamental work of French viticulture. This name appeared 

recurrently in Hungarian technical literature to mean the French Chasselas, ie. a double-utilized French 

grape variety. Out of the 565 French varieties in Görög’s sortiment 307 were blue and 258 were white, 

among which 454 white, 69 red and 109 blue/black varieties represented the vineyards in countries of the 

Austrian Empire, namely Hungary, Transylvania, Austria, Syria, Carinthia, Tyrol, Bohemia, Moravia, 

Dalmatia and the Istrian peninsula. Among the Italian varieties there were 247 from Venice, 48 from 

Milan, 48 from Dalmatia, 30 from Florence, 13 from Naples, 45 from Sicily and 26 from Cattaro.  Planted 

in the sortiment of Grinzing there were 6 varieties from Szerémség and 20 varieties from Tripoli in North-

Africa. The excellent quality table grapes were growing along stone supporting walls, in tall trunk 

training, long pruned.  

 

Ferenc Schams, who wrote about Görög’s self-sacrificing work with great respect and appreciation, 

reported that the inhabitants of Grinzing took part in the terrace construction and in the works of 

maintaining and extending the sortiment, thus in 1835 they still had vivid memories of the great 

Hungarian collector of grape varieties, who had died in Vienna in 1833. His harvesting house and 

wine cellar were in a tower-like house in Grinzing, which had been used as a hospital and then also as 

a brandy distilling place and a nail factory. This house was called Lösshof (harvesting courtyard) and 

Turm in der Point as well.   

 

Görög, in a report of his great work of ampelography, wrote that he got the green variety of Buda 

and Szilváni (Tzilifán) variety from Somló, the blue and white egg-shaped variety, the white honey 

variety and Ochsenaug (wren) variety from Buda, the red Somszőlő (dogberry grape) from Szekszárd, 

the white variety of Szekszárd (Decsi Szagos, Smelling Grape of Decs) and Veresvállú or Ágos 

variety from Keszthely,  and Zibele Fejér (szultanina) from Sopron. He expressed his gratefulness for 

the help of the sortiment of Georgikon in Keszthely as they had sent him propagating material and had 

helped him to identify varieties and working out variety names. He mentioned that the profusion of the 

sortiment in Georgikon was secured by the field trips of professors to foreign countries.  In 1813 the 

prefect János Asbóth, the headmaster of Georgikon sent 40 grape varieties to Demeter Görög with the 

following note: "In Keszthely the Fejér Tök (white mellow) variety is produced primarily and the 

following seven varieties are also perfect for making white wine: Sárfejér (white mud), also known as 

Szagos (smelling) Sárfejér or Zöld (green) Sárfejér, Kéknyelű, Hárslevelű, Hulló (falling) Bajor, 

Somszőlő (dogberry grape), also known as Fehér (white) Sombajom in Tokaj, Cserszőlő, Bákor, also 

known as Turi Piros (Turi red) or Rózsa szőlő (rose grape) in Tokaj".   

 

Görög’s great work of ampelography had to be left unfinished, as he wrote in his report, due to his 

illness, and not only the identification and description of grape varieties, but also his work describing 

the most important wine regions and villages was broken off, with Kőrishegy in Somogy county being 

the last region he described.  He knew well the ampelographic literature of his time and the works 

written before, eg. Simon Roxas Clemente, the ampelography of Vest, the French oenological 

literature, the 1803 work of Kerner illustrated with colourful tables and also the writings about grape 

varieties by Mitterpacher, Sebastian Helbling and Freiherr Ritter von Heintl.  

 

The Hungarian Society of Scientists appointed him to be an honorary member on 15 February in 

1831 and he was the member of several societies abroad. After a long illness he died on  5 September 

in 1833 in Vienna. After his death  his sortiment  entered into possession of  Johann Burger, a 

viticultural author and ampelograhist from Austria, from whom Xavér Ferenc Mayerrfy obtained the 

varieties planted in Grinzing. He established sortiments outside Vecsés, in Ferihegy and in Buda at the 

foot of Sas-hill. In 1827 Mayerrfy was appealing to the Hungarian vineyard owners to help 

establishing a sortiment of 15 Hungarian acres (hold). He issued a catalogue of his sortiment 

containing 675 varieties, the basis of which was provided by Görög’s sortiment in Grinzing. In 1834 

the sortiment was leased out to Ferenc Schams, who developed it into a  "national grapevine nursery".  

After the death of Schams the National Hungarian Economic Association took possession of the 

sortiment and in 1860 the Horticulturers’ Training Institute of Ferenc Entz moved to the land.    
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Ferenc Schams’s work for Hungarian viticulture and oenology and the development of technical 

literature 

 

Schams was interested in the issues of viticulture and oenology so much that he decided to finish 

his work as a pharmacist for good and dedicate all his time to viticulture and oenology. He sold his 

pharmacy in 1817 and in 1818 moved to Buda, where he had much better chances to get a picture of 

national perspective and help solving the problems of vine growers than he could have in Pétervárad in 

Szerém county where he worked as a pharmacist.  

 

Schams could see well the economic problems of his time, the agricultural situation of the country, 

the importance of production and markets on the one hand and the feudal obstacles and the hindering 

effects of the economic policy of Vienna on the other. Besides grape growing he discussed general 

issues as well, for instance the opportunity of leasing lands. But primarily he intended to study the 

situation of Hungarian grape and wine production. In the beginning he  got acquainted with the 

vineyards of Buda, Promontor (Budafok), Tétény and Kőbánya, then he went to see more distant 

regions. He travelled through the wine regions of the country and made accurate notes on their features 

and the obstacles standing in the way of their development.  He was able to establish a wide network 

of contacts and his name became familiar in several places. His rich work in technical literature started 

in 1828 with a call for applications to write a general economic handbook of Hungary. The jury found  

Schams’s Betrachtungen überUngarns Weinbau... (Studies of Hungarian viticulture, or lessons about 

the possible ways of its development, based on experience) outstanding. Although it was not awarded, 

due to the fact that it was about vine, it was translated into Hungarian and published in both languages 

in 1831. In this book he summarised all he experienced about Hungarian grape and wine production 

during the ten years of his travels. Besides revealing the problems and mistakes, he provided 

professional suggestions concerning their solution.  

 

Following this he wrote back to back his remarkably valuable handbooks, which, just like his 

competition work, were about the situation of Hungarian grape and wine production, containing not 

only critical remarks but also pieces of useful advice to producers.   

 

In his two-volume book  Ungarns Weinbau... , published in 1832 and 1833, he described 

Hungarian geography and climate, the situation of Hungarian grape and wine production and the wine 

regions. In these chapters he recorded the circumstances of the time, giving all the characteristics of 

the wine regions. Through this book Hungarian wine regions were introduced to foreign countries, 

which stimulated interest towards Hungarian wines and resulted in higher turnovers in wine trade. For 

a long time to come it was the only  work of technical literature about Hungarian grape and wine 

production that was well-known abroad as well.  

 

Having assessed the Hungarian situation he intended, above all, to put an end to the confusion 

concerning grape varieties. He thought that the most important task was to complete the descriptions 

of the varieties and to make both Hungary and foreign countries aware of ampelography. He 

considered the production of premium quality varieties significant. He disapproved of planting grapes 

of different ripening times in one place and rowless vine cultivation. He suggested vine cultivation in 

rows, staking and growing in one place  only 6-8 varieties that are right for the soil of the given region 

and provide good quality produce. He pointed out the neccessity of good and more frequent tillage. He 

recommended hoeing with short-handled hoes in the mountains and long-handled hoes in plains. He 

emphasized the importance to supply soil vitality frequently. He disapproved of the generally applied 

practice of low training in Hungary, including bare-pruned head training, and suggested long cane 

pruning instead. He described the pruning techniques of arbours. He underlined the importance of 

summer canopy management, removal of the laterals and suckering.  To make pruning easier he 

argued for using pruning shears instead of damaging pruning knives. He himself was using pruning 

shears, which were quite unfamiliar in Hungary at that time.   He was of the view that by no means 

should fruit trees be planted among vines.  To replace senescent vines he preferred grafting, especially 

green grafting, to layering, which was applied at that time. 
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Ferenc Schams outlined a large-scale idea when, overcoming differences of language and social, 

national, minority conflicts of Central Europe, he promoted the neccessity of universal ampelography 

to the benefit of all vine growing neighbouring countries. In 1829 a thought emerged in his work that 

accompanied him through his life and could have set an example to generations to come. He wrote "As 

soon as there is mutual understanding between Hungarians and Moravians, Bohemians and Austrians, 

Italians and Styrians the great work of scientific classification of grape varieties can be started, which 

is a common wish of wine producers and would be to the benefit of the country. Then, not much later, 

in his Appeal to Hungarian vineyard owners he made it clear that grape varieties should be described 

in all languages used in the country, so that Hungarians, Germans, Tóts, Ráczes, Oláhs can 

understand each other and, at the same time, foreigners can understand us when we talk about our 

grape varieties".  

 

Schams urged scientific and ampelographical (comparing grape varieties) surveys. He emphasized 

the importance of variety research and description in his book on the deficiencies in Hungarian grape 

and wine production. Admitting that variety research and identification can not be a lonely work, as it 

takes the strength of more than one person, he was in contact with several Central European experts. 

Three years before his death he still wrote "Our knowledge of different grape varieties is still far from 

perfect but rather deficient, so it is high time to really start this work. But it can not be done by a 

lonely man. Who would have enough time, patience and money to classify all varietes in Hungary 

according to their similarities and differences? Every scientific oenologist, ampelographist, scientist 

of the country should cooperate and work on this field together because only concentrated 

observations, comparisons and experiments, which can only be expected from their working together, 

would be able to settle the matter of grape varieties".  

 

To put an end to the confusion regarding grape varieties he considered it a priority to establish a 

National Vine Shoot Nursery where all varieties of every wine region in the country could be collected 

and identified and from where the most well-tried cultivation methods could be spread.  His concept 

was outstanding at that time. Schams sent his plan of this establishment to the leaders of the country 

and to the counties, asking for their assistance with its foundation. The establishment of the nursery 

was heavily supported. The greatest contribution was made by Xavér Ferenc Mayerffy, a rich citizen 

of Buda, who stood up for the realization of advanced economic goals set by Széchenyi and Schams in 

the reform era. He donated 5 Hungarian acres of his lands at the foot of Sas-hegy to be used for 10 

years. With the money from public donations the establishment of the nursery and the plantation could 

be started in the autumn of 1834.  24 blocks were formed, each of which contained one county’s vines, 

with same varieties planted together. 20 vines were planted into each row. Ferenc Schams, due to his 

excellent connections, was able to collect a number of varieties from abroad, which made it possible to 

observe their biological and productive features and their growing in the Hungarian environment. In 

the nursery he launched the application of various agrotechnical practices, for instance the varieties 

were pruned by various pruning methods. The range of tasks of the nursery was constantly extended 

by Schams. He organized presentations of  vineyard operations, thus introducing the new methods to 

vine growers.  After the building of the cellar he was planning presentations of wine-making 

techniques with the same purpose. He raised the idea of establishing a school for winegrowers, for 

which he handed out questionnaires.  His venture was supported by the governor, who offered 200 

pengőforints to establish the school, but Schams could not realize his plan.  

 

Schams took notice of the fact that kadarka was well-spread in all regions producing red wine 

grape varieties. Investigating its origins he was planning a field trip to France to see if it was being 

planted there at all and under what name. He did not know yet that the Hungarian red wine culture has 

several roots and the kadarka variety is a result of the Ottoman-Turkish occupation of Hungary, thus it 

is of the unique wine culture of the Balkans and he could not have found it in France. In contrast with 

kadarka, the blue grape varieties of France had colouring agents in their berries. In the National Vine 

Shoot Nursery of Buda the varieties were planted in groups according to their places of origin, which 

could be either a Hungarian wine region or a foreign country. János Jankó, the parson priest of Kárász, 

sent Schams some of the almost 100 varieties produced in Baranya county. Schams planted the 

Hungarian varieties into 24 blocks. In 1838 he wrote his opinion about the neccessity and importance 
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of establishing grape variety sortiments near the capitals of European vine growing countries.  After 

his death, in 1839 the Hungarian Economic Association bought the sortiment and László Légrády 

became its manager, who published the catalogue of the sortiment of Buda five years later. In 1857 

Ferenc Entz replanted the sortiment to the southern part of Gellért-hill, which was the territory of the 

University of Horticulture and Food Industry at that time and is the territory of the Buda Campus of 

Corvinus University of Budapest today.     

 

Ferenc Schams was the most productive and most significant thinker and author of viticulture and 

oenology in the reform era.  Uniquely in the European technical literature of the time, he used 

descriptive methods, travelling through the wine regions of Hungary and then those of the Austrian 

Empire, to discuss the deficiencies of viticulture and oenology and analyze their reasons. Thus his 

works can be regarded as light, authentic readings for not only specialists of viticulture and oenology, 

but also to the researchers of ethnography, the history of agriculture and country descriptions from the 

reform era.  Schams’s book Ungarns Weinbau can be considered as a continuation of Mátyás Bél’s 

unfinished wine region descriptions 100 years earlier.   Ungarns Weinbau gave the first summary of 

the Hungarian wine regions, the good vine growing areas and their inhabitants.  

 

Schams, who was the member of several elegant and respectful societies and associations, wrote 

the first and second volume of his main work Ungarns Weinbau after 12 years of studying the topic 

and doing preparatory work. The first two volumes were published as the first and second volumes of 

a series describing the vine production of the Austrian Empire. In 1835 the third volume, the last one 

of the series, was also published and it was about wine regions outside Hungary. As he wrote in the 

preface, he gained useful experience during his long work, a large part of which came from oral 

tradition. He undertook this work because even though Hungary was the second, after France, on the 

list of countries producing the most and the best wines there had been no in-depth handbook 

describing the various vineyards, wine regions and wine technologies of the country. The 

achievements of his work were due to the great number of helpful people who supplied him with 

accurate information. Among them we can find Dr. Offner and Károly Mayerrfy in Buda, Jäger Fr. 

Johann in Szekszárd, Mihály Pirger, the city council magistrate of Pécs, Berkes, the magistrate of wine 

community in Villány, who was ill but still accompanied Schams once from Pécs. He was also helped 

in Villány by hospital principal     Simony and landowner Bartoságh, in the vineyards of Badacsony 

and Somló by  landowners János and József Horváth, who later organized the Anna Balls, by Márkus 

and by Kisfaludy Sándor, the poet, of whom Schams had pleasant memories, in Ruszt by Pál Lajos 

Konrád, in Sopron by the mayor Xavér Ferenc Vághy and in Kőszeg by town councillor János 

Pernhoffer. In the first volume after describing general geographical features, the climate and the 

natural characteristics, he briefly covered certain issues of Hungarian wines and vine growing, then, 

giving  detailed descriptions of wine regions in Tokaj-Hegyalja, Szerémség, Arad- Méneshegyalja and 

Neszmély, he wrote about the devotion of the Hungarians to wine consumption and vine growing.  In 

the second volume he gave in-depth descriptions of wine regions in Szekszárd, Pécs-Villány, Balaton-

mellék, Somló, Visonta, Eger, Pozsony, Ruszt and Sopron and desribed the vine growing and wine 

production of Vas county, Croatia and also Versec and Fehértemplom in Bánát. Schams was 

extremely hard-working and his work in technical literature influenced the Hungarian viticultural and 

oenological literature for many years to come. Károly Fürst, whose special field was the grapes and 

wines of Sopron, referred directly to Schams in 1847 in his decision to study only those issues of vine 

growing and wine producing that he found worth discussing. János Balasházy in his popular book of 

the time also made references to Schams. Alfred Regner from Austria in 1876 wrote about Ungarns 

Weinbau as "Ein sehr ausführliches und interresantes Werk" (a comprehensive and interesting work). 

Antal Gyürky in 1879, forty years after the death of the great researcher and author of viticulture, gave 

a final and lasting evaluation of Schams when he wrote "his merits are unforgettable, his work and 

efforts are highly appreciated". 

 

Both the idea that there was a need for a periodically published journal of viticulture and oenology 

and the actual launching of the first journal of this kind can be attached to Ferenc Schams. Before that 

there had been agricultural journals and periodicals published for shorter or longer periods, but not one 

of them had been specialised in viticulture and oenology. In Schams’s view a journal of this kind had 
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to be low-priced, easy to understand and abundantly illustrated. Behind his idea there was the thought 

of social responsibility when he wrote that "It would be useful to influence the practices of poor 

farmhands in vineyards and drew the attention of this large social group to the benefits of their 

activity, which they are not really familiar with." Ferenc Schams was one of the greatest thinkers of 

his time with deep roots in Central European reality, which is proved by his opinion that "the national 

journal" should be published "in Hungarian, German and Tót languages at the same time".  His 

journal of viticulture and oenology, which was first issued in 1836 and was published for three years, 

intended to follow this concept but was written only in Hungarian and German.  

 

Due to Ferenc Schams’s work the Hungarian viticulture and oenology got into the network of 

Western European technical literature. His work could probably be assessed as they were written in 

German. He comprehensibly and thoroughly described not only the wine regions of Tokaj, Sopron, 

Ruszt and Pozsony, which were well-known to Western European authors, but also less familiar 

Hungarian wine regions of various popularity and reputation. Besides, he discussed up-to-date 

knowledge with captivating expertise and his accounts of Hungarian wine regions and wine producers 

were unique in Western Europe.  

 

With the intention to improve knowledge on wine treatment, a number of books were published at 

that time, besides the popular calendars,  covering only wine treatment and the amelioration of wine.  

 

Schams urged scientific and ampelographical (comparing grape varieties) surveys. He emphasized 

the importance of variety research and description in his book on the deficiencies in Hungarian grape 

and wine production. Admitting that variety research and identification can not be a lonely work, as it 

takes the strength of more than one person, he was in contact with several Central European experts. 

Three years before his death he still wrote "Our knowledge of different grape varieties is still far from 

perfect but deficient, so it is high time to really start this work. But it can not be done by a lonely man. 

Who would have enough time, patience and money to classify all varietes in Hungary according to 

their similarities and differences? Every scientific oenologist, ampelographist, scientist of the country 

should cooperate and work out this field together because only concentrated observations, 

comparisons and experiments, which can only be expected from their working together, would be able 

to arrange the matter of grape varieties".  

 

His work was known and highly appreciated not only in Hungary but also abroad. He was admitted 

to be the board member of the National Hungarian Economic Association, the full member of the 

Economic Association of Vienna and the corresponding member of the economic societies of Graz, 

Prague and Brünn.  He was also the corresponding member of the Horticultural Society of London and 

the Russian Economic Society. His achievements were honoured with a number of awards. He was 

made to be the Knight of the Russian-Polish Order of Saint Sanislo.  

 

In May of 1839 he travelled to the estate of Béllye in Baranya county to have a look at its vine 

growing. He caught a cold and died of sudden nerve fever on 11 May, in Lakipuszta.  

 

At the Academy, the institute of agricultural education of Magyaróvár, there were encyclopaedical 

courses of  viticulture and horticulture in German language, but education there was primarily 

important in the field of research. Horticulture and viticulture were taught by Károly Schachner, and 

then, from 1850 by Vilmos Köhler, who was also the author of the first viticultural textbook in 1858.   

 

 

 

IV. Technical knowledge of winery in the 18th and 19th century, according to technical literature 

 

The extension of scientific knowledge in the 18th century hugely influenced technical knowledge 

of winery, through the technical literature of viticulture and oenology. Especially the small measuring 

tools show this development most significantly,  which appeared from the end of the 18th century in 

Western Europe and then from the beginning/middle of the 19th century in Hungary. These small tools 
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had great role in the fermentation of juice and keeping wine in possibly optimal conditions. Their 

deliberate use was proliferating with the development of the biochemistry of wine. It was another field 

where Hungarian winery was almost 100 years behind Western European development. The harmful 

effects of feudal unconcern could be felt not only in vineyard operations but also in wine treatment.  

 

The wine treatment of the estates in the 18th century was different from that of the serfs. It was a 

fundamental difference but it still did not involve the use of different tools or the application of 

chemicals or frequent, scientifically supported operations. Generally the wine treatment of the estates 

differed from that of the serfs in the size of the tools, the quality of storage cellars and the management 

of the estate cooper who had several years of experience.  For instance they did not mix their own 

allodial produce with tithe wine, they were filling up the barrells frequently, compenstated the waste 

ullage, racked wine from lees sooner than serfs did, after racking they washed and wiped the barrells, 

and they took more care to keep the barrells clean. In 1774 Johann Wiegand, the Austrian specialist 

praised the famous Hungarian wines, especially those of Northwestern Transdanubia as he was more 

familiar with them, but in his view  Hungarian wine treatment was wretched. Thus, however much the 

red wine of Buda resembled Burgundy and the red wine of Pécs  resembled that of Karlovac, 

Hungarians could not treat them as, for example, the French. It was in vain that wines of Somló 

resembled those of Champagne because these Hungarian wines were not treated properly, which 

caused a lot of problems concerning their permanence, drinkability and transportability.   

 

In his technical book written in the spirit of the reform movement of absolutist monarchs, Johann 

Wiegand, being Austrian, could not take notice of or mention either the fact that Austrian customs 

policy of the 18th and 19th century damaged technical knowledge and promoted poor-quality wines of 

mass production, or the harmful effects that feudalism and Hungary’s dependence of Austria had  on 

Hungarian winery.  Due to the excellent natural and ecological conditions of wine regions and 

production areas  the deficiencies in technical expertise of winery could remain unrevealed for a long 

time. It explains why the German  Germershausen also praised Hungarian winery in 1785 and even 

considered it as an example to follow.  He wrote "Auch von Ungarn, Italienern und Rheinländern 

müssen wir noch viel  lernen".  (there is a lot to learn from vine growers of Hungary, Italy and the 

Rhineland). However, it is very likely that he also knew only the Northwestern-Transdanubian and 

Tokaj wines. Baron Miklós Skerlecz clearly pointed out the reasons for poor Hungarian wine 

treatment and  he also outlined how it could be helped, writing that "the only problems are wine 

treatment and preservation, but if wine export was easier, these problems could be solved".  

 

The spreading of technical knowledge of winery was also hampered by the extreme secretiveness 

that Mátyás Bél reported to have experienced in Kőszeg at the beginning of the 18th century. He was 

not able to get any information about the remedy, well-known in Kőszeg, of acetification and ropy 

fermentation, as it was  only given from father to son in families and the secrets were kept in recipe 

books. An 1832 recipe book of this kind was kept in Fertőfehéregyház (Donnerskirchen in Austria 

today) until recently. 

 

Instead of the changes in trade and customs policy, a royal order, announced on 17th January in 

1812,  attempted to advance the situation of Hungarian winery.  Naturally, it was not very successful, 

but still, it determined the possible directions of wine treatment as it ordered the use of chemical 

knowledge of the time in winery.  

 

It was totally different from the wine treatment applied before. With this the new economic policy 

got reinforced, which urged that French technical literature be learnt and spread. The French had 

brought fundamental changes in winery since the latest achievements of science of the time were 

included in the new wine treatment knowledge by Chaptal and his colleagues.  

 

French technical books of the end of the 18th century could have had an impact and could have 

resulted in a more professional wine production only if serfs had been freed, grape tithe had been 

cancelled and the monopoly of selling alcoholic drinks had been abolished as winery depended on 

these conditions. From the middle of the century technical press launched a propaganda to popularize 
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the proper wine treatment, so even calendars and almanacs in common use covered this issue in 

articles of various lengths.  

 

From the middle of the 19th century the wineries of the estates were becoming the main examples 

of proper wine treatment. The supply of specialised estate employees was secured by a course on the 

technical knowledge of winery in the model winery of the National Economic Association in Buda. 

Ferenc Entz was the head of the course and practical skills were taught by Sándor Szebenyi. In 1871 

László Korizmics reported a scarce interest towards the training, even though 10-12 foreigners were 

among the students since Szebenyi was a highly respected specialist and treated the wine of several 

estate cellars.  He was trained and got his qualification in Vienna at Schwartzer, the wine wholesaler. 

Wines could not be sold without knowing and applying proper wine treatment. Miksa Greger, a 

Hungarian wine merchant in London, wrote in a letter to László Korizmics "The situation is bad, 

really… the wines that were sent from home this year seem to lack any treatment and most of them 

arrive at the English markets while still fermenting…"  

 

3.2 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SPEED OF JUICE FERMENTING, 

TEMPERATURE AND FERMENTATION   

 

In the 18th century the wines that had just fermented or were partly still fermenting were drunk as 

new wines. The reasons behind the habit of drinking new wine were the insufficient size of storage 

room or the total lack of it and the lack of knowledge or practical skills of wine treatment. In the 

producing areas of Northwestern Transdanubia aged wine was also stored in cellars due to the storage 

room on the one hand, and the technical knowledge on the other.  Mátyás Bél already recorded that in 

Kőszeg it was considered that slowly fermenting juice would make a better and nobler drink.  But 

intensely, suddenly fermenting juice would be expected to produce hot and harsh wine. It was 

regarded as a good sign if the wine after fermentation resembled the water of the Danube, ie. it was 

neither yellow, nor white in colour and it tasted a little hot besides being bittery.  

 

In 1774 the Austrian Johann Wiegand found the wine from slowly fermenting juice better, just like 

the technical literature of later times did, having recognized the role of fermentation. In the experience 

of wine producers the relation between temperature and the speed of fermentation was soon 

discovered. At the beginning of the 18th century Mátyás Bél also wrote that if autumn was warm juice 

fermentation started the following day, but in cool autumns the process started only in 4-5 days. 

Similarly, the sweeter and thicker the juice was, the sooner fermentation and bubbling started.    

 

At the beginning of the 18th century it was already recorded that the fermentation of the juice 

usually took 8 days but it could also last for 14 days or even longer. It was also observed that in early 

June, at the time of the blooming of grapes, wine started fermenting. The French specialist, Rozier, 

when studying the effects of temperature in 1769, found that it was directly proportional to the speed 

and intensity of fermentation.  His result was reinforced by an observation in 1740, when heated juice 

was poured into slowly fermenting juice.  

 

The role of air in juice fermentation was also discovered and Chaptal stated, referring to the 

experiments of Gentil, that without air there was no fermentation. But during fermentation heat is 

produced, for instance the fermentation temperature of juice of bigger mass is higher while the 

fermentation of thin, watery juice is slower and takes more time.    

 

The „carbon-sour air” released from fermenting juice, ie. carbon-dioxide (or "juice gas") was 

discovered, and even its harmful effects on human beings were pointed out.  In 1792 István Mátyus 

also drew attention to the relation between fermentation and temperature as well the relation between 

the speed of fermentation and the perfect aroma and taste of wine.  In 1817 in The National Farmer 

Ferenc Pethe recommended fining to speed up the  slow fermentation of juice with high sugar content 

from late, cool harvests.  
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3.3 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FERMENTING MICROORGANISMS AND YEASTS   

 

The main result of fermentation is alcohol, as it was stated on the grounds of the research findings 

of the French Chaptal and Lavoisier. Later Pasteur more clearly defined the main products of 

fermentation. And then, under a microscope even the microorganisms of juice could be caught sight 

of.  

 

These were branched chains and unicellular organisms, which were named Sacharomyces 

ellypsoideus by Ress on the basis of his research. The German chemist, Justus Liebig was of the view 

that they were not causes but results of fermentation. The opposite of this view was proved by 

Schwann and Pasteur in 1857. They closed the fermented juice with cotton impregnated with carbonic 

acid, which let air in, but prevented microorganisms getting in. When explosive cotton was put above 

the bowl with juice prepared for fermentation, it also filtered air. Ordinary cotton, however, let 

microorganisms in, so fermentation could start.  This way, Pasteur, the French microbiologist and 

chemist proved that fermentation is caused by yeasts in the air, which are multiplied by sprouting, 

compose a chain with each other that they keep for a while and then, multiplying, dissolve again.      

 

The question of how the fermenting microbes can get into the juice was answered by Ress, who 

said that they get in through the grape berries. When life conditions were not favourable, they 

dissolved into strong, thick-walled spores, which remained viable for a long time. The viability of 

microorganisms comes to an end at +4 c
o 

 , so fermenting is prolonged. That is why, for example in 

Rhineland at late autumn harvests when the vineyard was covered with snow even though the relative 

sugar content was higher, fermenting lasted for 3-4 months due to the low temperature. In Hungary in 

wine regions producing quality wines, especially in the vineyards of the church and in estates with the 

intention of making quality aszu wines, harvest was put to a late date in the hope of better quality even 

though it made fermenting last longer.  

 

As fermenting is done by living organisms, oxygen is needed for their vital processes. For this 

reason wine producers in Rhineland aired the juice in the holding vat for 10 minutes every day by the 

means of a blade, in the same way as when cleaning seeds, until fermenting started. Then it was racked 

into barrells and it produced a wine with a nice aroma. Pasteur pointed out that this was the right 

process and he explained why. This practice was taken into technical literature as aeration. This 

traditional method of the Rhineland was advanced by Ludwig Babo, who constructed a rotating blade, 

and by Blakenhorn, who applied an air compressor to make air let in easier. In Hungary, though, there 

was not even a single experiement of juice aeration.  

 

3.4 THE DIFFICULT START OF FERMENTATION AND ITS ACTIVATION 

 

Studying the fermentation of juice and wine extended the knowledge of the time with a lot of new 

experience. At the end of the 18th century Chaptal from France, on the basis of his scientific 

observations, attributed fermentation and refermentation around vine bursting, grape blooming and the 

colouring of grape berries not to the sympathising nature of juice and wine but to the changes in 

weather, ie. getting warm, which influenced vine and also fermentation. The lack of knowledge about 

fermenting resulted in the creation of other superstitions and mysterious stories. For instance, in 1780 

Hungarian Herald reported the case of an innkeeper who had a student as a staying guest with the 

request of a bottle of wine for the night. The following day the student continued his journey, but he 

left his bottle of wine at the inn. The wine was starting its secondary fermentation and the bottle 

exploded just when two armed soldiers were drinking peacefully at the inn. The soldiers jumped up, 

reaching for their guns. The innkeeper, when he was called to account,  was defending himself by 

blaming the witchcraft of the magician student.    

 

Fermentation, which depended on weather and temperature, had to be consciously controlled so 

that wine producers should not be at the mercy of the changing weather. Chaptal at the end of the 18th 
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century already reported that the fermentation of juice had to be started or speeded up in northern wine 

regions. So fermentation was activated by adding pre-heated juice through a long and deep-reaching 

funnel, stirring up juice and covering the juice barrells. Juice clarification was also achieved by adding 

pre-heated juice.   

 

Hungarian technical literature first recommended this practice in  The Observing Farmer in 1797. 

But János Nagyváthy suggested that fermentation should be started with aszu lees. The aeration of 

juice and, with it, the better supply of oxygen for microorganisms was first applied in Southern-

German vineyards in the middle of the 19th century, and then, from the 1870s accounts of the method 

and the new equipment started to appear in Hungarian technical literature. The fermentation of juice 

could be controlled most efficiently in heatable fermenting chambers, which were used from the 

beginning of the 19th century in Western-European wine regions.   

 

In Hungary, in Transdanubia it was not until the middle of the second half of the century that the 

need for these chambers appeared and it was satisfied especially by big estates which were able to 

build them. István Molnár Rudinai, the headmaster of wine growers’ school in Buda, wrote his expert 

opinion to the arch abbot of Pannonhalma on 16th November in 1882 giving a detailed suggestion that 

a fermenting chamber should be built to improve the quality of Benedictine wines.   
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4. THE FIRST MEDICAL DISSERTATION ON WINE, DISCUSSING THE WINES OF 

SOPRON. ITS IMPORTANCE IN THE HABSBURG EMPIRE (1715) 

 

In the history of the modern era medical doctors and pharmacists with natural-science 

qualifications made achievements in several fields of science.  So, for example, the first technical book 

on winery in Hungary (in the territory of today’s Burgenland) was written as a medical dissertation 

about the wines of Sopron and the region of Lake Fertő (Neusiedler See) by a medical doctor in 1715. 

In spite of their science qualifications, the great number of medical doctors distinguishing themselves 

in the issues of viticulture and oenology have not been discussed by medical and wine history, their 

importance in the field of science has not been discovered.  Similarly, the history of viticulture and 

oenology has not considered them thoroughly. However, the medical effects of wine  in curing 

diseases has been known since the ancient times, the healing effects of wine were common knowledge 

all over Europe due to the ancient authors, their being rediscovered by Renaissance and their being 

quoted in the modern era. It was especially the case in such a wine producing power as Hungary, 

where wine was regarded as the national drink.   

 

Writings about Hungarian wines started to appear from the beginning of the 18th century as their 

economic importance started to increase at that time, ie. when the Turkish wars ended. Although 

authors in the Renaissance also wrote poems and sang praises of the excellence of Hungarian wines, 

the pharmaceutical literature hardly mentioned Hungarian wines and their healing effects.  None of the 

great summarising works of Magnetus, Sommerhof or Schroeder made references to it. Even the most 

important pharmacopoeias of the beginning of the century failed to mention this issue.  All this 

explains the importance of medical dissertations and other studies that were trying to promote the 

healing effects of Hungarian wines. And these attempts were successful as in the second half of the 

18th century "vinum Hungaricum", especially the wines of Tokaj, but also those of Somló and Ság-

hegy, were often mentioned as recommended medicine in Western-European pharmacopoeias as well 

as in pharmaceutical and medical essays.  In more general Hungarian medical works wine as medicine 

was mentioned by authors from Pál Kyr to Ferenc Páriz and István Mátyus, the great summariser.  But 

Hungarian doctors, besides writing about their medical benefits, gave accounts of Hungarian wines as 

well as the grape and wine production of the time.   

 

The first thorough medical description was written by János Péter Komáromy (1692-1761) in his 

work published in Basel about the wines of Sopron’s wine region, a part of which is in Burgerland 

today. The author dedicated his forty-page medical dissertation to the Senate of the free royal city. In 

his work he discussed, besides the environmental and ecological factors, the grape varieties of Sopron 

region, the region’s wines, the wine treatment applied there, the cellar operations  and he mainly 

covered the diseases treated with wine and, briefly, the harmful effects of wine consumption. His 

medical dissertation met the scientific standars of the age and was the first one to study wine as a 

means of healing. János Péter Komáromy’s work, written with a chemiatric approach, was adopted by 

the technical authors of the time and, what is more, its influence on Austrian and German medical 

science was significant. For instance, Neumann and then the well-known Austrian medica doctor, 

Hoffman were both influenced by it. The Hungarian doctor discussing the wines of Sopron weaved 

into his dissertation the medical theories and ideas of his time. For example the theory of 

iatrochemistry, according to which the chemical reactions in the human body make people live, and 

the ideas and movements of iatrophysics, which in the 18th century were driven out by vitalist and 

then romantic medical theories.  Concerning ecological and soil requirements of vine Komáromy also 

made references to a medical doctor, namely to Elsholz Johann Sigismund, the head physician of the 

royal court in Berlin, who was also an excellent botanist and one of the pioneers of anthropometry and 

medicinal intravenous injections. Surprisingly, Komáromy regarded the eastern vineyards of the 

region the best, referring to the viticultural and oenological works of Friedrich Hoffmann, Johann 

Coler and Philipp Jacob Sachs, a doctor from Breslau. The author of Hungarian descent, who had a 

doctorate, was familiar with the works of several medical doctors of the time and he was relying on 
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them and made references to them. For instance, the famous technical book on herbals entitled 

Medicinae herbariae libri do, published in 1539 in Basel, written by Johannes Agricola, a medical 

professor in Ingolstadt, or  De sapore dulci et amaro by Laurentius Gryllus, a Bavarian doctor, 

published in 1566 in Prague after Gryllus died. He also knew the work of Nicolas Lemery, the French 

pharmacist, chemist and doctor who reformed the European pharmaceutical terminology and laid down 

the foundations of experimental pharmacology.  Among the doctors whose works Komáromy referred to  

and used as bases in his own work we can find Friedrich Hoffmann (1660-1742), Mauritius Tinelli, living 

in the 16th century Sienna, Petrus Rommel, a German doctor from the 17th century, Henricus Sayer, an 

English doctor from the 17th century, Michael Ettmüller, a doctor from Germany who was also a 

sifnificant follower of chemiatry, Epiphanius Ferdinandus, an Italian doctor ofMisagna, Fumanelli, living 

in 16th century Italy, Paulus Zacchias, an Italian doctor and also the father of forensic medicine, James 

Primerose, from England and Johannes Christophorus Bittenkraut, the doctor of Philosophy and 

Medicine from Upper-Austria.  

 

It was not by chance that the thorough knowledge of János Péter Komáromy was referred to, 

though without mentioning his name or the source, in the 1721 dissertation of Friderich Hoffmann 

(1660-1742), the outstanding doctor of the time, when the excellent features of Hungarian wines were 

described. The co-author of the book was Johannes Melchior Welsch, a medical student from Halle, 

who wrote the parts about Hungary.  (Hoffmann, Friedrich: Dissertatio de vini Hunarici excellente 

natura, virtute et usu. Halle. 1721.) Hoffmann was one of the century’s most influential figures in 

medical systematization, one of the pioneers of functionalism and the inventor of several popular 

medicines of the time.  

 

Around this time, in 1720 the famous doctor, polyhistor and historian Mátyás Bél (1684-1749) of 

Upper Hungary published an article in Acta Vratislaviensia about Hungarian wines and then in 1723 

in the appendix of Hungariae antiquae et novae prodromus he wrote about the wines of Sopron.  

 

It can well be seen that Komáromy, choosing the study of wines as the theme of his medical 

dissertation, drew attention to Hungarian wines as well as set an example of how this noble drink 

could be discussed from a medical point of view and started the study of wine with his medical study. 

Besides Sopron, he worked in Győr from 1718, in Kőszeg from 1727 and in Szombathely from 1732. 

As the first head physician of Vas county, he analyzed the sour water of Tarcsafürdő (Bad 

Tatsmansdorf) and examined it from a medical point of view in 1744.  

 

He described the compound of wine, the formation of its components, their effects on the taste and 

other features of wine and also wine treatment against harmful effects. He considered that the extract 

content left after the distillation, the various salts were harmful. He emphasized that "wine 

consumption should not be condemned or prohibitied, but it should be recommended instead. 

Moreover, wine should be prescribed and ordered, though moderately, by doctors as a strengthening, 

invigorating and energizing medicine". Wine was successfully used against plague, to prevent 

infection. In 1715 Komáromy recommended wine for internal use against 21 different diseases and  

for external use, as a bath against 8 others (inflammation, swelling, wounds, ulcer, syphilis, scurvy, 

scabies).   

 

The sweetness of Hungarian wines, which were excellent among those of the European wine 

regions, was not to be despised at the beginning of the 18th century when sweet taste was rare and 

sour taste was dominant. A lot of wine drinkers complained about the sour and rough taste of Bavarian 

wines. Sweet medicinal wines with high alcohol content included Augster (Furmint or Góhér), 

Muscateller (muscatel) and Meyer varieties, which developed noble rot in natural circumstances. 

These varieties were described by Komáromy. It was not by chance that grape which ripened at the 

beginning of August was shipped by the magistrate of Sopron to the royal court of Vienna, as table 

grape.  This was a tradition from the late middle ages as the wives of farming landowners in the 

Nádasdy and Batthyány estates always sent appetizers to Vienna at that time.  But in the practice of 

peasants Vienna was as well the best market for the  early ripening fruit of the villages in the region of 

Sopron in the 19th century. 
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The Gӓiβdutten variety (the egg-shaped grape or in Hungarian "kecskecsöcsű"), which had been 

known since the ancient times, was used as a table grape. People ate its berries, enjoying its healing 

effects. But ripe aszu varieties when not having picked separately were produced into szamorodni 

wine in which the great number of shrivelled berries affected by noble rot made a higher quality and it 

was known as a certain medicinal wine already in the 18th century.  

 

But Komáromy was not only an excellent doctor and scientist but also was aware of social and 

economic relations when he expressed his view that with its economic policy the royal court in Vienna 

hindered the export of Hungarian wines, which prevented them from being well-known in Western 

Europe. He was convinced that Hungarian wines were better than Austrian wines as the latter ones 

were weaker with their lower alcohol content, which was due to the lower sugar content of their juice. 

He compared the wines of Sopron to the wines of Tokaj because of the great number of  shrivelled 

berries affected by noble rot. He also recorded that in the 18th century the number of people suffering 

from gout in Austria was higher than in Hungary, and the reason for this, in his opinion, was the fact 

that Hungarians drank wine every day, though moderately, which was effective against gout.    

 

After János Péter Komáromy’s dissertation and its short-lived influence wine as a theme for a 

medical dissertation disappeared from the middle of the 18th century for a long time to come and it 

only emerged again in the Hungarian Reform era (Vormärtz) in the dissertations of János Péter Roth 

in 1828, Fülöp Grosz in  1830, JánosDvorzsák in 1834, LajosProdan in 1837 and Dávid Szabó in 

1838.  So János Péter Komáromy’s dissertation opened the road for medical dissertations with this 

theme and its influence to the medical dissertatons of neighbouring countries, especially to Austria and 

Germany, was significant. His first descriptions and assessments of Hungarian (today partly of 

Burgerland) wines was valuable even if among the witty and funny final lines of evaluating reports of 

medical dissertations we can find a Latin epigram of Zwinger, a teacher from Basel, who expressed his 

opinion when evaluating and judging Komáromy’s dissertation, saying that the writer could not know 

the healing effects of Hungarian wines from his own practice and experience because then his 

dissertation would not be so excellent and if he did not have any experience of his own he would talk 

about the good wines of Hungary (partly Burgerland today) in vain.   
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5. THE FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUNGARIAN TECHNICAL 

LANGUAGE AND TERMINOLOGY OF VITICULTURE AND OENOLOGY 

 

The emergence of Hungarian technical literature of viticulture and oenology brought about the 

formation and development of technical language and terminology of the field. The first attempts in 

technical literature were adaptations and were heavily influenced by foreign technical literature. It was 

not rare that technical terms in them were inaccurate and not exact due to the lack of a standardized 

technical language and the territorial differences in folk etymology. Surprisingly, in getting to know 

nature, handing this knowledge on and, consequently, advancing embourgeoisement the leading role 

was played by country clergymen and citizens of towns with science qualifications, particularly 

doctors, enthused by the ideas of the Enlightenment. The number of handbooks by veterinary or cattle 

surgeons was only exceeded by, possibly,  that of horticultural books, whose antecedents were the 

herbaria and herbals (Kreuterbuch) of the middle ages, and of books on viticulture and oenology, 

especially medical dissertations about wine treatment and the nutrient content of wines. The mysteries 

of alchemy of Paracelsus also contributed to this abundance of books. His influential work was 

continued by plenty of his followers, who investigated the secret of gold in the grapes and wines of 

Tokaj to solve the mystery that made this wine region famous in distant parts of the world.  

 

János Nagyváthy, the author of the first Hungarian agricultural book, took a lot from the 

agricultural knowledge of the end of the 18th century when writing his two-volume book, which was 

published in 1791. This knowledge included technical books and experience in both Hungary and 

abroad. He made several references to the agricultural observations and instructions of clergymen, 

particularly German ministers and Catholic priests. It was not by chance that Thaer, the reformer of 

European farming and soil cultivation, Lajos Mitterpacher, the noted professor, well-known all over 

Europe who taught Nagyváthy, and Sámuel Tessedik, their contemporary expert of agriculture and tireless 

reformer of country life and farming,  were all clergymen of their churches. But the viticultural and 

oenological activity of Hungarian experts, in accordance with the expectations of the royal court in 

Vienna and the ideas of enlightenment, from a wider perspective, helped the people of their churches, tax-

payers and those earning their living as workers on the land at the end of the 18th and at the beginning of 

the 19th century.  

 

Several of the Hungarian technical books specialized in, for instance, viticulture and oenology were 

written by doctors who had been to Western Europe and scientists who had studied at universities 

there. A number of medical dissertations also discussed farming and agriculture, but this field has not 

been examined so far. (But even in the middle of the 19th century, ie. one and a half century later, 

technical literature of viticulture, oenology and horticulture was still written by amateur, self-educated 

former medical doctors who were trying their hands at breeding varieties and dealing with vine 

production and winery.)  Doctors and scientists abroad also published a number of studies about some 

of the famous produces of Hungarian agriculture of the time, first of all, evidently, about the famous 

Hungarian wines, vine production and wine producing areas which were already famous in the 18th 

century. (The first division of the country into wine regions was made at the beginning of the 18th 

century.)   

 

From the time when the first state incentives appeared (1760), the most important aims of 

agricultural literature in both Hungarian and foreign languages, owing to the influence it had on 

cultivation techniques,  became to supply the army and ensure taxes. However, peasants, for whom 

these general educational books were written, rarely read technical literature to get information.  The 

success of the technical literature of the time was hugely decreased by the fact that a great number of 

the Hungarians could read only in Hungarian or could not read at all. The educational activity of the 

18th and 19th century was based on personally set examples and education, and although it was 

effective it could reach just a small territory and a small number of people. In Hungary the activity of 

Sámuel Tessedik is outstanding in setting a personal example and educating the people. His 
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pragmatical and theoretical-educating activity, as well as his scientific work all fitted into one 

exemplary and pioneering frame.  

 

"You should lay your careful eyes on Paris" said Batsányi later, showing his respect to the French 

followers of the Enlightenment who, in the epicentre, prepared the 1789 French revolution. Ideas and 

movements of philosophy can not be stopped at country borders. Armed soldiers on the border of 

France and Germany could only confiscate the books of Diderot, Voltaire and Rousseau. The couriers 

who carried information about new movements to the Hungarians who were open to them were the 

civilized noblemen travelling in the world, eg. József Teleki, Ferenc Széchenyi, the  Guard writers, 

and protestant youngsters studying at universities of, mainly, Germany. They brought home the 

modern ideas of the time that they picked up in various places, especially those attacking traditional 

feudal values, the common venture of encyclopaedical knowledge, the relation of theory and practice, 

philosophy and technology to modernize society, the ideas according to which the world can be 

comprehended and the masses of the  oppressed should be raised and supported.  From the 1760s they 

brought along the more and more diversified, different movements of the Enlightenment which 

sometimes even were opposed to each other. Strangely and quite inconsistently, they brought home 

irrationalism, for which the human need recurrently emerged when rationalism proved to be too 

narrow, and whose best symptom was the new "sensibilité", ie. the German political romanticism at 

the beginning of the 19th century.    

 

The conflict between the emerging modern approaches and the traditional, old system made the 

development of Hungary, which was on the periphery, fairly archaic. The dissemination of agricultural 

knowledge was stimulated, reinforced and influenced by all this. On the one hand, Hungary had an 

inferior economic position inside the Habsurg Empire compared to the relatively more developed 

Bohemia and Austria, but on the other hand, the country received certain encouraging, altering 

impulses, so agricultural production started again and trade, especially agricultural export to the west 

on the Danube, was increasing.  From 1762 the first technical books and textbooks in the spirit of 

Newton were written by the former Jesuit teachers of the university. But protestant young men and 

teachers, among them Sámuel Tessedik, also returned from foreign universities with new scientific 

knowledge. Hungarian book publishing was surging, the number of printing houses and press 

publications multiplied. (Journals were frequently published from 1764 in German language and from 

1780 in Hungarian.) Great libraries were created, including secular and aristocratic collections (with 

new, modern works from abroad).  Higher education extended. In 1763 the training school for mining 

officers in Selmec was made to be an Academy. At the university a faculty of medicine was 

established in 1769. The faculty of arts was extended with the Institute of Engineering. All these 

events show that the Enligtenment educated its new, lay, qualified intelligentsia. Besides the poor 

young noblemen there were more and more young people without noble ancestors among university 

students. Serfs, the huge social group of agricultural workers, were not influenced by enlightenment, 

neither in France nor in Hungary. The only exceptions were certain small-scale ventures of priests or 

teaching priests (in Germany, Bohemia, Moravia and Austria), who were interested in science and 

farming and considered the education of young peasants as their mission. It was after such antecedents 

that Tessedik also started his activity of scientific and agricultural education in Szarvas, following the 

examples in Gerlangen and Göttingen  and the Lutheran intellectual circles in Bratislava.  

 

I will show the complexity of his agricultural activity through describing his work in a diversified 

but still narrow field, namely in disseminating knowledge on viticulture, oenology and horticulture. I 

will also point out the fact that he faced a number of difficulties while doing his work but showed 

exemplary enthusiasm and stamina. Still, it can not be denied that there were temporary failures and 

hardships that he could not solve, could not overcome on account of the social and economic 

indifference of his environment. 

 

In his horticultural and viticultural work he made use of the experience gained from his field 

studies. Particularly the knowledge of German producing areas, and attempts to produce and adopt 

apple, pear, fruit wine, refreshment drinks with low alcohol content, cabbages and lettuces are worth 

mentioning. For instance he brought and planted fruit varieties from Bratislava and other regions in 
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1771, grape varieties also from Bratislava in 1774, 93 fruit varieties from Vienna in 1790, aspargus 

from Altona (near Hamburg) in 1798 and fruit trees from Eperjes in 1803.   

 

The aim of his viticultural work was to introduce grape varieties of Bratislava in Szarvas, but he 

had success only in the fields far from the vineyards, due to the huge damage caused by birds. He 

disapproved of mixed culture, and the use of fruit trees as intercrops in vineyards, as he considered 

that the quality of grapes and wine was higher without trees. In his attempts to produce fruit and plant 

garden trees he had experiments with several species and hundreds of varieties. He got the soil 

ploughed and manured, got a variety of species planted and made into hedgerows. He established three 

tree nurseries in Szarvas in 1790 and 1791. He got fruit vinegar made and brandy (pálinka) distilled 

and fed the livestock with the crushed fruit. He successfully used and recommended the method of 

girdling with unproductive and old trees, as well as new methods in grafting. In vegetable growing in 

1773 he adopted an overwintering variety of lettuce in Szarvas, which the neighbouring settlements 

had been familiar with. He handed out seeds of cabbage and carrot to peasants of Szarvas. He 

experimented seven times with sowing of wheat and winter barely into fields of watermelon, carrot 

and potato without reploughing them. He found that water exigent celery and asparagus can not be 

grown successfully in the Great Plain. 

 

He published several articles on vine growing at the beginning of the 19th century.  Above all, he 

urged the correction of defective and wrong procedures, paying more attention to muscatel variety and 

the intensive studying of the technical literature of the time.  He outlined and frequently enlarged his 

summary, consisting of 12 points, about the deficiencies of Hungarian viticulture and oenology in the 

journal Oekonomische Neuigkeitenund Verhandlungen.  He considered grape varieties to be among the 

most important factors in quality wine production. He brought propagating material from Bratislava in 

1774 and planted it to make his observations concerning varieties. As I have mentioned before, he 

disapproved of mixed culture, and the use of fruit trees as intercrops in vineyards, as he considered that 

the quality of grapes and wine was higher without trees. 

 

Forming Hungarian language, especially one that could use scientific terminology properly,   

became an important means of disseminating agricultural knowledge.  The decades of struggle for it 

had an important role not only in forming Hungarian language but also in developing national 

consciousness and culture. A good example of the need and formation of Hungarian language of 

disseminating agricultural knowledge is the case of József Fábián, a minister in Tótvázsony, in 

Balaton Uplands.  Fábián made supplements to the translation of a great French technical book on 

agriculture, including his own notes, a glossary, and a chapter on making grape sugar, grape-seed oil 

and krispán. Although the translation was completed in 1809, the printing was done only in 1813 and 

1814. By that time, though, others also recognized the values of the work. On 2nd August in 1812 in 

Tótvázsony he wrote a letter to the deputy bailiff of Veszprém county,  asking him to announce the 

publication of the book to the public. To his application he attached the contents of the work and told 

that it would contain two volumes, 80 sheets and would be supplemented by 24 copper engravings, 

which were made by Ferenc Karacs and were the first engravings in Hungary to illustrate  the exact 

grapes, leaves and clusters of different grape varieties. The deputy bailiff informed the public about 

the work in 31 wine producing counties and invited the public to book it.  Booking intentions were 

sent from Baranya, Csanád, Csongrád, Gömör, Hont, Szatmár, Torna, Veszprém and Zala counties and 

Fábián could finally get it printed. The work was entitled A researching and educating study of grape 

production. Including the art of making wine, brandy, and also ordinary and seasoned wine vinegars. 

Its publication, owing to its circumstanses, became part of the struggle for the use of Hungarian 

language, as it was made possible mainly through the payments of subscribers, including civil servants 

of Veszprém county and Balaton Uplands, village priests, teachers and estate personnel, and the 

personal contributions of József Fábián. 

 

The translation contributed to the formation of Hungarian technical language of science and 

disseminating knowledge of agriculture. However, besides being appreciated by the governor,  it was 

criticised by János Schuszter, a professor of chemistry at the university of Pest, who made his 

comments on the translation and language of Fábián in the spirit of Mihály Kováts, the author of the 
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first Hungarian book on chemistry. Fábián was not entirely wrong when he paraphrased something 

instead of trying to create a strained Hungarian equivalent, but he should not have done it in all cases.   

In 1817 the following recommendation could be read in the agricultural periodical, Nemzeti Gazda 

(National Farmer), edited by Ferenc Pethe, an agricultural author and a teacher of Georgikon in 

Keszthely: "There is a work in our editorial office, which a sensible vine grower cannot miss, a book 

about grape production by the famous Chaptal, Rozier, Parmentier and Dussieu, translated into 

Hungarian by József Fábián. It is unique in its kind in Hungary."  The book, as well as Fábián’s great 

achievement and translation, was highly appreciated in a book review of the journal of science and 

popular science Tudományos Gyűjtemény (Science Review) in 1820. "This work does not only enrich 

the science of our country, but also develops our agriculture, a fact acknowledged by the Royal  

Governing Council of Hungary, which recommended the work in its letter to the farmers." 

 

In Hungary the achievements of the French viticulture and oenology were made common 

knowledge owing to the abstract by professor Lajos Mitterpacher and the detailed Hungarian 

translations by József Fábián. This greatly influenced the technical and scientific language as well. 

Though French technical literature introduced in Hungary was outnumbered  by German and Austrian 

technical books in German language, it had a profound impact all over Europe, owing to the fact that it 

was translated into other languages and made use of the up-to-date scientific knowledge of the time.  

 

The authors of technical literature at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century did 

not use the descriptive approach, typical of their time, when writing about viticulture and oenology, 

but, in accordance with the economic policy of the royal court in Vienna, an educating, suggesting, 

comparative approach. For example Mátyás Piller lightly referred to issues of viticulture in his 

textbook on natural history for grammar schools and secondary schools, which was published in Buda 

in 1778.  Máté Pankl, a teacher of the academy in Bratislava (Pozsony) did the calculations of a 

vineyard of 300 Hungarian acres (hold) regarding its budget and profitability, providing the economics 

of the estate (1790, 1793). Pankl’s work  was conducted at a time when agriculture  got more and 

more attention, owing to the spreading of physiocratic views and the reform policy of the enlightened 

Habsburg monarchs. Lajos Mitterpacher started to teach agriculture at that time at the university and 

there was an increasing number of educational articles and books about farming. In higher education 

subjects discussing nature and agriculture started to gain ground and, consequently, teaching priests 

and ministers published not only their own sermons, but also textbooks of new subjects.  

 

Demeter Görög was one of the characteristic figures of the beginning of the time, who was 

committed to cultivate not only the intellect but also the physical world. He put a lot of effort into 

modernising out-of-date Hungarian agricultural knowledge and, in general, into making Hungarian 

economy prosper. As a newspaper editor he frequently gave advice and popularized modern methods. 

He particularly appreciated Sámuel Tessedik, and several times wrote about his activity, the 

"Oekonomica Oskola" (school of economy) that he founded, his ideas on education and educational 

policy as well as his work as an author of technical literature. He enthusiastically promoted 

Nagyváthy’s TheHardworking Farmer of the Field and happily reported that " ’The Hardworking 

Farmer of the Field’  is sold like hot cakes in Kassa, where the citizens praise God that He let them 

read in their own language such useful works, which they could not even dream about during the era 

of Latin". 

 

However, all this was only the tip of the iceberg as the issues of making the farming of the reform 

era sensible and, with this, of disseminating agricultural knowledge were tackled by the regional and 

county farming communities, societies and associations that were formed at that time and later, on a 

national level, by the sections of the National Economic Association of Hungary, which were 

established in the middle of the 19th century.  The clergymen of the protestant churches, including 

ministers of the Reformed Church, Lutheran priests and school-teachers, partly to supplement their 

incomes, were more and more involved in viticultural, oenological, horticultural and agricultural 

activities, setting an example while disseminating knowledge on agriculture and modern farming.  

This way both pulpits of churches and platforms of schools became places for and means of 

viticultural and oenological knowledge.   
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According to the new law on language use, the notices of the parliament and the municipal 

authorities could be edited in Hungarian. After the parliament of 1839 and 1840 political life was full 

of activity and noblemen were enthused by the spirit of opposition. The radicalism of Kossuth meant 

connecting the issue of independence with that of economic development.  On 15 November in 1841 

the parliament of Transylvania was opened in Kolozsvár, where the issue of Hungarian language 

emerged again. This was beneficial for the organized dissemination of economic knowledge and the 

establishment of the Association of Natural Sciences. The exhibitions of agricultural associations 

advanced the evolution of bourgeois social values and the need for them. In 1842 Lajos Kossuth’s 

report was already published about the first Hungarian industrial exhibition, but such demands were 

also promoted by exhibitions of viticulture, oenology, flower growing and horticulture.   
 

 

 

VII. Peter Jordan, the éminence grise of Austro-Hungarian agricultural education and agriculture at 

the turn of the 18th and 19th century 

 

The situation, achievements and deficiencies of agricultural education and technical literature of 

agriculture in Hungary at the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th century are relatively 

well-known. Still, studying the relations and influences in these fields can extend our knowledge with 

a number of interesting pieces of information. It can often happen that an influence or a characteristic 

circumstance can only be composed from tiny bits of elements and data. This is the case with outlining 

the profile of Peter Jordan, the famous and typical expert of the time.  Bibliographies remember rather 

briefly the professor who was admired by his students and whose pragmatical attitude made the estate 

that he managed a model to follow. He took part in education of technical knowledge of agriculture 

both in Austria and in Hungary. In both countries his memory has sunk in oblivion due to the small 

amount of valuable data left behind and the fact that he, not like other experts of agriculture in his 

time, did not write many books and articles. However, his hard work and achievements might have 

made him an essential author of several volumes of technical literature, which today would be popular 

records of the time, had he not displayed and made use of his modern ideas and research findings only 

in the practice of agriculture.          

 

It is clear today that even the most excellent teacher and the brightest researcher will be forgotten if 

his work is not recorded in the everlasting form of a printed publication. What would we know about 

the ideas of Johann Beckmann and Albrecht Thaer, which reorganized European agriculture,  if they 

had not put them on paper? Their experiments, their observations of scientific principles and their 

teaching hundreds of interested students about reasonable, rational agriculture  would have been 

wasted if they had not noted down their thoughts. The work of János Nagyváthy and Ferenc Pethe in 

Georgikon could be assessed poorly if there were only some recollections to inform us about their 

work and self-sacrificing professional activity.  

 

Yet, this is what happened to Peter Jordan. After the references made to him in the technical 

literature of his time  his memory got covered with the grey dust of forgetting and there were only 

scarce notes of him in brief entries of encyclopaedias and bibliographies.  

 

Peter Jordan already had a profound impact on János Nagyváthy at the end of the 18th century 

when Nagyváthy was working with him as an apprentice in the estates of Laxenburg and Vösendorf, 

near Vienna.  Jordan probably knew Mitterpacher, the professor and head of the department of 

agriculture at the university of Buda. Consequently, it may not have been by chance that Nagyváthy 

pursued his vocational training at Jordan. It may not have been by chance either that we can see his 

name among the advisers of György Festetics’s Georgikon, beside the names of Tessedik, Schönfeld 

and Nagyváthy. Moreover, when the first professor of Georgikon, Bulla left the institute in the autumn 

of 1798, it was Jordan who influenced Festetics as his adviser. In a number of letters Jordan 

recommended Sándor Vrecourth, who praised himself conceitedly, for the position of leading teacher 

of Georgikon. The fact that Jordan was an éminence grise was shown in this incident. Unfortunately, 
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Pethe could not be the leading teacher of Georgikon at that time and Vrecourth shamefully failed soon.  

On 20 November in 1798 Peter Jordan was told about the hopes that the count would establish a 

college which would be a great step towards the proliferation of schools on farms.   

 

We come across Jordan’s name at the end of 1798 when he was informed about Pethe’s plan of 

crop-rotation and the curriculum and organization of Georgikon but it did not mention the division of 

fields and beds. The latter issue was criticised by Jordan. In his letter of 1 January 1799 to Festetics he 

was enquiring about Pethe’s water-pumpingmill, which the Russian ambassador in Vienna had 

inquired about several times.  

 

The contact between Georgikon and Jordan did not cease to exist later. In 1816 he visited the 

institution and was appointed to be an assessor. The model farm of the school ordered various kinds of 

plants from the estates of Laxenburg and Vösendorf, near Vienna. János Asbóth in his usual, word-by-

word identical, speeches of 20 May 1816 and 20 May 1817 at Georgikon referred to Jordan, the 

manager of  the estates of Laxenburg and Vösendorf, as one of the significant representatives of 

modern farming. The speeches were published in Keszthely in the years they were held.  

 

The journal of the Hungarian Economic Association, Economic Reports (Gazdasági Tudósítások) 

stated in 1837 that the theoretical writings of Thaer, Schwerz and Young greatly influenced Hungarian 

agriculture. But "the excellent works of others, for example the great Burger, are well-known to our 

more cultivated farmers but unfortunately, only a few of them can be read in Hungarian".  Jordan was 

not mentioned here but Johann Burger, the Carinthian author of technical literature of agriculture who 

was close to his circle and the circle of his students, was well-known in Hungary.  

 

The instructions of Georgikon elaborated by János Asbóth, probably out of respect for Jordan and 

in acknowledgement of his expertise, contained professional teaching materials taken from him.   

>From the autumn of 1813 there were extracts to be read from the technical book of Leopold 

Trautmann, a loyal student of Jordan who was committed to his master’s professional principles and 

methods. Jordan could show Georgikon to his university students of Vienna. It could not have been by 

chance that his successor at the university of Vienna and his most loyal student at the same time, 

Leopold Trautmann was appointed to be an assessor of Georgikon in May 1817 beside Sámuel 

Tessedik, Károly György Rumy and the prefect János Asbóth and he was "…also given the 

Commemorative Medal of Georgikon along with the Coatbelt (the chain)" .  The highly influential 

technical book of Trautmann, which he compiled from the public university lectures of Jordan held in 

the previous decade, was published in German in 1810 and 19 years later in Hungarian.  The success 

of the book can be seen in the fact that László Festetics in an instruction of 16 May 1845 in Vienna 

strictly ordered Károly Pfahler to teach economics from Trautmann’s book and not from the one he 

had used before. The book synthesized the recommendations of Western European and English 

technical books and adapted them to Central European conditions. Though the books of Thaer were 

well-known in the region, they were still very modern. Festetics probably gave the instruction 

mentioned above because the book contained the experiments of Jordan, thorough descriptions and 

verified observations by Trautmann and his experiments concerning tools and machines that Jordan 

invented before Thaer. In 1839 László Festetics, for the sake of the expertise of students at Georgikon, 

ordered Professor Endre Rescher to translate the book of Trautmann so that the two volumes could be 

studied thoroughly, even if not in original. With this the spirit of Peter Jordan was kept still alive in 

Georgikon.  

 

But who was Jordan at all? What do we know about his life and his professional work? What do we 

know about the man who is referred to as a farmer and a scientist of agriculture in the encyclopaedias 

if he is mentioned at all?  

 

Peter Jordan was born in Sellrain, Tyrolon 2 February in 1751 into a poor family where he had 

lived as a shepherd boy until his skills were recognized by a village priest who prepared him for his 

university studies. That was how he got to Göttingen to start his studies of medicine and natural 

sciences, which he already pursued in Vienna from 1780. At the University of Vienna he got the 
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department of Natural History in 1783 and the department of Technological and Specialized Natural 

History in 1784. His interest turned to the idea of agricultural science and its content, which emerged 

in Northern Germany. From 1796 he held lectures at the university in Vienna about the natural-

historical, scientific and chemical foundations of agriculture, which meant a rather modern approach at 

the time. With this he established the higher education of agriculture in Vienna. Until 1803 Jordan 

taught economy and natural history, particularly soil physics and physiology in Theresianum.  In 1806 

he was managing the emperor’s Prattimonial estate, the estates of Vösendorf and Laxenburg and until 

1809 his lectures were held here where his experiments were also shown to his students who were 

interested in the practice of agriculture.  He greatly contributed to the development of Austrian cattle 

breeding with his introduction of new bloodlines of Swiss breeding stocks. He also had achievements 

in soil cultivation, in applying rational cultivation and, especially, in using tools and appliances 

invented and tried by himself. So his contribution was made by using his experience in agriculture and 

his scientific knowledge.  

 

Jordan was one of the people who introduced modern agriculture in Austria and Hungary. His role 

in the development of Hungarian agriculture was important because Hungarian farmers did not really 

know personally the English and German authors writing about the new developments in agriculture 

while they knew the Austrian ones better. Moreover, as can be seen in the case of Jordan, the experts 

and students of Georgikon had a professional and intellectual contact with them. Jordan took part in 

the establishment of the Imperial and Royal Association of Agriculture. He was a noted and 

acknowledged expert of his time, who held lectures on agriculture at the University of Vienna from 

1796, became a professor of agriculture at the college of Klagenfurt, founded by Johann Burger, in 

1808 and a teacher at the department of agriculture at the college of Graz, which was headed by Karl 

Werner, in 1809.  

 

Jordan was the first in the Austrian Empire to join theory to practice on a high level in agriculture 

and to join rational agriculture to education. His lectures were exemplary at the end of the 18th and at 

the beginning of the 19th century. Between 1796 and 1808 in his lectures on agriculture at the 

University of Vienna he discussed the natural-historical, scientific, physical, chemical and 

physiological foundations, achievements, relations as well as their complexity and impacts on each 

other. Thus, his lectures seemed completely modern at that time in Vienna and the Austrian Empire, as 

Leopold Trautmann, his former student and successor at the department, emphasized on page 10 of his 

book remembering his professor. However, for the sake of historical fidelity, it must be stated that at 

the end of the 18th century Lajos Mitterpacher at the department of agriculture of the university of 

Pest held agricultural lectures of a very similar quality.   

 

In 1802 a book  entitled Oekonomischer Almanach auf das Jahr 1802 was published and in its 

preface, written in November 1801, the editor, Leopold Trautmann remembered professor Jordan who 

established a new school with his ideas and lectures. His lectures were characterised not only by 

professionalism, a wide perspective and the agricultural application of achievements in other fields of 

science, but also by his love for his homeland and his great cultural bonds, which could be the 

securities of well-being. The editing student called professor Jordan a scientist, who was celebrated in 

this book by his friends, grateful students and acquaintances.   On the left side of the cover there was 

the engraving of Jordan’s portrait. The picture was an adaptation based on Joseph Keller’s portrait, 

made by David Weiss in 1802.  In the picture there is a man with an open, clever, considerate, though 

a bit broken, look, who has big eyes, a high forehead, sensual lips and a bit broken, relatively big and 

characteristic nose. He is looking out of the picture to face the reader, with his trunk turned to the left.  

About half of the book was written by Joseph Kindermann, and it contained articles about both plant 

cultivation, including soil science and manuring, and livestock breeding. The volume consisted of 

articles from Styria and Carinthia mainly. There were studies in it about wild trees, including the 

locust tree from Africa that was becoming more and more popular at that time and which was 

introduced in Hungary by Sámuel Tessedik. The book contained an analytical article about a threshing 

machine which was made in Carinthia in 1800, emphasizing the importance of Jordan’s experiments 

with agricultural tools.  
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Jordan and his experiments in Vösendorf got a lot of excellent reviews at the time. Among his well-

known students we can find Michael Stecker, who worked in Lemberg and Vienna, Carl Werner, who 

taught in Graz and Leopold Trautmann, mentioned above, who was not only his student but also his 

successor at the university.  

5.1 THE ROLE OF ECONOMIC SCHOOLS AND SOCIETIES IN TECHNICAL LITERATURE IN 

EUROPE 

 

Teaching agriculture at a higher level started already at the beginning of the 18th century in 

Europe. By that time the requirements and conditions that were needed for this had been given, 

including an increase in population, the effects of the little ice age on agriculture and horticulture, the 

new plants from the American continent, the advancement of crops of the poor into basic food crops, 

the wider production of industrial and fodder crops, feeding andindoor livestock farming, crop-rotation 

and the first series of experiments with agricultural appliances. In 1727 the Prussian king established 

teaching positions in Halle and in Frankfurt oder Main, to which S. P. Tasser and J. C. Dithmar, then 

G. J. P. von Ludwig and C. F. Rlos were appointed. And agriculture was taught at the universities of 

Uppsala and Göttingen as well. From 1768 the students of Göttingen could be trained in the farmyard 

of the university. From 1773, in accordance with a royal decree,  the students studying farming and 

natural history here were recommended and then required to acquire mathematical skills as well. 

Agriculture became a university subject in Hungary and then in Austria thanks to Lajos Mitterpacher 

and Peter Jordan. Besides theology, Mitterpacher taught agricultural subjects at the Theresianum in 

Vienna from 1762. In Hungary Mitterpacher was commissioned to teach agricultural sciences  at the 

university that moved from Nagyszombat to Buda and then to Pest. This way he became the first 

professor of Hungary’s first agricultural department, oeconomica ruralis. During the reign of Joseph 

II, the king who had no coronation, the department was closed. According to the statement of the 

Royal Governing Council in 1785 the syllabus of the closed department was to be covered in the 

future as part of general natural history and technology.  The department was reopened in 1806. 

Agriculture became a compulsory subject for students at the faculty of arts, where Jordan started 

delivering his lectures. Due to the success of his lectures and the social requirements the Austrian 

Emperor permitted the establishment of a separate department at the university of Vienna in 1808.  In 

November of the same year Johann Burger established the department of agriculture at the college of 

Klagenfurt. However, the departments and subjects of agricultural sciences  could not satisfy the 

enormous demand of the royal courts for a balanced food production.  The general public demanded 

that great famines and the destructions by pests should be put an end to and the spreading of new crops 

that can be used as basic food should be secured. The European society of the time required a greater 

number of experts of agricultural production and livestock breeding who had good organizational 

skills and were able to manage and organize the work in the estates. It was not by chance that 

agricultural institutions of higher education, where agriculture was taught at university or college level 

in the entire institution,  were suddenly being established one after another.  Every subject, in both 

practical training and theoretical education, served this aim. In 1797 in Keszthely Georgikon was 

opened with excellent Hungarian specialists, including Peter Jordan as an advisor. In 1798 in Groß-

Flottbek, near Hamburg an institute was founded, headed by Lucas Andreas Staudinger. An 

agricultural school was established in 1802 in Zelle by Thaer and another in 1803 in Weihenstephan, 

near München by Max Schönleutner. In 1804 Emanuel Fellenberg opened his institute of education in 

Hofwyl while in 1806 Thaer founded the famous Thaer Academy in Möglin. Due to the training of  

specialists in practical agriculture in both state and private schools the students graduated as experts 

who were good at farming, management and organization as well. The low crop yield of 1816/1817 

and the famine in its wake encouraged German governments to give special attention to agriculture. It 

was not by chance that the Royal Station of Agricultural Education and Research of Württemberg was 

established in 1816 in Hohenheim.  With the support of William I it was ready to open on 7 June in 

1817 and the professional work in it was done under the guidance of Schwerz. An institute was opened 

in 1818 in Magyaróvár, Western Hungary, then in 1826 the institute of Shulze in Jena started to work.    
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In 1837 when the journal of the Economic Association of Hungary, Economic Reports was 

founded, it mentioned in its review several agricultural institutes in Europe, for example the private 

institutes in Grignom, Roville, Gradjouan, Sigonneau and Coetbos in France, in Zamzek in Russia, in 

Corinth in Greece, in Möglin, Hohenheim, Schleisheim, Tharant, Greifswalde and Braunschweig in 

Germany, the foundation school of Fellenberg in Hofwyl in Switzerland, Georgikon in Keszthely and 

the Academy in Magyaróvár in Hungary.   

 

Economics became a field of science in the 18th century. The various economic and agricultural 

societies, serving the state, contributed to this process. The first society was established in Dublin, 

Ireland in January of 1736 with 200 founding members. In 1747 Physykalische Gesellschaft was 

founded in Zürich. A society was established in London in 1753, two others in Bretagne and Rennes in 

France in 1757 and another in Bern in 1758. The society of Udine started to operate in 1762 in Friaul, 

while the Agricultural Society of Hannover was founded in 1764 in Zelle. An economic society was 

established in Saint Petersburg in 1765 and another in Leipzig in the same year. Similar organizations 

began to work in 1767 in Carinthia, in 1768 in Bavaria and in Copenhagen, in 1769 in Lautern and 

Khurpfalz, in 1772 in Silesia and in Lund in Sweden. The Society of Friends of Agriculture was 

founded in Amsterdam and then in Bündten in 1779. These economic and agricultural societies, whose 

number was increasing rapidly, did not only popularize agriculture and the growing amount of special 

knowledge but also satisfied a certain social requirement. They secured the dissemination of 

experiments, observations and agricultural knowledge as well as the civil right to do so. In the second 

half of the 18th century a society of this kind was established in Austria but it soon dissolved. In 1807 

the Agricultural Society of Lower-Austria was founded in Vienna but, due to the Napoleonic wars,  it 

could start to operate only in 1812. In 1819 the Agricultural Society of Styria was established whose 

president was Archduke Johann for forty years. One of the aims of the society was to advance the 

proliferation of new appliances. Several books were published due to the encouragement of the 

society. In 1837 a society was founded in Moravia.  In Prussia there were societies in Breslau, 

Schweidnicz, Potsdam, Frankfurt and Bonn. In Bavaria there were societies in München and 

Nürnberg. In Wüttenberg several societies were operating with the central management of the society 

of Stuttgart. But agricultural societies were founded in the principalities of Baden, Kurhessen, 

Weimar, Nassau, Anhaltban and Altenburg. The most famous French societies were in Paris, Nancy, 

Boulogne, Toulouse, St. Quentin, Seine district and Mülhausen. In Russia the most valuable work was 

done by the societies in Saint Petersburg, Moscow and Odessa. There were associations and societies 

specialised in horticulture and gardening at that time in Berlin, Stuttgart, Altenburg, Frauendorf, Paris 

and London. The Economic Association of Hungary was established in 1837.   

 

The societies, clubs and associations organized several events and exhibitions which were to show 

the appliances and models of the sensible and rational new agriculture and the results of the 

observations and experiments. At that time it started to be popular to make models of agricultural 

machines and appliances. Exhibiting and transporting these models became a common practice as well 

as using them in agricultural education. The famous Hohenheim collection of models was established 

in 1828, when there had been two collections in Vienna. One of them was founded by the Anton Burg 

Company in 1805, and the other one was established by the Imperial and Royal Society of Agriculture 

1813.   

 

Anton Burg founded the first Austrian company of agricultural machinery in  Vienna in 1798, then 

in 1805 he established a collection of models, 83 pieces of which he exhibited in Vienna in 1835. His 

example was followed by a number of institutes of education, for instance Johanneum in Graz, 

Georgikon in Keszthely, the university in Olmütz and the college in Tarnopol. 

 

The other model-making workshop was connected to Peter Jordan. In 1806 when he took over the 

management of  the estate in Vösendorf, he equipped a workshop to make agricultural appliances and 

machines. Anton Hirt was the manager of the workshop, who manufactured many of Jordan’s 

appliances. The other veteran of modelling in Austria was Aloys Sibota Harder, the minister of 

Vösendorf, who cooperated closely with Jordan.  He was an assistant minister in Vösendorf between 

1813 and 1807, but he got a job as a modeller at the Agricultural Society of Vienna in 1812.  He 
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became the model-maker of the society from 1813 to 1855 and during that time he made more than a 

thousand models. Harder manufactured one of the cultivators of Jordan, which he developed in 

Vösendorf and which became the most widely known appliance for row-cultivation root crops in 

Austria and Hungary. In 1813 it was already  recommended by the Society of Soil Cultivation of 

Silesia and Moravia, although it was applied only in planting in rows.  

 

In 1817 the Hungarian agricultural journal, National Farmer, edited by Ferenc Pethe in an article 

about harrows  mentioned Peter Jordan’s double harrow in Vösendorf as an example. Models played 

an extremely important role in the proliferation, examination and educational demonstration of 

agricultural machines of the time. It was not by chance that most of the visitors in Hohenheim, who 

came mainly to have a look at the famous collection of models, were from the Baltics, Poland and 

Hungary.  

 

Most of the information recorded about Jordan’s activities is to do with trials and experiments of 

new agricultural appliances.  These got as much attention in Hungary at the time as in Austria. It was 

not by chance, as the second half of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century was the era of 

enormous extension of agricultural and scientific knowledge. It is enough to mention J. Tull’s horse-

hoe, the serial production of English ploughs, Andrew Meikle’s working threshing machine from 1784 

or James Cook’s sowing machine from 1785. Technical literature of agriculture discussed these 

appliances sometimes approvingly, other times disapprovingly. But reading about them in books was 

not the same as getting acquainted with them, trying them and considering them from the point of 

view of local characteristics. Johann Ludwig Christ described Tull’s way of cultivation by means of 

horse-hoe and manuring but he mainly emphasized its disadvantages. Einleitung... (Introduction) by 

Thaer, published in 1798 was not the result of an independent research yet. It was not a theoretical and 

pragmatical assessment or guidance, but "merely" a literary summary of achievements in the "new 

agriculture" of England. Ferenc Pethe could make use of the first volume only. The main work of 

Thaer, Grundsätze der rationellen Landwirtschaft was published in 1812 and it probably encouraged 

Jordan to go on with his experiments partly because Thaer described horse-hoeing in the third volume 

of  Einleitung... but included Young’s counter-arguments.  

 

Jordan intensively studied the various cultivating,  sowing and harvesting machines and appliances. 

In 1813 there was an experiment in Brunn with a seeder and the committee that examined it, praised 

the way it worked. The committee consisted of Sebastian Jobst, Peter Jordan and Leopold Trautmann. 

It was under the guidance of Jordan that the Axter sowing plough was tried in 1814 and he also had a 

leading role in the experiments with Fellenberg’s seeder in 1815, Smith’s harvesting machine in 1817 

and the Zugmayer plough in 1818. Jordan’s experiments were recorded by his student, Trautmann as 

well, in his two-volume technical book on agriculture. He mentioned Jordan’s revised carting plough 

from Vösendorf, his bed-sowing harrow, his winged harrow that the Society of Soil Cultivation of 

Silesia and Moravia presented in the Quart-Kalender and in the Oekonomischen Neuigkeiten in 1816. 

But Jordan was not interested only in improving tools, making new ones, trying them and assessing 

them, but also in their constant use in the future and the continuous improvement of soil cultivation.  

When Trautmann mentioned the examples from Vösendorf in his technical book he probably wrote 

about and passed on his own experience because there were no articles and books available by Jordan 

about the experience and experiments that he saw with his own eyes.  

 

The first modern plough in Europe was developed in Brabant and Flanders, of today’s Belgium, 

which were early freed from feudal constraints. At the end of the 17th century these new ploughs had 

iron discs, iron ploughshares, adjustable coulters and their soles were protected by iron plates. In 

Hungary it was not common yet to make agricultural  appliances of iron, especially the ones used by 

serfs, as they were very expensive. The Hohenheim plough was based on the ploughs of Brabant and 

Flanders and it became important when J. N. H. Schwerz took over the management of the factory in 

1826. In Hungary the spread of good-quality ploughs was hindered not only by their high price but 

also their having one handle and no cart, which made them seem unusual. These ploughs appeared 

already in the first half of the 19th century in Hungary in the more developed estates with more 
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modern farming but their proliferation was limited until István Vidacs plough-making manufactory 

started to produce ploughs in 1842 according to the models from Brabant and Hohenheim.  

 

J.Tull’s seeder became generally known in Europe, following antecedents from the ancient times 

and the 16th-17th centuries. In 1731 he improved his own idea and suggested the general introduction 

of row cultivation because sowing with a machine was faster, surer and more even which saved the 

third, or optimally the half, of the seeds. Although sowing with a machine was disapproved by Arthur 

Young, for example, still, spoon wheeled seeders started to appear from 1785 and proliferated by the 

first half of the 19th century in England, the Netherlands and France. In German territories besides the 

row seeders there were broadcasters at the beginning of the 19th century.  In Hungary at that time 

there were only experiments to make a seeder and the first one was produced in a manufactory only 

around 1840.  

 

Thus, it was not by chance that Ferenc Pethe, who knew the technical literature of foreign countries 

well, was doubtful whether to suggest the use of machines and how they should be evaluated when his 

first book was published in 1805. But in the National Farmer he confidently recommended the 

machines and tools and kept them on the agenda, examining and assessing new appliances and 

constructions from time to time.  However, a decade went by in the meantime  and in Western Europe 

cultivation with the help of horse-drawn machines started to be popular at the beginning of the 19th 

century. Pethe disapproved of the seeders listed by Beckmann but following Thaer, he described the 

furrow plough and the horse-hoe. He also proposed the construction of a new plough and later planned 

his own  furrow(or "fallowing") plough but still disapproved of modern seeders and recommended 

manual sowing instead. Regarding corn Pethe found the use of a machine, i.e. horse-hoe, necessary to 

spare workforce but later he disapproved the idea again, along with the new methods of threshing and 

sowing, on the grounds of capital and workforce problems. However, he published Burger’s report in 

the National Farmer, which shows how Pethe was changing his mind. With a row-seeder plough (corn 

cultivator) Burger was able to do the work that was impossible with manual hoeing.  The cultivator 

drawn by two horses saved so much money on day’s wages that it recovered the cost of one of the 

horse-drawn appliances. Cultivators were applied twice and corn was ploughed by furrow plough 

twice. Pethe brought examples from the books of Burger and Thaer to support the argument for the use 

of horse-drawn cultivators. The author of the article used the cultivators for the tillage of corn and 

vegetables and replaced horses for oxen. With this the author, who signed his article as N.N, especially 

expressed his condemnation of his colleague "Vedres" who was disparaging horse-drawn appliances 

scornfully in volume II of 1817 of the National Farmer. The fact that Ferenc Pethe published this 

opinion proves that he approved of Burger’s method of cultivation. The professional relationship 

between Austrian and Hungarian agricultural experts is proved by a letter that Pethe published from 

one of his teacher colleagues in Georgikon. Károly György Rumy, the assessor of Georgikon from 

Karlstadt, turned to the readers of the National Farmer in a public letter saying that Johann Burger 

from Klagenfurt asked him in a letter, expecting an answer, if there was a crop producing area in 

Hungary where manuring was not applied. Burger asked for soil samples, which Rumy sent him from 

Bács county, but he asked the readers to follow his example. Burger chemically analyzed the soil 

sample, probably to add data to his examinations concerning the necessity of manuring to draw 

nutrients from humus and monoculture. Agricultural sciences were highly interested in nutrient supply 

and the nutrient content of soil, it is enough to mention Thaer’s humus theory as an example.    

 

5.2 JORDAN’S STUDENTS AND THE CENTRE OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AND 

LITERATURE IN GÖTTINGEN 

 

Jordan’s most talented student was Leopold Trautmann, whose summarising, scientificallythorough 

textbook, Versuch…. was sold out so soon after its publication in 1810 that it had to be republished 

urgently in 1814. He was rightly expected to supplement and upgrade its content, which was also the 

duty of the teacher writer, as he mentioned it in the preface of the second edition. Then in 1822 the 

book’s third edition came out. The success of Trautmann’s work was secured by the wide range of 
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Jordan’s knowledge as Jordan’s lectures were compiled into the book, with his permission. Trautmann 

was a government councillor, a full member of the Agricultural Society of Vienna  and a 

corresponding member of several foreign societies. In the preface of his book he stated that agriculture 

as a science used the complex entirety of natural history, natural sciences, physics, chemistry and 

physiology and focused mainly on learning as much as possible about soil, natural phenomena and 

crops.  

 

Without knowing sciences it would be impossible to learn the laws of living nature. So, Trautmann 

emphasized, even though the knowledge of past generations must be considered, without the various 

branches of natural sciences we could not learn the foundations and principles of agriculture, including 

soil, crop and feedgrain production, field cultivation, commercial cultivation of plants, livestock 

farming, farming in general, farm management and vine and grape production. Trautmann inherited 

this complex approach from Peter Jordan, his excellent professor and predecessor at the department, 

which he did not fail to acknowledge to the public in the preface of his book. Jordan set the example 

of integrating the various aspects of natural sciences into teaching agricultural knowledge.  

 

Trautmann dealt with defining agriculture and he considered it as an industry as well as art and 

science. In the introduction of the book he discussed the auxiliary sciences of agriculture as well. Here 

he also considered the history of agriculture and highlighted Albrecht Thaer’s relevant statement. He 

defined and then examined in details agrochemistry in the first chapter. He covered in the second 

chapter the basic powers of bodies , in the third the related fields of chemistry, in the fourth the 

temperature of bodies, in the fifth lighting, in the sixth electricity, in the seventh the elements of air, in 

the eighth water, in the ninth carbon and carbon-dioxide, in the tenth sulphur and phosphorus and their 

effects. In his extremely thorough and detailed technical book there were several chapters on 

agricultural production, cultivation of plants and livestock farming following 5 chapters on soil 

science, 2 chapters on manuring and 2 others on cultivators, in which he drew attention to Jordan’s 

carted plough and other appliances from Vösendorf. Trautmann’s book was published in Hungarian in 

1829 and, as it was mentioned above, it was a compulsory reading in Georgikon and, even more than 

that, a fundamental work. The Pest edition was published by István Lánghy, one of the authors and 

publishers of the Collection of Knowledge on Nature, Economy and Crafts, and was entitled not as a 

technical book on agriculture, but as The Principles of Comparative Science of Living Nature, which 

was typical of Jordan and thus referred to him.  The Hungarian edition was translated from the original 

third edition as a technical book on general knowledge of nature and natural sciences. It described the 

effects of natural phenomena and changes of the environment on living creatures, plants and animals. 

Besides the theoretical discussions the role of microbes were illustrated with practical examples,  

hardly familiar before, from rottening apples to fermentation of wine. Besides his presence in 

Georgikon, this way Jordan’s impact and spirit could be felt directly, in Hungarian.  

 

Michael Stecker was another student of Jordan, who became the public professor of agriculture at 

the College of Lemberg. From 1822 he was also appointed to be the head of the National Institute of 

Economic Practices. In 1823 he made the plan and the model of a threshing machine, which he started 

to manufacture at his own expense. So professor Jordan lived on in his students, but those people who 

were not taught by him, had no contact with him, read no books by him, as there were no such books, 

could not get acquainted with him and could not refer to him. This could be the reason why his 

contemporary, Franz Heintl in his rambling two-volume technical book on the agriculture of the 

Austrian Empire, published in 1808, did not even mention Jordan’s name. Even though he was also a 

member of agricultural societies of Vienna and Carinthia his name was not mentioned in the book as 

Heintl was neither his student nor his visitor in Vösendorf.  

 

We can raise the question of how and from whom Jordan could have learnt the complex scientific 

approach which his students found so captivating and which seemed to be revolutionarily modern in 

the study of agriculture as a science.  It is very likely that his years at the university of Göttingen 

might have been determining in the development of his approach.  
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For a thorough study first we must get acquainted with the most important milestones of  

agricultural literature of the time and with the help of these works and writings we can follow the 

development of Jordan.  

 

It is well-known what resources from technical literature were used by Ferenc Pethe and János 

Nagyváthy. Nagyváthy used, besides the works of Germershausen, Mitterpacher, Fr. Herm Lüder and 

I. H. Pratie, a book entitled Grundsätze der deutschen Landwirtschaft that was written by Johann 

Beckmann and was published, in its fourth edition, in 1790.  Nagyváthy used Beckmann’s work to 

make comparisons in the first Hungarian technical book on agriculture that was published in 1791. 

Festetics probably heard about the book from Nagyváthy and encouraged Pethe to use it as a resource. 

But the first edition of Beckmann’s highly influential work on agriculture was published in 1769 in 

Göttingen. The popularity of this textbook can be proved by the fact that it had five editions until 

1806. It can be considered as the most influential and fundamental work on new agriculture in Europe 

in the 18th century. At the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century Beckmann’s work 

was read, cited and used by experts, including Albert Thaer, Johann Nepomuk Schwerz, Johann 

Burger, Johann Gottlieb Koppe and Karl von Wulffen, ie. the most important figures of agricultural 

sciences in the early 19th century. Peter Jordan’s name would fit this list and it should be included, 

had he not failed to elaborate and put on paper his thoughts that he told his students in his lectures. 

The resource and basis for his work was Johann Beckmann, the famous author and teacher of the 

university in Göttingen, who was an institution in himself in the second part of the 18th century.  

Before his technical book on agriculture he published a work on natural sciences and natural history in 

1767 in Göttingen and Bremen. He taught nature studies (physics) from 1769 and before his work 

there had been no textbooks on nature studies. In his Grundriß zu Vorlesungen über die Naturlehre 

(Foundations of Lectures in Nature Studies), which was published in 1779 and 1785, he covered 

general and special features of bodies and discussed planet Earth and the world as well as the heavenly 

bodies. These lectures and books must have influenced Jordan, who had a fundamental interest in 

nature due to his childhood memories and influences.  Beckmann’s interests in natural sciences and 

agriculture were joined together in his book  Anleitung zur Technologie oder zur Kentniß der 

Handwerke, fabriken und Manufacturen, vornehmlich derer, die mit der Landwirtschaft, Polizey und 

Kameralwissenschaft in nächster Verbindung stehn, which was published in 1777, 1780 and 1787 in 

Göttingen and covered various industries, their products and the manufacturing processes, including 

that of sugar. He listed plants with high sugar content and suggested that cane sugar and honey should 

be substituted with the sugar plants of the local producing areas. In 1790 Beckmann was already a 

councillor of the royal court and full professor of economics. In the preface to the first edition (1769) 

of his technical book on agriculture, which became famous and highly influential in Europe, he wrote 

that within the great number of economic publications there were just a few textbooks that reflected 

academic lectures. He emphasized that economics had various auxiliary sciences, including natural 

history, natural sciences, mineralogy, chemistry and botany. He drew attention to the close link 

between physics and mathematics. As he wrote, educated farmers needed the knowledge of these 

fields even if they were managing only country households.   

 

These ideas and this approach were completely new, compared to those of the previous times 

when, besides the authors of ancient times, csíziós and calendars interwoven with superstitions of the 

middle ages dominated the technical literature of agriculture.   

 

In the preface of the second edition Beckmann promoted the importance of theory and practice as 

well as economic books and technical literature. In the third, revised and supplemented edition he 

indicated the supplements to the previous edition by putting letters after section numbers. For 

example, after section 143, which described gardening tools and contained illustrations with their 

literary references, section 143 (b) was a new text that was not included in the previous edition and 

dealt with the factors that determined the size and importance of gardens and stated that a garden 

required four or five times bigger workforce and costs and three times more manure than a cornfield of 

the same size. Jordan must have read one of the editions of this book as his views and teachings in 

Vienna, according to the recollections by his students, completely reflected Beckmann’s approach and 

concept of science. Of course, he may have enriched and updated Beckmann’s basic concept and may 
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have defined it more clearly with his experiments concerning appliances, soil, etc. By the end of his 

years in Göttingen two editions of this technical book on agriculture had been published, and Jordan 

may have heard these ideas in the form of lectures.  

 

Beckmann gave a detailed list of publications from which economic knowledge could be acquired 

scientifically and thoroughly. He put the recommended writings into categories and gave their exact 

titles, providing an almost deterring amount of data to the readers of the time. With this the required 

information could be gained from libraries, economic journals, textbooks, economic societies, various 

documents, economic topographies, economic travel books, travels and dictionaries of economics.  

 

The discussion above makes it probable that Jordan’s years in Göttingen determined his whole life 

and the lectures and books of Beckmann might have influenced him in delivering similar lectures in 

Vienna, which seemed to be quite modern there at that time. In Trautmann’s book, which was 

published in 1810, Jordan’s teachings and experiments lived on and reached Hungary as well. But this 

book came out in the year when Germershausen died and with his death a great era of technical 

literature, the so-called Hausvater literature, came to an end in Europe. According to the history of 

agriculture this concept and form of technical literature can be traced back to the 13th century, 

considering the common feature that technical books were written in the language of the people, 

instead of Latin. The last of the great summarisers, Germershausen died when the foundations of a 

new era, that of rational agriculture, were being formed  and the works of Thaer, including the 

principles of his lectures, started to be published. These ideas were spreading and became widely-

known particularly in Central and Eastern Europe. It was not by chance that Thaer studied at the 

university of Göttingen between 1770 and 1774 and started to be interested in farming in the 1780s.  

 

There is a question still to be answered. How come that Peter Jordan, this bright and hard-working 

expert with great knowledge, good organizational skills and excellent connections, did not write books 

and articles?  Unfortunately, this question can not be answered. Perhaps the reasons could be his poor 

childhood, the deficiencies in his upbringing, his lack of command of languages, the time-consuming 

nature of farm management or his poor writing skills, which are not unfamiliar problems in our time 

either.  

 

Taking all this into consideration, Peter Jordan can be called the éminence grise of Austro-

Hungarian agricultural education, agriculture, viticulture and winery. At the same time from his life a 

lot can be learnt about the agricultural relations between Austria and Hungary, Germany and Hungary 

and Georgikon at the turn of the 18th and 19th century.    
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6. JÁNOS NAGYVÁTHY, THE AUTHOR OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN TECHNICAL 

BOOK ON AGRICULTURE, HIS KNOWLEDGE OF VITICULTURE AND 

OENOLOGY AND ITS RESOURCES 

 

In this chapter I intend to write only about Nagyváthy’s knowledge of viticulture and oenology and 

the resources of this knowledge, which will, in a number of cases, exempt me from providing 

explanations and evaluations. Evidently, this is not an ultimate aim in itself, but only a means to 

outline the knowledge of natural sciences and farming of the time as well as the conditions of an 

intensive branch in Hungarian agriculture, i.e.  viticulture and oenology, and also to give account of 

the efforts at that time to develop these fields. According to the biography of János Nagyváthy, it  can 

be concluded that the following impressions, places and relations played key roles in his acquiring and 

improving knowledge of viticulture and oenology:              

 

1. The observations of his youth in Miskolc 

2. His years in Sárospatak 

3. The period he spent as a student of Lajos Mitterpacher 

4. Getting acquainted with French technical literature of oenology 

5. The educational influences and relations in Göttingen and Vienna 

6. Becoming acquainted with Hausväter and Southern German technical literature 

7. Getting to know Tessedik’s ideas and the years spent managing the Festetics estates 

 

All these secured for him the integration of practice and theory, the acquisition of viticultural skills 

and professional secrets of winery in business organization and estate management, teaching these 

skills and secrets and expecting the staff of the estate to know them, to get the handwritten guide of 

estate management, Ordinary Instructions copied and to demand that the principles and chores in it 

should be followed and done. Due to these he could take part in the intellectual preparations of 

Georgikon and when it was established, he could realize his ideas in this agricultural institution of 

higher education.  However, he did not hide his conceptions of reforming farming and society, making 

sure his influence would be felt for several years. Even though he  strictly demanded professional 

skills and work, he had enlightened and liberal ideas, for example he found the protection of servants 

and tax-payers important and he approved of philanthropy.  

 

He demanded all this in a feudal, pre-capitalist environment, while being loyal to his landowner 

and his own work ethic. In his work to improve and develop agriculture he had the highest demands 

towards himself.  János Nagyváthy’s early work had an improving and encouraging power, while his 

posthumously published works were without this innovative touch as time passed them by and other 

pieces of technical literature were promoting more modern knowledge. Nagyváthy could still see the 

Russian Wine Purchasing Committee in Tokaj in his last decade, as they were transporting wines of 

Tokaj on canvas-covered and water-sprinkled carts with barrels on them towards the northeast to 

Russia for the Tsar.   

 

1.  

By the end of the 18th century Hungarian vine and grape production was in a crisis after, and as a 

result of, the previous, favourable decades, which had been the era of great plantings. Overproduction 

resulted in quality deterioration. Mass production meant low-priced wines. However, from the mid-

18th century the export of good-quality Hungarian wines was hindered by the Austrian customs 

regulations and the trade policy of Vienna ordaining that the maximum amount of Hungarian wine 

exported by merchants should equal to that of lower-quality Austrian wine, and it could only be 

transported on carts. These wines were prone to become cloudy, turbid and to second fermentation. 

Foreign policy and trade policy were not favourable for Hungary, which was considered to be a wine 

power at that time, either. The economic policy of Vienna promoted the production of industrial and 

fodder crops, colouring plants, and the new root crops from the American continent (potato, corn) 
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against famine instead of vine plantation and the monotonous grain and wine production. According to 

the reports of the time and the country descriptions of Mátyás Bél and his students in the first third of 

the 18th century, the number of vineyards was increasing so much that every plain field was planted 

with vines, instead of grains, to produce wine, which helped the spreading of low-quality, low-priced 

wines while hindering quality wine production. As a result, within the intensive vine training system 

extensive signs appeared, which could be seen in neglecting skilled operations, doing cellar operations 

and wine treatment superficially and then gradually neglecting them as well. János Nagyváthy 

recognized all this and it was not by chance that, while making use of technical literature about 

modernisation of farming, he pointed out several times that good wine could only be produced with 

more accurate, quality work. From his experience and observations he recorded and drew attention to 

those that he found proper and were proved to be right in practice by him. Due to his wide range of 

knowledge, he was able to confront both the Hungarian and foreign technical literature with methods 

that he himself saw, learnt or tried in practice. He formed his own opinion several times, but also was 

able to admit to his wrong judgement when necessary. He saw and was aware of the quality-

deteriorating effect of forced labour, the decreasing of paid work due to the general economic 

recession and he experienced the stagnation of agriculture.  

 

János Nagyváthy was born in Miskolc on 19 January 1755. Some vineyards of Miskolc and Borsod 

were famous and several farmers made their living from them, either as landowners or as day-

labourers. Grape often developed noble rot here, which secured good reputation to the wines of the 

region in the 18th century.  Mátyás Bél in his description from 1723 still wrote that in Miskolc and its 

neighbourhood essence was not made but Nagyváthy at the end of the 18th century could already see 

essence production in Miskolc. According to this, essence making started to spread in the 18th century 

in Miskolc, but was not common practice yet. In Nagyváthy’s memories of childhood and family 

grape and wine production must have been significant as, being born into a family of craftsmen of the 

lower nobility (his father was a joiner who made several the panelled ceilings of the churches of the 

Reformed Church), he could see that wine produced supplementary but considerable income and that 

grapes and wines played an important role in everyday life. It was not by chance that he relied on and 

referred to these childhood memories in his first book, published in 1791, that covered grape and wine 

production in details. Mentioning a thunderbolt-seizing rod of a Moravian priest he noted that in 

Miskolc, in Beteg-valley and on Ágazat-hill,  such a rod could have been useful as vineyards there 

were damaged by hailstorm every year.  But he also brought examples from Borsod and Miskolc in the 

chapter about crop protection, writing „Eszelény, as it is called by the vine-growers of Miskolc”. 

Discussing harvesting work he suddenly exclaimed when writing about the morning harvest of 

Campana, saying that it was not for the Hungarians as the intensely fermenting juice was not juice 

already and not wine yet, but "Virits" as it was called in Miskolc, foaming as beer. Covering racking 

he mentioned that it was called picking by farmers in Borsod county.  In his childhood the hard-

working author saw racking with the exclusion of air with the use of a special tool, and he wrote that 

farmers in Miskolc racked wine with a tool similar to a bent, battered gun barrel that they called Sipho 

(sucking). He also mentioned the experience of peasant skills in Miskolc when he wrote the practice of 

hanging an egg into the juice or wine to find if it contained too much sulphur. If the egg got black it 

meant that there was too much sulphur in it. But he saw another way of checking sulphur content from 

farmers of Miskolc. They clapped their palms covered with wine together and if some whiteness was 

left on them, it meant that there was too much sulphur in the wine. The aszu yield of 1773 was put into 

barrells by the vine growers of Miskolc and left it there until spring without trampling till it 

acetificated and had nice smell.  

 

2. 

In Sárospatak as a supplicant and legation student of the College of the Reformed Church he could 

see a lot from the secrets of wine production in Tokaj-Hegyalja. He learnt about the master strokes of 

making essence, aszu and szamorodni as well as all the adulterations to produce shrivelled berries 

affected by noble rot. He wrote a lot about the things and methods he saw in various villages and 

market-towns of Hegyalja. He was doing all this besides his duties of preaching and donation 

collecting as a delegated student of the college. He realized that the wines of Tokaj did not have the 

same reputation anymore that they had in the former decades of the 8th century. In wine trade he 
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noticed the predominance of the Greek merchants, who ruined the vine growers of Hegyalja. He did 

not mention so many Jewish merchants as reports later, in the 19th century, did. He noticed that 

Hungarian vine-growers already gave gifts to Greek merchants just to encourage them to take and buy 

their wines. The contracted the yield of the poor vine-growers, who sold their wine in advance for an 

ell of cloth enough to make a pair of trousers and a vest. He found that the Hungarians did not trade 

with their wines, so he suggested that either trade should be stimulated or the number of vineyards 

should be decreased. In his view abundance produced cheapness. In his book, published in 1791, he 

made the interesting remark that wine producing areas in Western Europe were usually poor, just like, 

in his opinion, the vine growers of Tokaj-Hegyalja and Borsod were. Thus, he did not recommend 

vine production as monoculture but he suggested producing more than one kind of crop instead. He 

also noticed that the calciferous field outside Bénye and Tolcsva could produce the best quality but it 

was stony and hard to cultivate, so no wonder that after two days it was difficult to find workers to hoe 

it. He must have remembered the nice climate and cool temperature that were the typical 

characteristics of the hole-cellars of Tokaj-Hegyalja. He praised the even, 10-12 degree, climate of the 

cellars and emphasized the importance of good ventilation, disapproving of blocking air holes with 

manure as it made wine smell unpleasant.  

 

Among his memories of Tokaj-Hegyalja there were those of getting acquainted with the work of 

coopers as merchants bought the wine in barrells, which they never brought back. He urged selling 

wine in bottles instead of barrells to protect forests and to fight against deforestation, which was the 

result of the great amount of wood used in barrell manufacturing. As he wrote „forests are destroyed 

due to this and the price of wood goes higher and higher every day”.   

 

It was also in Tokaj-Hegyalja that he  learnt about wine adulteration  and the tricks of wine 

merchants.  He saw that people in Kistokaj drank  the wine out of the barrells during transportation 

and put water from poodles into the barrells to replace it. This dirty trick was recognized by the 

customers not only when tasting the wine but also when they caught sight of the little frogs that were 

croaking and jumping inside the barrells. But he also could see cases when the hoop of the barrell was 

knocked down and the stave was drilled, as he wrote „I could see it with my own eyes that these 

shrewd people knocked the hoop lower, drilled the barrell and drank the wine through a cane. The 

vine grower can not notice this as the barrell is sealed and he does not think that the bottom of the 

hoop was drilled and then bunged again.”  

 

It can be seen clearly how important his experience gained in Hegyalja was for him. The ideas of 

making aszu wine and encouraging wine trade, which he taught and  noted down when was 

demanding quality wine production in Transdanubian estates, was formed in him while being in 

Hegyalja.   

 

3. 

 

The young Nagyváthy acquired his knowledge on agriculture and its modern achievements from 

the lectures of Lajos Mitterpacher at the university of Buda. In writing his technical book, 

TheHardworking Farmer of the Field Nagyváthy used Mitterpacher’s university textbook Elementa 

Rei Rusticae, which was published in 1779 and became famous and noted in Europe, as a standard 

work. Some of its chapters, for example the one about making pálinka (brandy), were published in 

several languages. It was not by chance that a number of references were made to Mitterpacher in 

Nagyváthy’s book, in the 62-page section on viticulture as well as in the section on winery between 

pages 73 and 161.  At the university of Pest Nagyváthy learnt from József Winterl, who taught him 

chemistry, that drinking wine that had been treated too much with "stinking stone" (sulphur smoke) 

would cause headache. Racking and aeration could help this. Nagyváthy blamed not sulphur but 

clumsy people who  dripped sulphur from the plunged-in cloth after lighting.  Following 

Mitterpacher’s advice, Nagyváthy suggested that in case of ropy fermentation a heated chain should be 

rotated in the wine, which would work as clarification.  Nagyváthy learnt a lot about the chemistry of 

wine and wine treatment from professor Mitterpacher, who knew the Western European technical 

literature  well and frequently referred to it.    
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4. 

The French technical literature was the leading, example-setting technical literature of Europe, and, 

after the ancient Greek and Roman technical literature, it had the greatest influence in Europe from the 

second half of the 18th century. At the end of the 18th and at the beginning of the 19th century it had 

direct impact on technical literature and through it, obviously,  on cultivation techniques.  In the 

second half of the 18th century Chaptal, Rozier and others, based their opinion on scientific research, 

which was familiar to János Nagyváthy as well. Knowing the principles of natural processes, 

especially in wine production, they had findings in the field of fermentation and biochemistry of wines 

that helped wine producers make wines of almost even quality.  Hungarian authors referred to their 

French colleagues in various fields of oenology   in their articles and publications of various lengths. 

But the greatest and most evident success and appreciation was earned by the work of Chaptal and his 

colleagues. (The book, first published in 1801, was translated into German in 1802. Lajos 

Mitterpacher made an abstract of the book in Latin and this was published in German translation in 

1814 and in Hungarian translation in 1815 and 1818.) The greatest contribution to making the most 

remarkable pieces of French literature of oenology and viticulture well-known in Hungary was made 

by József Fábián, a minister of the Reformed Church in Vörösberény and later in Tótvázsony, with his 

translations into Hungarian. In the spirit of the movements of the second half of the 18th century, he 

enthusiastically spread the ideas of science and the latest agricultural reforms.    

 

Fábián was born on 19th February in 1726 in Alsóörs, Veszprém County, into a noble family. He 

was a student at the famous College of the Reformed Church in Debrecen. He went on with his studies 

and graduated at the faculty of theology on 23rd April in 1779. After his ordination he stayed in the 

cívis town, working as a teacher of a junior grammar school at the beginning and then, on 19th 

September in 1789, he became a senior teacher at the college. He went to Switzerland at his own 

expense, spending two years at the University of Geneva and then at the University of Bern. He came 

home in 1793 and soon became the minister of the Reformed Church’s congregation in Vörösberény. 

He got married and his wife, Zsuzsanna Somogyi gave birth to three boys and three girls.  

 

Fábián translated J. A. Chaptal’s booklet, which had been published three times in a single year in 

France, and published it in 1805 with the writings about the Somló wine region by his fellow minister.  

 

He translated and published the encyclopaedical work entitled A researching and educating study 

of grape production, which Chaptal wrote with the excellent viticultural scientist Rozier and the 

winemakers Parmentier and Dussieux. 

 

Nagyváthy knew mainly Rozier’s oenological work and made several references to him in his 

book, in the chapter on wine. He mentioned the practice of starting harvest on the same day, bringing 

an example from Burgundy, but added that in Hungary it was impossible to follow the French example 

as a lot of problems were caused by the feudal constraints, the practice and pressure to pay the tithe, 

the mixed-variety plantations depending on the landowner’s pleasure and the different ripening times 

of different varieties.   He drew attention to all these factors. In other cases he approved of punching 

down the cap, trampling in a cloth and pressing if the clusters had been destemmed.  He preferred the 

wine produced from a multitude of berries without stalks,  giving the white wine of Campania as an 

example. He mentioned, nevertheless, that this practice did not apply to the ordinary wines of taverns 

as it would have risen their price considerably.  He also gave Rozier’s example when discussing 

sulfiting, which was approved of by the French expert, as Nagyváthy emphasized, and he 

recommended it even with red wines.  

 

5. 

Göttingen and Vienna had a profound impact on Nagyváthy. He was greatly influenced by 

professor Johann Beckmann in Göttingen and his student, Peter Jordan who taught at the university of 

Vienna. Nagyváthy knew Jordan personally and respected him.  a book entitled Grundsätze der 

deutschen Landwirtschaft that was written by Johann Beckmann and was published, in its fourth 

edition, in 1790.  Nagyváthy used Beckmann’s work to make comparisons in the first Hungarian 
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technical book on agriculture that was published in 1791. Festetics probably heard about the book 

from Nagyváthy and encouraged Pethe to use it as a resource. The first edition of Beckmann’s highly 

influential work on agriculture was published in 1769 in Göttingen. 

 

Besides Johann Beckmann, Peter Jordan also had a profound impact on Nagyváthy. Peter Jordan 

greatly influenced him already at the end of the 18th century when the young Nagyváthy was working 

with him as an apprentice in the estates of Laxenburg and Vösendorf, near Vienna.  Jordan probably 

knew Mitterpacher, the professor and head of the department of agriculture at the university of Buda. 

Consequently, it may not have been by chance that Nagyváthy pursued his vocational training at 

Jordan. 

 

6. 

Hausvater and German technical literature of winery were also important resources for Nagyváthy. 

Peculiarly, the achievements of the English "new agriculture" had no direct effects on viticultural and 

oenological literature, as grape production in England, due to its geography and the little European ice 

age which caused a lower temperature in the growing season, was far less significant, and by the end 

of the 17th and in the 18th century the average temperatures had decreased so much compared to the 

warm climate of the ancient times that grape production ceased to exist. On account of various 

geographical, ecological and historical factors, the German technical literature was the most widely-

known at that time, and the considerable development of German wine production from the middle of 

the 18th century, due to the French production of quality grape and wine, vastly contributed to it.    

 

After the publication of the first German book of viticulture and oenology in 1582, and the highly 

influential Georgica Curiosa (March 1701), which gave an encyclopaedical account of the viticultural 

knowledge of the 18th century, grape production was mainly influenced by the works of M. Balthasar 

Sprenger, who was well-known and widely-read by Nagyváthy, too.  His practical, nicely illustrated 

books were recommended  to the readers of the journal Hungarian  Herald  (Magyar Hírmondó) in 

1780 with the following words:  This German book is one of the latest and best works. Its influence 

can be seen in the references to it made by the vineyard owners of the Transdanubian wine regions in 

the first half of the 19th century regarding pure variety planting, introduction of grapes from Western 

European variety groups, and the modernization of other pieces of vineyard work.  Leaning on 

Sprenger’s work and books, considering it as an example to be followed, the descriptions of a number 

of German wine regions were completed. German technical literature of viticulture and oenology had 

great influence on our technical literature and also on our cultivation techniques. János Nagyváthy 

used Sprenger’s books as fundamental works.  Based on Sprenger’s work he wrote about the pouring 

of unfermented sweet juice into three "gönci"barrells. From the sweet juice 4-6 "icce" (1 icce = 0.88 

litre) must be taken with a wine taster and it must be mixed with 8 "lat" (1 lat = 17,5 g) sweet or white 

mustard and 8 "lat" bitter or black mustard and then the mixture must be poured back to the barrells.  

After leaving them untouched for 8 days, the juice will be clear, will get a nice colour and will be 

fermented into  sweet wine.  If absinthe was wanted, wormwood had to be added and if fermentation 

started, more mustard had to be put in it, as he emphasized. Sprenger even included a thorough variety 

assortment and a detailed description of vineyard operations.  These new varieties were from Western 

Europe, mainly from France, and were not yet proliferated in Hungary. He mentioned for the first time 

the Lemberger or  Blaufränkisch variety, which is kékfrankos in Hungarian.  Nagyváthy stated that by 

the end of the 18th century the grape varieties producing good quality wine, like góhér, sobák 

(furmint), hárslevelű, pataki or balafánt, had been destroyed and juicy, high yield varieties started to 

be planted instead, for example bátai, polyhos, fejér, kőszemű or budai góhér, which were beginning 

to spread at that time. This process, which was recognized and recorded by János Nagyváthy, was the 

sign of the strengthening extensive character. The work of Balthasar Sprenger (1724-1791), the 

Lutheran priest, was also published in Göttingen and it was incredible how fast it became a 

professional success.  Sprenger was the member of several academies (Bern, Zürich, Jena, Göttingen) 

even though he was a priest. In 1764 he was regarded as the number one specialist in German 

sparkling wine production.   
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An important representative of the so-called Hausvater technical literature,  Christian Friedrich 

Germershausen had a book consisting of several volumes, which was published in 1783. Nagyváthy 

was reading it conscientiously and made several references to it. This book was a monumental 

summary of the knowledge on farming in the 17th and 18th century. Nagyváthy used its viticultural 

and oenological theories, for example when he said hoe harmful it was to age on lees for a long time. 

The wine could take a number of wine diseases and defects from the lees if it is not drawn off in time. 

Nagyváthy translated Gemershausen’s expression literally when he wrote that lees could be the plague 

of wine.  But covering the issue of ropy fermentation of bottled wine the author also referred to 

Gemershausen, emphasizing that 1 or 2 drops of lemon juice should be put into the bottle against 

ropiness.  

 

Christian Friedrich Germershausen discussed the issues of grape and wine production in the fifth 

volume of his great, five-volume monograph. He was originally a preacher in Schlalach, near 

Treuenbrizen as well as a member of the Saxon Economic Society in Leipzig and of the Pfalz-

Bavarian Economic Society in München. His work, not by chance but probably due to these facts, was 

dedicated to Johann Georg Krünitz, the author of the famous encyclopaedia and a noted member of 

several societies.  

 

Gemershausen’s technical expertise was not considered as modern or progressive at the end of the 

18th centry.  His views were outdated, though still popular. His work was the greatest achievement of 

the so-called Hausvater technical literature.  

 

The other great group of technical literature in German language was the Austrian. Understandably, 

in Hungary it was the Austrian technical literature that was the most widely-known and had the 

greatest influence, but the authors from Lower-Austria and Syria, besides doing their own research and 

making observations, were influenced by the viticultural literature of Southern Germany. They were 

trying to reach vine producers  by spreading the principles of ’improved’ agriculture, and translating, 

reviewing and recommending foreign works. The most important Austrian author of the 18th century 

was Johann Wiegand, who wrote several books, which were published many times in a number of 

languages. In 1766, he published the second edition of his work Der wohlerfahrene Landwirth..., 

supplementing its first edition (1764) with issues of grape production. He criticised the plantings in 

flat lands, just like Nagyváthy, spoke up for grafting, disapproved of using bell jars to protect plants 

from frost and ice, but approved of smoking against frost. His 1769 calendar, as a technical book in 

the style typical of the age, listed the pieces of work to be done from month to month, just like any 

other popular book on economy at that time.  Two of his books, a handbook of producing linen and 

tobacco and his  Handbuch für die österreichische Landjugend,  were translated into Hungarian. The latter 

work, due to the economic policy and propaganda of the Royal Court in Vienna, was published five times 

in several languages and a shorter Hungarian version, to be used in education, came out in 1780 and 1792. 

Its Hungarian translator, Sámuel Szilágyi Jr. in his preface further emphasized the importance of changes. 

 

In spite of their popularity, I could not find any relevant data proving that Nagyváthy used these 

publications. However, they were so widely-spread and popular that he must have known them.  János 

Nagyváthy knew the work of hHelbling, for instance.  When he suggested that varieties should be 

described from the point of view of ampelography and  be classified according to their production 

values, he gave Helbling’s work in Lower-Austria as an example.   

 

6.1 THE YEARS SPENT MANAGING THE FESTETICS ESTATES 

 

Nagyváthy started his carreer in Keszthely as the fully authorised manager of count György 

Festetics’s vast estate in 1792. Nagyváthy was a noted expert of agriculture in Hungary in the 18th 

century and writing his technical book, TheHardworking Farmer of the Field he achieved the right to 

be the manager of one of the greatest estates in Transdanubia at that time. He elaborated Instructiók, 

which ensured that operations and requirements were standardized. He recognized the importance of 
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market demands and trading so he mentioned several times in his instructions that the Festetics estates 

should produce profitable products, goods and crops. He emphasized that even risks should be taken 

with crops and products that had not been produced before.  On pages 98-102 of Instructiók he ordered 

the staff of the estate to make aszu wine.  

 

Thus, in those parts of György Festetics’s estates where certain vintages of grape developed noble 

rot, aszu wine had to be made by farm managers, which is proved by the first sentence of Nagyváthy 

in the above mentioned section of Instructiók. "From good vintages extremely good aszu wines are 

made in Badacsony and the aszu wine of Kővágó Örs, with its fine flavour,  often surpasses those of 

Soprony and Ruszt", as he saw and experienced many times.  

 

In Instructiók he could not include explanations and scientific arguments as in his books. Still, he 

was aware of the fact that the farm managers whom he ordered to make aszu wine possibly never had 

made this type of wine before. So he gave a rather thorough, detailed description of when it was the 

right time to pick grapes affected by noble rot, what these grapes looked like, how they could be 

recognized, what characteristics of grape and weather were needed to produce good aszu wine. His 

instructions concerning racking and vinification were brief and easy-to-understand. The wines 

mentioned and described here were of the category of essences and aszu wines.   

 

We can raise a question here. How come that Nagyváthy’s knowledge on making wines of 

Hegyalja, including the whole process and the characteristics of the ingredients, was so thorough and 

confident? 

 

What he wrote in Instructiók seemed to be more than just the observations of an interested farmer 

who had been abroad. It could only have been written by a man who practically lived in this work and 

he himself was doing it in practice. The minute details of his observations could only have been gained 

personally. Merely the lectures of Lajos Mitterpacher could not have made him such an expert of 

wines of Hegyalja and their production. The answer to the question can be found in the above 

mentioned stages of his life. Wherever he was, he did not fail to absorb the knowledge of grape and 

wine production. He made use of all this expertise in Keszthely and in the Festetics estates, where 

farming became profitable due to his work.  

 

6.2 THE MANAGEMENT OF VINE GROWING ON THE ESTATE OF KESZTHELY 

 

By the end of the 18th century Keszthely became the centre of agricultural higher education in 

Hungary.  The Festetics estates in Keszthely, partly due to Georgikon, played a crucial role in it. In the 

beginning the farm of Georgikon belonged to the prefecture of Keszthely and then became part of the 

Estate of Keszthely, besides the farms of Felső, Cserhát, Vállus, Rez, Szentandrás, Vonyarc, 

Meszesgyörk, Sármellék and Vindonyaszőlős. Out of the vineyards of 2534 and 6/8 kapás ( 1 kapás = 

the piece of land that one man can hoe in one day) of the 10 Festetics estates (Keszthely, 

Balatonszentgyörgy, Csurgó, Szentmiklós, Csáktornya, Kemend, Vasvár, Ság, Szalkszentmárton, 

Sopron) the estate of Keszthely had the greatest allodial vineyard of 724 and 6/8 kapás.   

 

György Festetics, a disgraced army officer, retreated to Keszthely and attempted to decrease his 

enormous inherited debts with the income from his farm.  That is how he spotted János Nagyváthy, 

who was pursuing sensible, economical farming and had great theoretical knowledge and practical 

experience. In 1791 Nagyváthy published his two-volume book on agriculture, the first work of his in 

this field in Hungarian language, which was awarded a golden medal by the emperor.  Festetics invited 

him to Keszthely to be the fully authorised manager of the estate. With the help of Nagyváthy’s 

expertise, the count was soon able to decrease his debts. The new land steward  needed educated 

experts to help him realize his economic ideas, so partly to his suggestion, Festetics decided to 

establish an educational institution to train specialists to satisfy the demands for estate staff. Although 

Nagyváthy did not take part in the in-depth preparations of establishing Georgikon in Keszthely,  he 
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succeeded in ensuring the operational conditions of Europe’s first agricultural institution of higher 

education with improving the quality of production of the estate. The instructions he gave until 1797, 

while he was in the count’s service, ensured the effective operation of the Festetics estates for years to 

come.    

 

Successful farming was secured by Nagyváthy’s wide range of knowledge, his thorough expertise 

and excellent organisational skills as well as by the introduction of  the controlling system (double-

entry bookkeeping).  He knew the latest European and Hungarian technical literature, to which he 

made references in the chapters on horticulture and viticulture of his two-volume work entitled 

TheHardworking Farmer of the Field. However, he did not simply gave a translated summary of these 

works but used and quoted them to support or disprove his own experience and knowledge. He makes 

several references to the regional differences in Hungary in the same piece of work or process, most of 

which he had seen with his own eyes or even took part in them. Due to these methods he was able to 

make the right consequences and a number of the solutions he provided were perfect considering the 

possibilities of his time and, what is more, they are still remarkable today.  

 

After he became the head of Oeconomica Directio, the central  directorate of the estate, in 1792, he 

elaborated the principles of cultivation techniques as well as the modern system of requirements and 

responsibilities, and put it on paper in  Instructiók, a handwritten copy of which remained from 1795.  

It consisted of three big chapters. The first one was a calendar for the farmers of the fields and 

contained the various pieces of agricultural work required to be done according to farm management, 

broken down into months.  Nagyváthy was so practical that he did not fail to set alternative 

assignments to make sure that even on rainy, cold and muddy days there was something to be done. 

The second chapter discussed the duties of farm managers, including meetings on Saturdays, 

discussions, the treatment of serfs and contractual workers, official arrangements, administration, the 

maintenance of forests and buildings, the treatment of livestock, purchasing and selling, the tasks of 

stewards, overseers and bailiffs of the estate.  The third chapter covered the issues of keeping the 

accounts, economizing financies, keeping track of expenses and incomes, controlling financies and 

accounts and this chapter gave instructions concerning tables of economic results and assessments, 

which were to be sent to the central directorate of the estate.  

 

The so-called Saturday Sessions were committee meetings to give directions concerning the 

economic management of the estates. These were attended by the steward, the overseer, the bailiffs, 

the farmers, the barn-masters,  the clerk,  the liveried attendants and the game-keepers. The chairman 

of the session was the manager. The agenda was like this:   

1. The new decree(s) of the Directio had to be read out. 

2. Events of the previous week and the relevant comments had to be reported to Nagyváthy or the 

manager and then these had to be recorded.  

3. The minutes of the previous meeting was read out and if there was any unfinished work from the 

previous week, it had to be listed again among the things to be done.    

4. The work to be done in the following week was issued, naming the person and position  

responsible for each task so that it could be checked and required.  

5. The manager informed the attendants about the sales and the intentions of purchase. 

6. The bills were checked  and recorded in "the protocol of slips"   

7.  Every business agreement and contract for a longer period than one year had to be recorded in 

writing. Verbal agreements were not accepted and the attendants of the meeting had to be informed 

about all the contracts. One copy of each written agreement and contract had to be handed in to the 

Directio.  

8. Pawn issues were discussed.  

 

Nagyváthy ordered managers to keep the directory of previous documents ready, with the help of 

the archivist, to be available in case a disputed matter or decision should arise. The Saturday 

committee meetings concerning economic management started at 9 or 10 in the morning to leave 

enough time to discussion "…after the farming tasks were completed". On Saturday afternoons the 

bailiffs, farmers, overseers and the steward were "computing", i.e.  they discussed the actions and tasks 
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to be done in the following week. The Saturday meetings were really operative with Nagyváthy as 

chairman. Listening to the reports of the estates he was not unwilling to consider the innovations the 

reporting officers suggested as he appreciated their knowledge of local characteristics. Moreover, he 

encouraged them to raise the standard of production to the level required according to Instructiók.  In 

the section about the duties of managers he covered the basic issues of grape and wine production, 

including the production of the best varieties, overgrafting, choosing the right territory, keeping 

accurate records of wine community customs duty and tithe, completing the plantation of the entire 

land to be planted in 7 years and requiring the vineyard work to be done with care, as he wrote "And 

the lazy workers should be reprimanded".   

 

Studying the requirements of grape and wine production in  Instructiók is important not only 

because we can learn about the farming of a modern estate at the end of the 18th century or because 

we can have a look at Nagyváthy’s knowledge but also because it may have influenced the way grape 

and wine production was taught in Georgikon and, consequently,  to the other Hungarian estates as the 

students of Georgikon became estate managers after their graduation.  

 

The manuring of vineyards was prescribed to be done in August, January and February in  

Instructiók. Besides organic manure, he recommended ripened "ölföld", i.e. dried-out bottom of lakes, 

decayed mud and silt, which was used after one year of ripening. Similarly, sediment from trench 

digging and water-course cleaning was proper for manuring. In February the ripened, treated manure 

was taken to the vineyard where it was spread and  worked into the soil when uncovering the vines. In 

March it was time for vine pruning when the manager and the bailiff had to be on alert not to let 

winegrowers, who were managing the work, cheat to the benefit of the pruners. Nagyváthy drew the 

attention to the fact that good varieties should be propagated in March but, since the new plantation 

would suffer on account of the replanting, he suggested the overgrafting of noble varieties.  

 

Supporting stakes were to be pushed beside vines by that time as, following German examples, 

stakes were pulled out in autumn after harvest so that they could be long-lasting and should not be 

mouldering in the ground from autumn to spring. For these operations (staking) as well as for layering 

April was still not too late. When Nagyváthy recommended 2 different months as the right time for the 

same operation, he had to take into consideration not only the changes of weather from one year to 

another but  also the fact that in the estates of Northern Transdanubia   the work in vineyards could be 

started later than in Southern Transdanubian estates. He suggested that vineyard work should be 

suspended when the warm summer days arrived and the second binding should be done this time after 

the previous one. He did not recommend leaf thinning at that time because "berries will be burnt and 

will remain tiny", but he approved of shoot thinning so that the soil of the vineyard should not dry out. 

He disapproved of leaf thinning also because clusters needed to develop in the shade of leaves. For 

August he ordered the breakage of big, overgrown shoots, the strengthening of loose bindings, tearing 

down thickening leaves and hoeing to loosen the soil after binding. The overwintering clusters that 

were to be stored during winter had to be picked in September before they got frostbitten. He 

demanded picking clusters without breaking the berries, then they were to be stored in a cool, dry 

place but he also suggested that they should be hanged out on rods "to dry up in the midday sun".  

 

He mentioned that the early ripening varieties should be picked at the end of September, even 

though "harvest usually starts in the middle of October in good vineyards" and it should not be done 

before the first bite of frost. However, he did not recommend letting more frostbites because even 

though dew and frost increased the quantity of wine to be produced, they did not do good to its 

quality. The importance of choosing the right harvesting time was emphasized by Nagyváthy from the 

point of view of both the estate and the vinegrowing farmers. "The stupid folks can not wait until the 

land steward allows harvest in vineyards and they start picking grapes too early or too late, causing 

damage to the landowner, to themselves and the entire region".  He ordered harvest according to 

colours.  He demanded that forced labourers and day-labourers should work in their entire working 

time and "if workers can not pick the grapes because of rain or if they finish picking before evening, 

forced work or daywage can not be wasted.  Consequently, men must be ordered to harvest weak vines 

while girls and children to pull out stakes and put them in piles". After the harvest in October he did 
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not put off until the busy start of next year the layering after leaves had fallen, pruning, digging mud 

traps in water channels and collecting cords of grass soil in piles to use it as manure the following 

autumn. Until frosts started he prescribed continuous vineyard work in Instructiók, including winter 

covering, spreading manure, layering, shovelling earth, digging holes, pruning and pulling out stakes.    

 

In winery he similarly demanded conscientious and accurate work. When the time of harvest was 

coming he got coopers to clean empty barrells and to check wooden hoops concerning their tightness 

to make sure that they held staves tight. In September when harvest started he had juicy marc 

chemically sterilized and put it away to make brandy from it. He urged to shorten the time of juice 

extraction and vinification and then he left wine to age in heatable fermentation cellars. As he wrote "it 

should be filtrated into barrells and put into warm wine houses to make fermentation quicker and 

more even".   

 

 

He ordered the overseer to keep a record of the quantities and qualities of wines, listing in the 

inventory the cubic capacity of each barrell and holding vat together with their numbers, which were 

also burnt onto the bottoms of the  barrells and vats. It had to be recorded in the inventory whether the 

barrell contained white or red wine, whether it was estate produce, ninth or purchased wine. The 

vineyard where the wine was produced and the year of its production had to be noted down as well. 

The overseer was controlled so that "he should not mix up one wine with another when he gives them 

out or takes them in". By December marc brandy had to be distilled, otherwise  it could be used only 

as vinegar later.  In December  Nagyváthy  got new, fermented wine topped up  and in February he got 

them racked, except for wines with higher flavour content, which were racked in March. He prescribed 

it to be done on quiet, calm days. Regarding racking, he recommended racking with the exclusion of 

air with so-called "rainbow" pipes, which were "faster and more useful than rectangular funnels" to 

exclude air.  He recommended topping-up to be done until May, in closed cellars against the warmth 

of summer.  After topping-up he got overseers to wipe the bungs of barrells and seal them with pitch 

so that even the cooper could not touch it until the next topping-up. At the same time the bung hole 

was covered with a clean cloth so that it could not get mouldy. Nagyváthy ordered that two or three 

iron hoops had to be ready in every cellar of the estate to be installed onto the barrells and prevent 

wine from flowing out, in case the wooden hoop fell off.   

 

It is evident from what has been written above that János Nagyváthy, the land steward of György 

Festetics, demanded strict discipline concerning cultivation and winery techniques in Instructiók, 

which he wrote for the estates. Besides accurate and conscientious work he required high performance 

and working full working hours. To make it sure, in Instructiók he assigned tasks to the employees of 

the estate, with which he also ensured that work was controlled. His restrictions on wine technology 

were quite modern. The technical literature at the end of the 18th century only started to raise the 

principles and operations that Nagyváthy already demanded in György Festetics’s Transdanubian 

estates for the sake of modern and profitable farming. Thus, he demanded good varieties, accurate 

work, clean harvest at the optimal time, quick  vinification, heatable fermentation cellars to advance 

quick fermentation and to make fermentation controllable, frequent topping-up, hermetic sealing, 

racking with the exclusion of air after closed top fermentation and the use of racking pipes.  

 

Thus, János Nagyáthy transformed a real force of production from his knowledge of Western 

European technical literature on viticulture and oenology in French and German languages as well as 

from his knowledge gained through his relations, during his studies and from his own experience in 

Hungary.  
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7. WESTERN EUROPEAN AMPELOGRAPHIES AS MODELS IN TECHNICAL 

LITERATURE 

 

Some of the grape varieties were described in the ancient times and then in the Middle Ages, but 

the term ampelography was first used by Sachs in 1566. The scientific foundations of ampelography 

were laid in 1815 by a Spanish botanist, Simon Roxas who was examining the diagnostic features of 

grape canes. However, the first ampelography, which contained forty varieties produced in the region 

of Bologna, was composed by Crescentius in Opus ruralium commodorum. It was translated into 

Italian, French and English and it was published in German language in Augsburg in 1471. In 1508 an 

ampelography by Dodonaeus was published and then another by Sachs. The first classification of 

grape varieties was attempted by the Spanish Alonzo de Herrera in 1596. In a book by Baccio, which 

was published in Rome, varieties from Italy, France, Spain and other countries were described. In 

1696 F.F. Cupani in his Hortus catholicus, which was published in Naples, described 48 Sicilian 

varieties, while in 1715 Aix von M. Garidel in his Histoire des plantes, qui naissent á la Provence 

presented 46 varieties of Provence.  In 1766 a book by Sprenger came out in Frankfurt, which listed 

the varietes in alphabetical order. In 1777 a description of Austrian varieties was completed.  In Paris 

Duhamel du Monceau published a scientifically thorough and precise description of 14 varieties from 

the region of Paris in his Traité des arbres fruitiers ete in 1782. His work contained the first 

illustrations of varieties. A year later the Spanish Valcarcel published his work entitled Agriculture 

generale, where he presented the 116 varieties from Spain and other countries he was familiar with.  

 

The varieties of Lower-Austria were first mentioned in 1732 by Franciscus Antonius Steindl 

dePlesseneth who referred to Silberweisse, Mählweisse, Abendrothe, Lagler, Gäisdutte  and other 

varieties in his dissertation, which he wrote as a student in Prague.  

 

The previous summarising works, including Georgica Curisa or the agricultural works of  

Hausväter, did not mention actual names of varieties. In 1767 Martin Nicolaus Baumann in his 

Abhandlung zur Verbesserung der Niederösterreichischen Landwirtschaft recommended Rothe or 

Weisse Muscateller, Zierfandler, Sielberweisse, Gäisdutten, Abendred, Grose Augster, Schmeckichte, 

Schwarze, Burgunder, Braune varieties. In 1777  Sebastian Helbling in Prague published his 

Beschreibung der an der Wiener Gegend gemeinen Weintraubenarten ...  (The description of the 

common grape varieties in the region of Vienna), which described 24 and then 12 more varieties, 

classifying them according to the colour of their berries. A. Hildebrand’s catechism about grape 

production from the same year also contained descriptions of varieties but Burger himself found it 

rather shallow in 1837.  

 

At the end of the 18th century the need already arised in France to publish a separate album of 

ampelography to advance classification. Rozier, who died at the walls of Lyon on 29 September 1793, 

outlined the following idea, which was translated into Hungarian by József Fábián: "For me it seems 

possible that a clever and experienced vine grower with the help of two or three talented drawers and 

copperplate engravers could compose an excellent Herbarium or Book of Grapes, which  would 

contain all our varieties and descriptions of similarities and differences between them. From 

Balliard’s recent collections of French mushrooms and poisonous plants we can see that the art of 

drawing and engraving has reached such heights that it can illustrate any forms and even the most 

subtle and vivid shades of colours".  In his view the engravers should start their work in the northern 

vineyards and then gradually should move towards the southern ones, where they could record the 

later ripening varieties as well. … "at the same time it would serve horticultural and economic aims, in 

my opinion it would be the most beautiful gift that the French could give to their own country".  

However, all this was merely a plan. Still, the book comprised a table with the most important features 

of variety that a description of ampelography should contain, including the issues of the leaf, the 

colour of the berries, the shape, the indumentum at the back of the leaf, the contours of the leaf blade, 

the shape of cluster and the tendency to produce small clusters with few berries.  
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With the best intentions, József Fábián, who translated the book into Hungarian, German and Latin, 

made the mistake of translating the original French variety names in descriptions into Hungarian as if 

they were original Hungarian varieties. As he did the German and Latin translation, besides the 

Hungarian, he caused a great confusion with his translations of variety names despite his best 

intentions. Obviously, it was demanded by the spirit of that time, ie. the end of the 18th and the 

beginning of the 19th century, to adapt Western European practices to Hungarian grape and wine 

production. When translating the detailed descriptions of ampelography and production Fábián created 

the following variety names. Below I will give Fábián’s terms first and then the variety name I 

specified. ’Sugar grape’ (Sauvignon) = Sauvignon blanc, ’Painting grape’ = Teinturier, Smoky grape 

(gros Muscadet, die rauchfarbige Traube) = Muscadelle, ’Round-leaf grape’ (Feuille ronde, die weisse 

rundblättrichte Burgunderrebe) = Fehér kisburgundi or Chardonnay, ’Green grape’ (Gamay nais-) = 

Budai zöld, ’Black gamé’  (Gamey noir,-) = Nagyburgundi Kék, ’Little Black’ (Petit Gamay,-) = Kék 

kisburgundi, ’Ugorka grape’ (Le Cornichon, Kümmerling-Traube) = Halhólyag, ’Murló’ (Le Mur-

leau,-) = Merlot, ’Golden yellow round-leaf’  (La feuille ronde,-) = Pino blanc, ’Golden beautiful 

grape’ (Le chasselas doré Bar-sur-Aube) = Chasselas, White parsley grape’ (Le ciotat, Raisin d' 

Autriche, in Austria: die halbwälsche Traube) = Chasselas, but it has a red variety as well, ’White 

muscatel’ (Muscat blanc,-) = Yellow muscatel, and its berry-coloured version is Red muscatel.  

 

In 1813 József Fábián called the Black muscatel variety (Le Muscat violet, die veilchen blaue 

Muscateller) ’Black muscatel’. He described Muscatel of Alexandria, ’Korinthusi fehér’ (Corinth 

blanc, die weisse Kernlose, oder Korinthische  Traube). ’White Morillon’ (Maurillon hatrif,-) = 

Chardonnay, ’Miller grape’ = Lisztesfehér, ’White Malvasir’ = Szürkebarát, ’Mourillon’ = Kék 

kisburgundi, ’White Szavanyi’ (Le Savagnien blanc,-) = white version of Pirostramini. Besides these 

he translated varieties that did not proliferate later in Hungary, for example ’Gersely grrape’ (Le 

Verjus), ’Swiss grape’, ’Rochell black and white’ (Rochelle noire et blandie), ’Grape of Lombardy’ 

(Le Ramonat), ’Pearl grape’ (Le Raisin Perle, die Perletraube). ’Pearl grape’ in Márton Németh’s 

description had round berries, while in Fábián’s its berries are longish. The French book translated by 

him also contained ’Pirok grape’ (le Meslier or Mornain blanc, die Lindauer, frühe Leipziger Traube), 

’Mansard’ (Le Mansard) and ’Grape from Marocco’ (Le Raisin de  Maroc, Marokkauer Traube).      

 

J. A. Chaptal in his work, published in 1801, listed 2000 varieties, which could be found in 

Luxembourg gardens near Paris.  The first work of ampelography of larger scale was Versuche einer 

Classification der Weinsorten nach ihren Beeren (An attempt to classify grape varieties according to 

their berries), written by Chr. A. Frege in 1804.  The Austrian technical literature of ampelography 

considers the work of PaulLudwig von Conrad(Konrád Lajos Pál) describing grape varieties of Ruszt 

in Western Transdanubia as one of the preparatory works of Austrian ampelography.  

 

In 1815 Simon Roxas Clemente, the director of the royal botanical garden in Madrid, published 

accurate and reliable descriptions of varieties in Andalusia, illustrated with copperplate engravings of 

the varieties. This work was translated into French by U. de Caumel, and then into German by Fr. Von 

Mascon in 1821.  

 

The varieties of Styria and Lower Austria were assessed by F. X. Rath in Graz in 1820, then by Fr. 

R von Heintl in Vienna in 1821. The Styrian technical literature of ampelography and viticulture had 

great achievements at the beginning of the 19th century, with the help of Archduke Johann.  So it 

might not have been by chance that Mascon was commissioned also by the archduke to translate the 

work about the varieties of Andalusia. Berichtigung önologischer Urichtigkeiten, written in 1824 by 

Doll, contained the common names of varieties, while the archduke and the Agricultural Society of 

Styria commissioned Loenz Edlen v. Vest, the professor of chemistry and botany at Joanneum in Graz, 

to write the Styrian ampelography.   

 

These Lower Austrian and Styrian efforts to classify, describe and assess varieties must be 

regarded as modern as they aimed at acknowledgement of premium quality wine grape varieties 

instead of poor, bad quality varieties.  For example they recommended that the production Groben 
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(Heunisch) and Roten Muskateller varieties should be decreased while  Rizling, Tramini, Cirfandli, 

Oportó and Kékfrankos varieties should be produced in greater territory.  

 

An accurate and reliable assessment and description of Italian varieties was published in 1825 in J. 

Acerbi’s catalogue. In 1829 Joh. M. Müheböck, a priest in Weisenkichen, described 5 white, 2 red and 

3 blue varieties of Wachau along the Danube in Lower Austria in his Ampelographische Bechreibung 

der verschiedenen Weinrebensorten in dem Wachauer Bezirke (Ampelographic description of various 

grape varieties in the region of Wachau).  

 

The technical literature of ampelography paid special attention to Ungarns Weinbau I-II. , written 

byFranz Schams (Schams Ferenc). Hermann Goethe thought that "... die ersten genaueren 

Nachrichten über die grossen Weinschätze Ungarns und die daselbst cultivirten Rebsorten brachte". 

(These are the first accurate news about the great grape treasures of Hungary and the grape varieties 

produced there.)  

 

The wine and table grapes of the Southern German vineyards were collected and put on paper by 

Babo and Metzger in 1836. J. Burger in 1837 did the same with Austrian varieties, studying and using 

the collection of Demeter Görög, but he was also familiar with Ungarns Weinbau by Schams. In 1841 

two organizing works of ampelography were published in Graz by Fr. Trummer and Fr. X. Hlubek. 

Both of them approved of natural systematization, while L. E. v. Vest followed the artificial 

classification according to berries, clusters, shoots and leaves.  

 

In 1844 Babo listed the versions of varieties as well as the several synonyms of variety names. Due 

to the great number of similar names, later in 1876 Hermann Goethe had to write a dictionary of 

ampelography to make sure that everyone used the same terms. Two years later he also published his 

classification according to the shape of berries, entitled Handbuch der Ampelographie (The Handbook 

of Ampelography) but this artificial system is not used anymore.   

 

 

7.1 THE FIRST HUNGARIAN DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIETIES AS SPECIAL TECHNICAL 

LITERATURE  

 

János Matolay, who belonged to Mátyás Bél’s Lutheran circle in Bratislava, attempted to classify 

the grape varieties of Transdanubia, as I have mentioned before. In his description of grapes of Sopron 

he created four categories: swollen, white, grey and table grapes. He started to identify names of 

varieties and found that  ’Zapfete of Sopron’ was the same as Furmint in Tokaj and ’Augster of 

Sopron’ was the same as Góhér in Tokaj. He drew attention to the Western European varieties as well, 

including Rizling, Veltelini, Tramini, Olaszrizling, Cirfandli. He called Furmint ’Tumidula’ (fat, 

blistered) and gave its ampelographic description. (He probably saw the compact clustered clone type 

’Blistered Furmint’, otherwise he would have noticed and recorded shattered berries and 

parthenocarpic berry formation.)  

 

After Matolay only Lajos Mitterpacher attempted to give ampelographic descriptions of grape 

varieties. In the second volume of Elementa he described 36 varieties. He wrote this section on 

ampelography in his textbook influenced by the work of Sebastian Hölbling in Prague, who was the 

first frequent describer of the grape varieties of Lower Austria in 1777.  He gave the ampelographic 

features of the leaf and the cluster but according to these identification was almost impossible due to 

the lack of information. He used the Latin name of grape varieties, with the German and, possibly, the 

Hungarian name. Thus, the following varieties were mentioned in the highly influential university 

textbook by Lajos Mitterpacher: Rothe Zierfahnler, Pihähul, Rothe Mehlweisse, Rothe Muskateller, 

Gross-schwarze, Schwarze Abendroth, Schwarze Muskateller, Schwarze Raisler, Schwarze 

Fränkische, Schwarze Zierfahnler, Schlehen Schwarze, Schwarze Burgunder, Schwarze Zapfner, 

Schwarze Geisdutte, Ketske Szőllő-Weisse geistutte, Grüne Lägler, Weisse Zapfnen-Furmint, Weisse 
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Augster-Gohér Szőllő, Grüne Mehlweisse, Grüne Muskateller, Weisse Muskateller, Grüne Burgunder, 

Weisse Raisler, Zuckerweinbeere, Seeweinbeere, Silberweise, Grüne Zierfahnler, Weisse Scheukurn, 

Honigtrauben, Risler, Rosschwänzel, Krämler,   Schmeckende, Grobe, Braune, Wälsche. 

 

Although Máthé Pankl in his book, published in Bratislava in 1790, gave the names of varieties in 

Latin, Hungarian, German and Slovakian languages, he only mentioned them in brief ampelographic 

descriptions. For example "aegomasta alba - Fehér kecskecsöcsű - Weisse geistutte, dactilina - 

Gersely szőlő - grüne Lägler, tumidula - Fehér furmint - Weisse Zapfner, augusta - Fehér gohér - 

Weisse Auster, albella - Fejér szőlő - Mähweisse, apiana - Muskotály - Musckkateller, cyribotrus 

viridis - Zöld bákor - Grüne Zierfahnler Traube, thurea - Szagos szőlő - Schmeckende, crifea - 

Kemény héjú szőlő - Grobe Trauben, allemana - Barna szőlő - Braune Trauben, rhetica - Veres bákor 

- Rothe Zierfahnler, cyribotrus niger - Fekete bákor - Schwarze Zierfahnler, rubella - Rózsa szőlő - 

Rothe Muschkateller, thurea nigra - Fekete muskotály - Schwarze Musckkateller, burgundica - Fekete 

burgundiai - Schwarze Burgunder, aurisiaca - Fekete németh szőlő - Schwarze Fränkische". 

 

The authors of agricultural literature of the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century 

did not write detailed ampelographic desriptions, did not identify varieties and, moreover, were very 

careful when recommending varieties, as it was mentioned above.  Ferenc Pethe wrote that "…it seems 

to be impossible but if I really wanted to describe the distinctive features of the Hungarian varieties I 

would have to live in each of the famous wine regions for one year, one after the other. But even then I 

would not be able to do the job perfectly…"  In spite of this, the students of Georgikon in Keszthely 

were taught to identify grape varieties with the help of the ampelographic characteristics, which were 

listed in 10 points in the lecture notes on viticulture of Georgikon in 1837. 

 

In 1832 János Leibitzer drew attention to the deficiencies in Hungarian descriptions of varieties as 

well as to the lack of ampelographic tables and drawings. He suggested that the illustrations and 

names of varieties recorded at the same time should be used to identify the same varieties produced 

under different names in other wine regions. However, the journal Economic Papers in 1852 still 

complained that "… the only trouble is that due to the lack of detailed, experience-based descriptions 

of varieties and the dissemination of such knowledge in our country it happens many times that an 

excellent variety is neglected…". 

 

In the same year József Havas, a noted expert of the middle of the 19th century and the president of 

the Viticultural and Oenological Department of the National Economic Association of Hungary, 

pointed out that the reason why varieties could not be identified was the lack of albums of varieties 

and books on ampelography. This deficiency in grape production caused great economic damage 

every day in every vineyard operation.  The ignorance about the requirements and characteristics of 

varieties and the inability to identify varieties hindered quality work. Due to the influence of Styrian 

ampelographies and the thorough work of viticultural authors in 1869 in Nagykanizsa József 

Tersánszky published a Hungarian technical book on grape production, which included a more 

exhaustive chapter of ampelography. However, even the influence of such extensive technical books 

was doubted by Ferenc Entz, a former doctor who became a specialist of horticulture, viticulture and 

winery in 1849, as they did not contain any colourful tables with drawings and engravings to present 

varieties. Finally, in 1897 István Molnár introduced the kind of descriptions and classifications that are 

still used in modern ampelographies.  He created two categories for grapes based on the colour of 

berries: wine grapes and table grapes.  

 

 

7.2 THE FIRST HUNGARIAN OBSERVATIONS, DESCRIPTIONS AND PRODUCTION 

ASSESSMENTS OF WESTERN EUROPEAN VARIETIES 

 

The journal Economic Papers suggested in 1850 that Hungarian vine growers should adapt the 

more sensible technologies of France and the Rhineland and that they should switch over to quality 
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production and leave quantity production behind. As a primary condition for this, the aim was to plant 

and spread quality varieties. According to this idea, besides planting the new Western European 

varieties the original character of the famous Hungarian wine regions was to be kept, including the 

characteristic flavour and aroma of their wines. However, as the new varieties were gradually  gaining 

ground they altered the original wines of the wine regions. The most characteristic and the most 

evident change in grape varieties could be seen in the white and red wines in the region of Sopron. 

Schams wrote that some years before the time of his data collection (between 1820 and 1830) the 

’blauer Burgunder’ variety was tried in Ruszt because the formerly produced white varieties had been 

destroyed by black not (der Grind), against which this red wine variety was the best protection.  

 

The varieties of conv. occidentalis (western variety group) were gradually proliferating. In 1858 the 

journal Village Farmer described the varieties that were sold by József Fehér in Ujbecse and Ferenc 

Entz in Pest rooted as mallet cuttings. Western European varieties were mainly obtained personally or 

through family relations from Bordeaux, Graz and Dalmatia, but varietal identity was not guaranteed.  

 

The new varieties gained ground mainly in the vineyards of estates where producing quality, 

marketable wine was a priority. In the vineyards of peasants there was no demand for less producing 

conv. occidentalis which required more professional care. In the famous Hungarian wine regions 

where quality wine was produced Western European varieties proliferated sooner, due to the good 

example of estate vineyards, which could be found in greater numbers in these regions, and it had a 

positive effect on the vineyards of peasants. In the autumn of 1862 the visitors at the exhibition of the 

Economic Association of Zala County could see 10 or 12-year-old plantations of Rizling and Tramini. 

However, the visitors of the exhibiton mentioned in their reports that these varieties could not adopt 

completely due to the shallow top soil and the drying, warm wind. The reports said "there is no view 

more sad and depressing than Rizling or Tramini in Badacsony with their tiny, worthless privet-

shaped berries and small clusters hangind scarcely on vinestocks… it is sure that Rizling and its sad 

follower, Tramina (Trau-mir-nit) must be renewed…".    

 

The improperly done quality work and the ignorance of requirements and characteristics of new 

varieties resulted in a certain aversion towards these varieties. The high-yield Pontic varieties, which 

Hungarian vine growers had been used to for centuries and thus were more familiar with, were still 

extensively produced and their production was a priority. In an educational technical book that was 

published in Nagykanizsa in 1881 the new Western European  varieties of the conv. occidentalis 

variety group were only recommended in regions of "first class" and only for those who would rather 

try quality wine production to satisfy their own needs or pleasure. Tramini, Szürkebarát and Burgundi 

were recommended to be produced with this aim. Besides Furmint, Olaszrizling was also 

recommended for Balaton-mellék. Doing so, the book advanced the triumphal march of Olaszrizling 

in Hungary, which further standardized white wine producing wine regions at the end of the 19th 

century.   
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8. WINE-PRODUCING PROTESTANT PRIESTS AND TEACHERS OF HUNGARY 

WHO WERE READERS AND AUTHORS OF  TECHNICAL BOOKS 

(Their work in technical literature and the impact of their model farms at the turn of the 18th and 

19th century) 

 

As protestant churches had a modest income, compared to that of the Catholic church, the financial 

necessity forced protestant priests to cultivate the small gardens or lands in shorter or longer distance 

around the vicarage in an exemplary way and also to extend their theoretical knowledge on farming.  

 

The changing of the seasons and the transformations in the garden symbolise eternal life while the 

awakening nature is the symbol of the ever-reviving human life that dies on earth but finds salvation. 

The age of enlightenment and rationalism with the theory of mercantilism and the principles of 

sensible economy  emphasized the importance of self-sufficient towns and self-supporting, good tax 

payers. From the middle of the 18th century the state, besides its policy to support tax payers, was 

more and more promoting the sensibly farming peasants and farmers who protected their serfs, 

produced feedgrains and industrial crops and, consequently, could pay higher taxes. Several new ideas 

and theories to reform farming were gaining ground until the first Hungarian technical book was 

published at the end of the 18th century. The book by the Calvinist János Nagyváthy was modern, 

large-scaled and thorough so it became a success from 1791, but all this was only the tip of the 

iceberg.  

 

Gardening priests and teachers can not be regarded as the characteristics of the turn of the 18th and 

19th century only. There are similar examples throughout history. Still, not forgetting the role of 

religious orders and monastery gardens of the Middle Ages in this field, gardening priests who raised 

farming to a scientific level must be considered from the beginning of reformation as protestantism 

was spreading. Let us just mention Péter Melius (Juhász), István Beythe and hisson, András Beythe or 

Clusius who was supported by them and became famous all over Europe. Besides the noted and 

famous clergymen there were several unknown or hardly-known country priests with a wide range of 

knowledge concerning farming, who greatly contributed to certain fields.  

 

In this chapter I will pay tribute to these priest, some of whom were famous while many others 

were unknown, who were acting to the pleasure of God as well as for the benefit of the community 

when supplementing the income of their church and of their own household,  and at the same time  

they raised farming to the level of science at the turn of the 18th and 19th century.  With this work 

they set an example to Hungarian peasants and their followers. Farming priests were models 

concerning both their practical and their theoretical-theological activities. They were the basis for the 

more and more significant recognition that, from a national prospect, the exemplary farming activity 

of priests and teachers was to secure the rising standard of public welfare.  Later the state relied on 

them in disseminating modern farming knowledge and in this influential work priests used both the 

pulpit of their church and the platform of their school.  The exemplary farming and innovations of 

Bálint Kis, a minister of the Reformed Church in Szentes, was studied thoroughly by Kálmán Benda. 

In more modern historical literature fruit growing was actually linked with the idea of worship as the 

service of god and the congregation.  

 

However, it was not a Hungarian but a European phenomena at the turn of the 18th and 19th 

century that priests, ministers and teachers were the pioneers of the agricultural revolution of the 

modern age, promoting the idea of farming based on scientific knowledge. In Germany, for example, 

Johann Christoph Frommel produced clover in Bettberg near Freiburg in 1784 and Johann Friedrich 

Mayer in Kupferzell recommended the production of clover and potato in his 10-volume work, 

pubished between 1769 and 1786.  Johann August Friedrich Block, near the village of Nutha wrote a 

four-volume agricultural textbook in 1774 which was published in Leipzig. Albrecht Thaer, who 

revolutionarily reformed European agriculture, was also a country priest originally, before he 
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elaborated the principles of rational and practical farming. There are a number of Hungarian examples 

as well, for instance the Lutheran Tessedik or the Jesuit Mitterpacher. The journal National Farmer 

edited by Ferenc Pethe also issued reports by several farming priests. One of the authors mentioned 

that it would be great if preachers were able to set an example concerning agricultural operations and 

manufacturing tools. He expected a textbook like the one Mathesius wrote in 1791 about the farming 

on country preachers’ lands. The National Farmer missed the drawings of farming tools, including the 

ones manufactured and used by country priests.  

 

A well-known example is that of Szepespüspök where local people started to produce and dry fruit 

from the 1830s, encouraged to do so by the vicar and they had a profit of 20000 forints merely from 

this actvity. The pomologists in the middle of the century knew well canon Urbanek and vicar 

Majthényi. It was probably not by chance that János Oláh complained about the great losses of fruit in 

1854, writing "… so I ask mainly the respected priests to attempt and encourage the people under 

their guidance to get to like the improvement and growing of fruit trees…"  Country priests and 

teachers were always the state’s target groups in their attempts to reform and modernize economy and, 

at the same time, the disseminators of this knowledge.  

 

The most outstanding protestant priests of the time who made scientific observations and did 

botanical and horticultural work were the following, in alphabetical order.  

 

József Benkő  (1740-1814) was born in Bardóc, Transylvania. He pursued his studies in 

Székelyudvarhely and Nagyenyed, then became a minister of the Reformed Church in Középajta. He 

had a nice botanical garden with more than 600 species of plants.  His special field was botany and he 

collected herbs. He was the first to write about the flora of Transylvania but he was an expert of the 

natural history of Transylvania, too.   

János Bogsch (1745-1821) was born in Poprád. He was a teacher of a junior school in Lőcse and 

then taught in Bratislava. He wrote books on horticulture and bee-keeping. He was a well-known, 

popular author.  

Sámuel Enyedi (?-1671) was probably a doctor, born in Nagyenyed, who finally became a preacher 

of the Reformed Church in Alvinci. Besides several theological works, in 1669 he wrote a book on 

horticulture with the support and at the expense of  Anna Bornemissza, the wife of Mihály Apafi, the 

Prince of Transylvania.  

József Fábián (1761-1825) was born in Veszprém. He pursued his studies in Alsóörs and Debrecen, 

and then in Genf and Berlin. He became a minister of the Reformed Church is Vörösberény, and then 

in Tótvázsony. In 1803 he published an educational book on science for the common people. In 1805 

he translated from French Chaptal’s monumental work on winery, which revolutionalized European 

grape and wine production.  He was the Hungarian translator of Columella’s agricultural writings, 

which he published in 1819.  

János Földi (1755-1801) was born in Nagyszalonta. He studied at the college of Debrecen. He was 

a poet, a linguist and a scientist. The first system of botany was created in his spirit by Diószegi and 

Fazekas six years after his death, which prevented him from creating it himself. Even though he 

regarded it as the main work and task of his life, he could only outline the plan of this work.  

István Gáti (1749-1843) was born in Mád and worked as a minister of the Reformed Church in 

Máramaros and a judge of the Court of Appeal. His work on natural history, which described the 

world of minerals, plants and animals, was pubished three times.  

Jakab Glatz (1776-1831) was born in Poprád and was a Lutheran priest. In his travel book he gave 

a thorough and graphic account of farming. He visited Tessedik in Szarvas and wrote about Georgikon 

in Keszthely.  

Mihály Gotthard (1753- ?) was born in Dobsina and was a Lutheran priest. He wrote a topography 

of his homeland, which covered farming issues as well .   

Mihály Klein (1712-1782) was born in Merény, Szepes county. He was a Lutheran priest in Bártfa, 

Körmöcbánya and Bratislava. His work about the natural rarities of Hungary was published in 

translation in 1814.  

János Kömlei  (1756-1802) was born in Aya, Szatmár county. He was a minister of the Reformed 

Church. His economic handbook, entitled A Book to Help In Need, was published in Pest in 1790.   
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Tódor Lange  (1739-1814) was born in Brassó. He was a Lutheran priest. His special field was bee-

keeping and wrote technical books on it.  

János Leibitzer (1763-1817) was a teacher in Lőcse who dedicated his life to the development of 

horticulture. He was an author of horticultural books.  

Tamás Mauksch (1748-1831) was a Lutheran priest in Késmárk, who was an expert of botany and 

was examining the geography of Tátra. He also studied the flora of Szepesség. 

Sámuel Tessedik (1742-1820) was a Lutheran priest in Szarvas who dedicated his whole life to 

improve the Hungarian economy and spread new methods. His work is a great example of the ever 

failing and rising farmer. He was well-known nationwide and was acknowledged by the royal court in 

Vienna.  

Mihály Wittchen (1773-1847) was born in Szepesszombat, but later lived in Poprád, Bandrok and 

Nagy-Lomnic. He was a Lutheran priest who wrote articles about the economic life of Szepesség.  

 

Among the plants mentioned in the Bible grape is probably the most important. It symbolizes the 

Christian congregation, the power of the community and the members of the congregation as well as 

Jesus himself. The wine of Lord’s Supper is the symbol of the blood of Jesus Christ and the contract 

with he Christian Church. Grape and wine were extremely important produces in economy. They were 

possessions and special values, the foundations and the symbols of economy at the same time. It was 

not by chance that, due to the great vineyard plantations and wine overproduction several people 

intended to improve the quality of  extensive grape and wine production. This effort was important 

because wine was a national drink in Hungary and thus it could be the sign of well-being, as well as, 

when there was a lack of it, that of economic recession or poverty. That is why the ventures of 

protestant priest,including their dissemination of technical knowledge and their exemplary farming, 

were so important in this field.  

 

Understandably, in Hungary it was the Austrian viticultural and oenological literature that was the 

most widely-known, but the authors from Lower-Austria and Styria, besides doing their own research 

and making observations, were influenced by the viticultural literature of Southern Germany. They 

were trying to reach vine producers  by spreading the principles of ’improved’ agriculture, and 

translating, reviewing and recommending foreign works. 

 

The farming of protestant priests and teachers set an example in grape and fruit production as well 

as in horticulture. In gardens and vineyards, especially in Northeastern Hungary, there were a lot of 

fruit trees, the produce of which and the products made from them were good supplementaries of 

income if fruit was picked, dried, purchased or used in the household. János Bogsch  (1745-1821) was 

an outstanding figure in this field. He was born in Poprád. His popular booklet on fruit and vegetable 

production was published in Vienna in 1793 to advance the enlargement of crop selection in the 

gardens of civil households. Bogsch was a teacher at the Lutheran school in Bratislava and 

recommended primarily the horticultural writings by Lueder to the lovers of gardens and gardening. 

He recommended his own book not only to professional gardeners but also to intelligent peasants and 

town-dwellers who had a garden. Although his book was small and brief he was sure it contained all 

the important information. Horticultural operations were described in it month by month in 

chronological order. He wrote about grafting, budding, various grafting waxes, grapevine nurseries, 

treatment operations in the nurseries and the manuring of trees.  

 

He exhaustively discussed the characteristics of fruits, including apple, apriot, pear, cherry, 

chestnut, strawberry, plum, peach and walnut trees. He noted down his general observations about 

vegetable production as well. The second, enlarged edition of his book was also published in Vienna, 

in 1794. Its success is proved by the fact that it was published in Hungarian in 1796 in Bratislava and 

Pest with a nice engraving of a mixed garden on its cover.  In the picture a woman was watering 

flowers and a man was digging, in the garden there were flower beds and in the distance the engraver 

represented the gates of the fruit garden. The book was completed in Pest on the second day in the 

month of Saint George (April) and the preface was written by the author in 1795. In 1802 the second, 

enlarged edition was published in Hungarian. The cover and the picture were similar to those of the 

first edition but the most important words of the title (gardener, useful, education) were highlighted in 
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red print and, read in themselves, they drew attention to the content of the book.  The first edition in 

1796 was such a success that it was sold out by 1801.  The enlarged edition of 1802 first discussed 

fruit gardens, nurseries of wild trees or forest trees and vineyards. In 1803 the third, revised and 

enlarged edition was published in Vienna, which, however, did not cover vine growing, unlike the 

previous Hungarian edition. 

 

The economic weekly Patriotisches Wochenblatt für Ungern issued a reliable account of  

Hungarian horticulture and vine growing. The magazine was founded by János Károly Lübeck (1770-

1814) who orginally planned to issue it four times a year. Among its authors  there was Sámuel 

Tessedik and János Leibitzer (1762-1817) whose study, Über den Zustand des Gartenbaues in Ungern 

was issued in the weekly in 1804.  In it he showed a depressing and appalling picture about the 

horticulture of the time and the travelling vendors whose tricks deterred even the most entrepreneurial 

people from gardening. His descriptions of varieties, entitled Einige Obstsorten und deren 

Beschreibung, were published in volumes II and IV of the magazine. He described 13 varieties, mainly 

referring to the work of pomology by Christ, a German Lutheran priest. He was the first to recommend 

Mirobolan plum variety in Hungarian technical literature. In the Festetics estates, particularly in 

Keszthely, Mirobolan was planted already in 1758 besides other French varieties that were brought 

from France. The work of János Leibitzer became well-known among experts of the field, but his 

descriptions of varieties were forgotten. However, J. K. Wiesenbach based his work, which was 

published in Pest in 1816, on Leibitzer’s work.  Leibitzer did not describe all the fruit varieties, but 

only the most excellent ones. He gave the description of the fruit, its vigour, the character of the tree, 

its fertility and the pomological description of the leaf. He drew attention to the specialities and made 

comparisons with the noted technical literature of the time, ie. the descriptions of Christ, Du Hamel, 

Gikler, Deckant and Rößler. He described the following fruit varieties: ’Nyári boralma’ (summer wine 

apple), ’Stettinerbirn’ (’Barna Mihálykörte’ / brown Michael’s pear), ’Nemes magyar szilva’ (noble 

Hungarian plum), ’Nagy Császáralma’ (big emperor’s apple), ’Piros renett’ (red renett), ’Fontos alma’ 

(important apple), ’Rózsakörte’ (rose pear), ’Narancsmuskotály’ (orange muscatel), ’Citromkörte’ 

(lemon pear), ’Narancs körte’ (orange pear) and ’Cukorszilva’ (sugar pum).   Leibitzer was the first 

professional describer of Hungarian fruit varieties, describing 26 apple, 49 pear, 11 plum, 12 cherry 

and sour cherry, 7 apricot and 13 peach varieties. He regarded the following varieties to be Hungarian: 

’Boszmánalma’ (boszmán apple), ’Besztercei szilva’ (Beszterce plum),  ’Nagy cukorszilva’ (big sugar 

plum), ’Kék tojásszilva’ (blue egg plum) and ’Sötétbarna szívcseresznye’ (dark brown heart cherry). 

He was the first to describe ’Boszmánalma’ in technical literature.  

 

Leibitzer wrote his book about the forming and use of dwarf trees after gaining years of experience. 

In the introduction to the book, which was verbose and unusually lengthy, he gave his definition of a 

dwarf tree. He called trees with 1-4 feet (about 30-120 cms) high trunks ’dwarf trees’ and those that 

were higher ’high-trunk trees’. He discussed thoroughly the hedge ’Spalierbäume’ trees, which were 

recommended to be planted before walls and fences. He suggested that trees with pyramid-shaped or 

round-shaped foliage should be planted into the corners of gardens. He knew the vase-shaped foliage, 

which was called, in his opinion incorrectly, ’Kesselbäume’ at the time. He considered that dwarf trees 

were useful in town gardens and kitchen gardens where other plants were grown as well, so the 

narrow, small garden could be used well in spite of its lack of space. He regarded it to be an advantage 

of dwarf trees that they made it possible to grow many kinds of fruit in one garden. These little trees 

required only the third of the space that high trees with large foliage needed. According to his 

observations little trees bore fruit more frequently every year than big trees. He listed several more 

advanages, for instance that little trees were not only useful but they were decorations as well. 

Looking back at the past of nursing dwarf trees, he mentioned the first technical book from 1690, 

which was published in Paris in French language.   

 

János Leibitzer died in Lőcse in 1817. Still, under this name several practical agricultural 

monographies were published later, which were probably written by his son, who started his studies in 

Georgikon in 1809.  
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The examples above show how much Hungarian protestant priests and teachers took part in 

acquiring and disseminating technical knowledge of horticulture, viticulture, oenology and, in general, 

farming and also in writing technical books on these fields. Enlightenment and  scientific knowledge 

were not in conflict with their belief in God, as they promoted the order and beauty of life to the 

pleasure of God and the completeness of divine life in their poor congregations and in their 

environment. All this was based on the recognition that their activity was to God’s liking and at the 

same time the modern knowledge they obtained was to the benefit of the community. What most of 

them left behind, both in farming and technical literature, is scientifically valuable and long-lasting.        
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9. MÓRIC PREYSZ (1829-1877) WHO WAS AHEAD OF PASTEUR, THE FRENCH 

SCIENTIST 

 

The extension of scientfic knowledge in the 18th century greatly influenced the knowledge of 

winery as well. Still, our winery, just like other fields in Hungary, was a hundred years behind the 

development of Western Europe, which was the consequence of feudal indifference that had harmful 

effects on vineyard operations and wine treatment. Wine treatment, which required great cleanness, 

the exclusion of fermenting microbes, which was to ensure the solidity of wines or controlling 

fermentation were particularly problematic processes. 

 

At the end of the 18th century baron Miklós Skerlecz clearly pointed out the reasons for poor 

Hungarian wine treatment and  he also outlined how it could be helped, writing that "the only 

problems are wine treatment and preservation, but if wine export was easier, these problems could be 

solved". Instead of the changes in trade and customs policy, a royal order, announced on 17th January 

in 1812,  attempted to advance the situation of Hungarian winery.  Naturally, it was not very 

successful, but still, it determined the possible directions of wine treatment as it ordered the use of 

chemical knowledge of the time in winery. It was totally different from the wine treatment applied 

before. With this the new economic policy got reinforced, which urged that French technical literature 

be learnt and spread.  

 

From the middle of the 19th century the wineries of the estates were becoming the main examples 

of proper wine treatment. The supply of specialised estate employees was secured by a course on 

technical knowledge of winery in the model winery of the National Economic Association in Buda. 

Ferenc Entz was the head of the course and practical skills were taught by Sándor Szebenyi. Wines 

could not be sold without knowing and applying proper wine treatment. Miksa Greger, a Hungarian 

wine merchant in London, wrote in a letter to László Korizmics "The situation is bad, really… the 

wines that were sent from home this year seem to lack any treatment and most of them arrive at the 

English markets while still fermenting…".  

 

In 1877, to satisfy  the increasing demand for proper wine treatment, a cooperative of wineries, 

named Buda Society of Wineries was founded in the winery of the wine-growers’ training school in 

Buda. Although in 1881 the school was taken into public ownership and the cooperative dissolved, in 

the same year the Royal Model Winery Centre of Hungary was founded, supported by the state.  

Besides offering wine storage service, the centre aimed to popularize proper treatment and proper 

purchasing methods. The model winery was taken over by the Association of Hungarian 

Wineproducers in 1883.   

 

In the 18th century the wines that had just fermented or were partly still fermenting were drunk as 

new wines. The reasons behind the habit of drinking new wine were the insufficient size of storage 

room or the total lack of it and the lack of knowledge or practical skills of wine treatment.  

 

Wine producers soon discovered the relation between temperature and the speed of fermentation. 

At the beginning of the 18th century Mátyás Bél also wrote that if autumn was warm juice 

fermentation started the following day, but in cool autumns the process started only in 4-5 days. 

Similarly, the sweeter and thicker the juice was, the sooner the fermentation andbubbling started.   

 

The role of air in juice fermentation was also discovered and it was found that without air there was 

no fermentation. The "carbon-sour air" released from fermenting juice, ie. carbon-dioxide (or juice 

gas) was discovered, and even its harmful effects on human beings were pointed out.  In 1792 István 

Mátyus also drew attention to the relation between fermentation and temperature as well as the relation 

between the speed of fermentation and the perfect aroma and taste of wine.  In 1817 in The National 
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Farmer Ferenc Pethe recommended fining to speed up the  slow fermentation of juice with high sugar 

content from late, cool harvests.  

 

The main result of fermentation is alcohol, as it was stated on the grounds of the research findings 

of the French Chaptal and Lavoisier and later Pasteur more clearly defined the main products of 

fermentation. And then, under a microscope even the microorganisms of juice could be caught sight 

of. These were branched strings and unicellular organisms, which were named Sacharomyces 

ellypsoideus by Ress on the basis of his research. Liebig was of the view that they were not causes but 

results of fermentation. The opposite of this view was proved by Schwann and Pasteur in 1857. They 

closed the fermented juice with cotton impregnated with carbonic acid, which let air in, but prevented 

microorganisms getting in. When explosive cotton was put above the bowl with juice prepared for 

fermentation, it also filtered air. Ordinary cotton, however, let microorganisms in, so fermentation 

could start.  This way, Pasteur, the French microbiologist and chemist proved that fermentation is 

caused by yeasts in the air, which are multiplied by sprouting, compose a chain with each other that 

they keep for a while and then, multiplying, dissolve again.  The question of how the fermenting 

microbes can get into the juice was answered by Ress, who said that they get in through the grape 

berries.  

 

As fermenting is done by living organisms, oxygen is needed for their vital processes. In 1873 the 

Chemical Research Station was founded in Mosonmagyaróvár. From 1884 it was headed by Tamás 

Kosutány, who studied the controlling of juice fermentation. With his wine yeast experiments he 

revealed the effects of yeasts and he was the first in the world to draw attention to the fact that 

different wine regions had different yeasts. In Hungary he was the first to produce noble wine yeasts 

and pure cultures. He suggested already in the 90s that a research station should be established but the 

Institute of Ampelography was founded only later. The knowledge about fermenting microorganisms 

could explain several observations from previous centuries.  It became evident that heating juice or 

wine would stimulate the activity and multiplication of microorganisms. Consequently, various kinds 

and types of wine heaters were proliferating from the middle of the century.  

 

The so-called pasteurization is still the process to be used in wineries to destroy the microbes of 

wine and to make it sterile. Quite a few people know, however, that this worldwide used process, 

which is applied generally in the production of milk, refereshment drinks and wine, was first applied 

and discovered by a Hungarian expert and, consequently, this important operation should not be called 

pasteurization but ’preyszization’. Wine pasteurization became widely known among specialists in 

Hungary and in the world at the same time, in 1861. In that year Móric Preysz, who was born in 

Sopron and was an academician and expert on biochemistry revealed that secondary fermentation of 

wine could be prevented if wine was heated to 70-80 C
o
 in a covered pot and then was sealed 

hermetically.   So he was four or  five years ahead of the great discovery of Louis Pasteur in 1865 but 

the news about it did not reach far and he remained in the background.  

 

From the 1850s he started to deal with chemistry and biochemistry of wine. He at once recognized 

the relation between casse and the oxygen-content of air. The discovery of Móric Preysz concerning 

sterilization and stabilization of wine was preceded by several partial results of similar researches. For 

instance, he found in 1858 that casse was caused by the microbes of air.  From 1859 he examined 

Hungarian wines for free at the request of wine producers. Then, from 1870 he started thorough 

examinations regarding the acetification of wines, the colouring material in red wines and the proteint 

content of wines. He disclosed the inaccuracies of Babo’s juice refractometer from Klosterneuburg. In 

his technical article he complained about the deficiencies in winery operations and the improper 

production practices. In the journal Economic Papers in a series of articles he wrote in 1862 " … at 

last we must leave the thick jungle of our prejudices behind regarding wine clarification and aging; 

namely, we must forget our fathers’ practice of aging our wines on lees as long as possible…". He 

also mentioned in this series of articles that the activity of yeasts stopped at 100 C
o
 and his process 

was successfully applied by several wine producers, particularly in Tokaj-Hegyalja. Besides his 

experiments in winery and chemistry he outlined a problem of wider horizons which covered issues of 

policy of wine trade. He wrote: "… in winery we should follow the advice of materialism, which says 
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that we should not produce wine whose quality is only known for the producer, but rather wines that 

purchasers themselves will find excellent according to their own taste. So I think that it is not only our 

local interest but it is important for the whole country and thus, this matter deserves enthusiasm from 

everybody".   

 

 

Preysz delivered a lecture about his discovery, the relation between microbes and wine 

fermentation and sterilization, in November 1861 at the meeting of the Society of Natural Sciences, 

about which Economic Papers issued an exhaustive report. His study, however, was not published as a 

separate work, not even in foreign languages. Thus, the professional circles of Europe and the world 

were not aware of the Hungarian article, while in 1865 they were aware of the discovery of Louis 

Pasteur, the French bacteriologist and chemist. So the scientific discovery was isolated from the world 

as it was available only in the language of a small country. Even though the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences admitted him to be its member in 1863, and rightly so, when he died after being unwell with 

lung disease his obituary was written by István Molnár, the head of the Buda Wine-growers’ School, 

and was published on the cover of the journal Winery Papers on 1 May in 1877.   Preysz’s discovery, 

wine pasteurization, even if it was not named after him, started its triumphal march in the world.  

István Schenek, a medical doctor, was experimenting with a pasteurizer and he showed its advantages 

to the audience of his winery lectures in Balatonfüred. István Molnár wrote about it in 1871, regarding 

it as a way of fining. The pasteurizer was presented in Winery Booklets in 1872, and then in Winery 

Papers in 1888. In 1879 Antal Gyürky, a winery expert, described several types of pasteurizers that 

were based on Pasteur’s theory.   

 

The success of the method was secured by its rapidity since with fining, which was recommended 

and promoted by experts, it took longer to clarify wine. The large-scale bottling in Western Europe at 

the end of the 19th century orthe global trade of the 21st century could not be imagined without 

pasteurized wine (or drink and food). That is why it is important that the Hungarian and international 

public should learn about the work of the Hungarian Mór Preysz and his name should not sink into 

oblivion.  
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10. SUMMARY 

 

This textbook discussed the technical literature of grape and wine production of foreign, 

particularly Western European, countries. Neither the authors, nor their works were unknown to 

Hungarian authors. Especially French, German and Austrian (Lower Austrian and Styrian) authors and 

their works were widely-known, much-quoted and even regarded as models by the Hungarians. The 

Hungarian scientific and educational technical literature of viticulture and oenology were extremely 

significant in the publications of the 18th and 19th century. The impact of foreign works could be seen 

in the works of Sámuel Tessedik, Demeter Görög and Ferenc Schams.  The emergence of knowledge 

about the biochemistry of wine revolutionalized  viticultural literature as technical books reflected 

technological changes. Thus, the clearing of problems concerning juice fermentation, the knowledge 

about the relation between temperature and juice fermentation, the biochemical description of 

fermentation and the discovery of juice fermenting microbes all made viticultural literature flourish.  

 

The writing and publication of the first medical dissertation on wine in Hungary was to sign the 

increasing interest towards oenological literature as well as the appearance of wine region 

descriptions. After the medical dissertation on wines was written in Sopron in 1715, Mátyás Bél was 

the first to cover Hungarian wine regions in his country description in the first third of the 18th 

century.Then Franz Schams (Ferenc Schams) extended this knowledge in his two-volume Ungarns 

Weinbau which contained descriptions of Hungarian wine regions. All these showed the forming and 

development of Hungarian viticultural and oenological technical language and terminology.  

 

A number of foreign experts took part in these processes and tendencies (for instance Johann 

Beckmann from Germany who established a school and his student, Peter Jordan from Austria or 

Jordan’s student, Leopold Trautmann) who were pioneers of agricultural education and agricultural 

textbook writing. Several of their Hungarian followers and students became excellent specialists who 

praised their work. The most outstanding among them was János Nagyváthy, who summarised his 

practical and theoretical knowledge of viticulture and oenology in several technical works, including 

the first technical book in Hungarian language.    

 

Besides general technical literature, there were technical books discussing the special issues of 

varieties and ampelography, which were known and used by Hungarian authors. These books 

described the new Western European grape varieties and extended the knowledge about them with 

their observations.  

 

In knowing, disseminating and extending technical literature of viticulture and oenology the 

country intelligentsia, who were at the cutting edge of horticulture as well as of grape and wine 

production in Hungary,  and the exemplary country priests, ministers and teachers were  leading the 

way.  These people, who were pursuing exemplary farming on scientific foundations, were motivated 

not only by financial necessities but also by knowledge of science and the service of the Bible and 

their church. It was not by chance that in sterilization, which is such an important issue in winery, as 

well as in drink and food procession, it was a Hungarian, Móricz Preysz who used the right method in 

the production of wine ready for bottling first in the world, ahead of the French scientist, Louis 

Pasteur.  
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11. MOCK EXAM/ END-OF-CLASS QUESTIONS 

 

1. When and in what form were the first books on oenology published in Europe and in Hungary? 

2. What does it mean that the state, ie. the royal court in Vienna supported the publication of 

technical books on oenology? What did Vienna conceal with this? From what was attention 

diverted away?  

3. Who were the authors of the first Hungarian works on oenology from 1715? 

4. How did enlightenment, rationalism and mercantilism influence the publication of technical 

books on oenology?  

5. How many copies of these technical books were printed? How many people could have read 

them?    

6. What Western European technical books on oenology, well-known in Hungary, could have 

been regaded as models for the Hungarians?  

7. Which oenological book with a new approach  was the most famous and most important in 

Europe and Hungary and was translated into Hungarian by a minister of the Reformed Church?  

8. Which book and which authors represented primarily the French knowledge of oenology in 

Hungary?  

9. Who and what books represented the German influence on technical literature in Hungary? To 

what extent were these authors and their works known to the Hungarians?  

10. Which Austrian technical literature was the best known in Hungary?   

11. Who made the Styrian technical literature flourish? Which Styrian authors were the Hungarians 

familiar with?  

12. Name some Hungarian authors of technical books on oenology  and assess their work in a few 

sentences.  

13. The activity of Sámuel Tessedik, the reformer who was a Lutheran priest in Szarvas, including 

his work in technical literature. 

14. The activity of Franz Schams (Schams Ferenc) and his work as an author of technical books. 

15. Hungarian technical knowledge of oenology reflected in Hungarian technical literature in the 

18th and 19th century.  

16. The technical knowledge about fermentation according to the technical literature of    

oenology. 

17. The first medical dissertation on the wines of Sopron in 1715. 

18. How was the Hungarian technical language and terminology of viticulture and oenology 

formed? Who took part in the process?  

19. Who was Peter Jordan? Why did he not become a well-known expert? Why can he be regarded 

as the éminence grise of Austro-Hungarian agriculture?  

20. What role did economic schools and societies play in the development of technical literature of 

oenology in Europe and in Hungary?  

21. What is the importance of the university of Göttingen in European technical literature? In what 

ways were Göttingen and Hungary related?  

22. Who was János Nagyváthy? Why is his work in technical literature significant?  

23. What was the role of János Nagyváthy in Keszthely? How was he related to György Festetics?  

24. The descriptions of varieties (ampelograpies), as works of technical literature.  

25. The first descriptions of varieties in Hungary. 

26. References of new (Western) European varieties in technical literature. 

27. Protestant priests in Hungary who were wine-producers and authors of technical books. Their 

activity and their work in technical literature. 

28. Sterilization of wine and making it ready for bottling. The deficiencies and the achievements 

regarding these processes.  

29. The activity and work of Móricz Preysz, including his revolutionary achievements. 

30. The world-fame of Pasteur. His method and its relation to Preysz.  
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14. END-OF-COURSE EXAM 

(20-20 questions, Groups A and B) 
 

1. When and in what form were the first books on oenology published in Europe and in 

Hungary? 

2. What does it mean that the state, ie. the royal court in Vienna supported the publication of 

technical books on oenology? What did Vienna conceal with this? From what was attention 

diverted away?  

3. Who were the authors of the first Hungarian works on oenology from 1715? 

4. How did enlightenment, rationalism and mercantilism influence the publication of technical 

books on oenology?  

5. How many copies of these technical books were printed? How many people could have read 

them?    

6. What Western European technical books on oenology, well-known in Hungary, could have 

been regaded as models for the Hungarians?  

7. Which oenological book with a new approach  was the most famous and most important in 

Europe and Hungary and was translated into Hungarian by a minister of the Reformed 

Church?  

8. Which book and which authors represented primarily the French knowledge of oenology in 

Hungary?  

9. Who and what books represented the German influence on technical literature in Hungary? 

To what extent were these authors and their works known to the Hungarians?  

10. Which Austrian technical literature was the best known in Hungary?   

11. Who made the Styrian technical literature flourish? Which Styrian authors were the 

Hungarians familiar with?  

12. Name some Hungarian authors of technical books on oenology  and assess their work in a 

few sentences.  

13. The activity of Sámuel Tessedik, the reformer who was a Lutheran priest in Szarvas, 

including his work in technical literature. 

14. The activity of Franz Schams (Schams Ferenc) and his work as an author of technical 

books. 

15. Hungarian technical knowledge of oenology reflected in Hungarian technical literature in 

the 18th and 19th century.  

16. The technical knowledge about fermentation according to the technical literature of    

oenology. 

17. The first medical dissertation on the wines of Sopron in 1715. 

18. How was the Hungarian technical language and terminology of viticulture and oenology 

formed? Who took part in the process?  

19. Who was Peter Jordan? Why did he not become a well-known expert? Why can he be 

regarded as the éminence grise of Austro-Hungarian agriculture?  

20. What role did economic schools and societies play in the development of technical literature 

of oenology in Europe and in Hungary?  

21. What is the importance of the university of Göttingen in European technical literature? In 

what ways were Göttingen and Hungary related?  

22. Who was János Nagyváthy? Why is his work in technical literature significant?  

23. What was the role of János Nagyváthy in Keszthely? How was he related to György 

Festetics?  

24. The descriptions of varieties (ampelograpies), as works of technical literature.  

25. The first descriptions of varieties in Hungary. 

26. References of new (Western) European varieties in technical literature. 

27. Protestant priests in Hungary who were wine-producers and authors of technical books. 

Their activity and their work in technical literature. 
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28. Sterilization of wine and making it ready for bottling. The deficiencies and the 

achievements regarding these processes.  

29. The activity and work of Móricz Preysz, including his revolutionary achievements. 

30. The world-fame of Pasteur. His method and its relation to Preysz.  

31. The relation between tehnical literature of oenology and achievements of natural sciences. 

 

A minimum of 2 photos/ pictures to illustrate each chapter. 

1-2 short (10-30 second-long) films/ animations, interactive animations for each course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


